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Abstract

Although the current thermoacoustic theory has so far proved successful in allowing
us to analyse and understand thermoacoustic systems, there are inherent limitations
associated with it. These are related to the fact that this theory is based on linear
approximations' As designers search for ways to increase the efficiency and power
density of thermoacoustic devices the accuracy of the linear theory clecreases
significantly, as a variety of non-linear effects start to become important. For
example, when the pressure amplifude is increased, in order to increase the power
density' This thesis concentrates on the nonJinear effect of acoustic streaming.

Acoustic streaming is a steady flow that is superimposed upon the acoustic
oscillations' An expression for the streaming velocity is developed for a paraliel
plate channel having an arbitrary gapwidth, so that the solution is valid for both thin
and wide boundary layers. The solution includes thermal effects arising from the
presence of an axial temperafure gradient along the channel, and arbitrary phase
between the pressure and velocity. An essential feature of the streaming velocity is
the generation of circulating loops, which can cause heat to be convected within the
channel.

An expression for the transverse steady state temperafure was also derived, for
similar conditions as outlined for the streaming velocity. It was found that when an
axial temperature gradient is present the magnitude of the kansverse steady state
temperature increases significantly as the width of the channel increases. The
implication of this is that a significant amount of heat can be convected along the
charurel due to the action of the streaming velocity. when no axial temperature
gradient is present, the transverse steady state temperature reduces to a small
constant value outside the boundary layer.



A numerical finite difference scheme was developed to model non-linear flow within
the two-dimensional channel. The model solves for the conjugate fluid-solid
problem enabling the temperature difference induced along the channel to be
predicted' The model compared very well to experimental data. It was also found to
be in excellent agreement with the analytical solutions for the streaming velocity and
the lransverse steady state temperafure.

The effect of streaming on the energy flux density was examined for a wide channel,
having a temperafure gradient along its length. A fourth-order expression was
developed which yielded a solution in terms of the transverse steady state
temperature and second-order mass flux, which for certain conditions could be of a
similar magnitude as the second-order terms.

For a thermoacoustic core, it was proposed that a toroidal flow could form and
convect heat from one heat exchanger to the other. To analysis this effect toroidal
flow was incorporated into an expression for the temperature difference induced
across a thermoacoustic couple' This result was found to be in excellent agreement
with experimental data. The effect of toroidal streaming on the thermoacoustic core
was also considered. In additiorL a second-order expression for the work flux was
derived that included a previously ignored term due to acoustic streaming.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Cha tet I Introduction

Simply put, the topic of thermoacoustics deals with the interaction between thermal

and acoustic fields. In view of this very general description, the thermoacoustic

effects discussed in this thesis form only a small branch of the topic of

thermoacoustics as a whole. However, they give rise to thermoacoustic engines,

which have, over the past 20 years or so, received an increased and growing amount

of interest. This is predominantly due to the realisation that these devices can be

used, not only to convert heat directly into sound (an effect which has been known

now for over 200 years) but can also operate "in reverse", whereby sound can be

used to Pump heat and therefore refrigerate. It is primarily the proposition of

practical thermoacoustic cooling systems, which has sparked a growing interest in
these thermoacoustic heat engines.

Universal interest has been fuelled by gtobal pressure to produce environmentally

clean refrigeration systems. This has meant alternative cooling technologies that had

previously been overlooked are now being considered as viable options for many

applicafions. What makes thermoacoustic refrigerators environmentally so aftractive

is that they use inert gases as the working fluid, with the only perceived

environmental impact being due to possible noise pollution. In practical

implementafions, this has so far been judged minimal.

Thermoacoustic systems also offer a host of other potential benefits. While still being

a relatively new technology, they have shown surprisingly high efficiencies,

considering their simplicity. They generally require only one moving part, an

electroacoustic transducer, which in most cases requires no sliding seals and

therefore no lubrication. Alternatively, they can be powered directly off any heat

source if coupled to a thermoacoustic engine, requiring no moving parts at all. This
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has the additional advantage of allowing them to be run off waste heat, a factor that

may Prove fundamental to the commercial future of thermoacoustic systems. A.y
application that has a ready supply of waste or "ftee" heat, is a possible candidate for

a thermoacoustic system. A further consideration is that they have continuous

capacity confrol, whereby the heat load can be continuously adjusted to maintain a

desired temperature.

In summary, thermoacoustic refrigeration offers the following advantages,

It is an environmentally clean alternative, having no ozone depletion,

global warming, or toxicity;

It is mechanically simpie, which should result in low manufachlring

and maintenance costs;

It has the ability to utilise alternative energy sources.

It has the ability to pump variable heat loads.

The biggest potential drawback of ttrermoacoustic refrigeration is that the

thermoacoustic cycle is inherently irreversible. Generaily, this means that large heat

loads can not be pumped efficiently. However, for low to mid heat load applications

(i.e. from cooling electronic components to household refrigerators), they have

shown a very good potential. At present, thermoacoustic refrigerators seem best

suited to applications requiring large temperature spans (i.e. very cold

temperatures), with very small heat loads. From a practical standpoint, these devices

have a tendency to be relatively large and bulky, due to design requirements

imposed on them by the resonator. There is also the potential for rupfure due to

fatigue, because of the acoustic oscillations. In additiory efficient heat exchangers can

be difficult to fabricate and design accurately, while refrigeration applications

generally require a secondary external loop.
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1.1 Motivation
The motivation behind the work presented in this thesis was to increase the

commercial viability of thermoacoustic systems, primarily their use as household

refrigerators, which are predominantly vapour compression systems. With this in

mind, the focus of this thesis was towards increasing the power density, as this

results in smaller higher capacity devices.

One of the simplest and most desirable ways to increase the power density is by

increasing the drive ratio DR (ratio of peak acoustic pressure to mean pressure), as

the power densify is proportional to DR? . However, the current theory is based on a

linear approximation, which assumes that the drive ratio is small. Consequently, as

the drive ratio increases the predictions given by this linear theory become

inaccurate. Thus, many thermoacoustic system designs have been unnecessarily

restricted to operate at low drive ratios in order to stay within the region where there

is a certain amount of confidence in the accuracy of the linear theorv.

It is for this reason that the this thesis looks at extending the linear theory, antl

improving the current understanding, of thermoacoustic systems operating at high

drive ratios.

1.2 Original contribution
A variety of non-linear effects ignored by the linear theory can become significant as

the drive ratio increases. This thesis concentrates on what is generally considered the

most significant of these non-linearities, that of acoustic streaming.

Consequently, a general expression for the streaming velocity, in a two-dimensional

channel, is developed, which accounts for arbitrary phase between the pressure and

velocity, and thermal effects resulting from an axial temperature gradient along the

length of the channel. In deriving this expressiory no restriction has been imposed

uPon the plate separation, so the solution is valid f.or a boundary layer thickness

ranging from very small to the full gap width.
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In addition, an expression for the transverse steady state temperature distribution is

derived under similar conditions as that of the streaming velocity.

A two-dimensional finite difference model is developed for analysing non-linear

flow within a parallel plate channel. The main feature of the model is that it solves

for the conjugate fluid/solid problem, which enables the steady state temperature

gradient induced along the channel to be predicted.

A fourth-order solution for the time-averaged energ"y flux density is derived for a
single channel, having a temperature gradient along its length and a wide channel

separation. The resulting expression is due to a combination of the second-order

mass flux (which is obtained from the streaming velocity), ancl the transverse steadv

state temperature.

An expression for the second-order work flux is derived for a thermoacoustic core,

which contains a previously overlooked term due to acoustic streaming. To account

for the effect streaming has on the energy flux density (within a thermoacoustic core)

it is proposed that a toroidal flow develops around the core, which is driven by the

sfreaming velocity. Expressions are derived to determine the effect of toroidal flow
on a thermoacoustic couple, and on a thermoacoustic core. These results are verified
by comparing them to experimental data.

1.3 Thesis outline
A brief review on the early history of standing wave thermoacoustic heat engines,

and the development of thermoacoustic refrigeration is given in chapter 2. General

principles on the operation and components of standing wave thermoacoustic

cooling systems are outlined, along with recent attempts to increase the performance

and commercial viabiliry of this technology. A comparison is also made with
fravelling wave systems.

4
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In chapter 3, the current linear thermoacoustic theory is presented. This involves the

derivation of the thermoacoustic wave and energy flux equations used to model

thermoacoustic systems operating at low drive ratios. The solution is given for a

thermoacoustic core having an arbitrarily shaped pore cross-section. Approximate

and numericai solution methods are outlined.

An overview of non-linear thermoacoustic effects arising from high drive ratios is

discussed in chapter 4.

Chapter 5 outlines the derivation of the streaming velocity and transverse steady

state temperature in a two-dimensional channel having an arbitrary gap width, with
an axial temperature gradient along its length. An expression for the second-order

mass flux is also given. The resulting expressions are reciuced to a closed form, for

the purposes of discussion, by applying a nunber of assumptions corunon in the

analysis of thermoacoustic systems.

A numerical finite difference model is outlined in chapter 6 for a parallel plate

channel. The ICE finite difference scheme is adapted and applied to the solution of
the fluid field, while a standard explicit scheme is used to solve for the heat

conduction problem in the solid. A variety of channel configurations and operating

conditions are examined. The results of the model are compared to experimental

measurements and used to verify the analytical expressions for the second-order

mass flux and transverse steady state temperature derived in chapter 5.

In chapter 7 the effect that streaming has on the energy flow in a single wide channel

is considered. This result is found to apply to the pulse tube in a pulse tube

refrigerator. General aspects of this heat flow are discussed using simplified ciosed

form solutions.

Chapter 8 examines the effect that streaming can have on thermoacoustic cores, First

by developing a complete expression for the second-order work flux, and then by

examining the effect toroidal flow can have on the core. A model is first derived to
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account for the effect of toroidal flow on a ther.msacoustic €ouple, before exaqrining
its effect ora the Sreryroacoustic c.ore. The r-esult$ are verified against experir,re'tal
data from tlre thermoacorrstie literafirre, for two case shrdies; a therryroacoustie

refrigerator, and a thermoacoustic heat engine.

Csnelusionsrar,ld tecomrnendations for further research are giverr in chapEr g.

6
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Chapter 2 Backeround
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This chapter outlines the experimental and theoretical development of the

thermoacoustic devices to be analysed within this thesis. Essentially, it consists of

four sections. The chapter begins with a brief history into standing wave

thermoacoustic heat engines and refrigerators. In the second section, the basic

physics of the thermoacoustic process and elementary thermoacoustic cycle are

outlined, from the standpoint of a thermoacoustic cooling system. The main

components and efficiency of thermoacoustic refrigerators are also discussed. The

third section examines recent efforts to increase the performance of thermoacoustic

systems. In the final section, a standing wave thermoacoustic refrigerator is

compared to the Stirling and pulse tube acoustic cooling systems, which are

essentially based on travelling acoustic waves.

2.1 History of thermoacoustics
A new era of thermoacoustic heat engines and refrigerators began in the early 1980's,

when Wheatley et nI [1'-41 demonstrated that significant cooling effects could be

produced by placing a set of parallel plates within a resonant tube. Prior to this, the

study of thermoacoustics had centred almost exclusively on the reverse process of

heat driven acoustic oscillafions, or thermoacoustic heat engines. Accordingly, this

section is broken into two parts. The first part briefly reviews the history of standing

wave thermoacoustic engines, while the second part outlines the eariy research into

thermoacoustic refrigeration.

2.1.1 Thermoacoustic engines

The forerunner to current thermoacoustic engines is the Sondhauss tube t5]

illustrated in Figure 2.L. Sondhauss studied an observation made by glass blowers,

7
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Heat in

Figure 2.1 The Sondhauss tube. By applying heat to the bulb, sound is produced.

that sound is sometimes produced when blowing a bulb on the end of a narrow tube.

The bulb and rube form a resonator cavity, which results in the formation of a

standing wave when a hot enough flame was applied to the bulb.

Rayleigh gave a qualitative descripfion of this effect [6] in 1896 noting the importance

of the phase relationship between the fluid motion and the temperature in order to

maintain the acoustic oscillation. Rayleigh recognised that the fluid moves towards

the hot-end when the oscillating pressure reaches its peak value. This implies that

for acoustic oscillations to occur in the fluid heat needs to be added at the pressure

anti-node and removed at the pressure node. The heat addition, and subsequent

expansion of the fluid at high-pressure, results in the production of sound.

The theoretical analysis of thermoacoustics began with Kirchhoff l7l who examined

the attenuation of sound waves due to thermal diffusion. He considered two

particular cases, plane waves travelling in an unlimited medium, where heat diffuses

in the direction of sound propagatiory and sound contained within a duct, where

heat diffuses between the fluid and the duct walls. For both the cases he considered,

the time-average of the heat flux was zero.

However, the production of acoustic power by the addition of heat, as observed in

thermoacoustic engines, is also accompanied by a heat flow within the boundary

Iayer. This heat flow is a result of the interaction of the sound wave with a solid

surface.
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otly recently has an accurate theoretical analysis of this effect been d.eveloped..

Presented in a series of papers by Rott ef aI [8-13], this analysis established the
theoretical foundations from which the linear theory currently used to model
thermoacoustic systems today, is derived. Rott showed that the production of sound
in a Sondhauss-type tube is a result of the interaction between the inviscid core anrl
the fluctuating normal velocity at the outer edge of the viscous boundary layer. The
oscillating boundary layer acts as a piston driving the oscillations within the core.
An important result of this work is that driving only occurs if a temperature grarJient
is imposed along the wall, causing a variation in the thickness of the thermal and
viscous boundary layers' For isothermal conditions the boundary layer has only a

damping effect. Rott established a stability limit for determining the onset of
osciliation, 

"nd 
generalised the theory to tubes with variable cross section. Thus

showing that by enlarging the hot-end of the tube the minimum temperature ratio at
which instability occurs can be dramatically reduced.

2.1.2 Thermoacoustic refrigeration
Rott [14] also examined the effect of cooling using acoustic oscillations, introducing
the terrn thermoacoustic streaming to describe the heat transport that occurs within the
boundary layer as a result of the energy transfer between the boundary layer and the
inviscid core. This phenomenon was also analysed by Merkli and Thomann [15],
who presented a second-order theory for estimating the heat flux within the
boundary layer' Thuy used this theory to predict the heating and cooling
experienced in the tube walls. It was found that heating occurred at the velocity
node and cooling close to the anti-node. This result was verified experimentally, and
the effect was found to have a strong dependence on the prand.tl number of the
working fluid.

Gifford and Longsworth [16] also examined the possibility of using pressure
oscillations to cool, in a device currently called a pulse tube refrigerator. They

showed experimentally that heat could be pumped along the surface of a closed

chamber by using high amplitude,low frequency pressure fluctuations.
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The use of acoustic oscillations to refrigerate took a major step forward, when

Wheatley et aI 11'-31 experimentaily demonstrated how the acoustically stimuiated

heat flow, described by Rott [14], Merkli and Thomann [L5], and Gifford and

Longsworth [16], could be enhanced by placing a stack of plates within a resonant

tube, resulting in a significant temperature difference being induced along the length

of the plates. The use of structures to increase the heat transport has enabled

practical thermoacoustic cooling systems to be developed. The theoretical analysis of

these structures, now known as the stack or the thermoacoustic core (as referred to in

this thesis), was based on a modification of the linear theory presented by Rott. It
was shown that for the limiting case of zero viscosity, the efficiency of this

comPonent can be determined solely from geometry or configuration, rather than

temperature.

A comprehensive comparison between theoretical and experimental results of a

thermoacoustic refrigerator, was made by Hofler [17], with a good correlation being

obtained between the results. The thermoacoustic refrigerator analysed by Hofler is

shown in Figure 2.2(a), and is considered the first efficient design. It has

subsequently become the prototype for many thermoacoustic refrigerators.

The Space ThermoAcoustic Refrigerator (STAR), flown aboard the space shuttle in

January 1992, was based on this design. Built by Garrett and Hofler [18], with the aid

of the Naval Postgraduate SchooI [79-21] STAR was the first attempt at using

thermoacoustics for a designated practical application, namely cooling electronic

components. It was designed for a relatively large temperature span (AT : 100 to

220K) but very small heat loads, beiow 5W.

The STAR was followed by the ThermoAcoustic Life Sciences Refrigerator (TALSR),

which had a significantly increased cooling capacity of around 200W, making it
capable of being used as a household refrigerator. TAISR, shown in Figure 2.2(b),

was designed by Garrett [22], and utilised two thermoacoustic cores to generate the

higher heat loads.

10
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Figure 2.2 Tr.tto thermoacoustic refrigerator designs, (n) Hoflers thermoacoustic
refrigerator, and (b) the Thermoncoustic Life Sciences Refrigerntor (TALSR).

These early demonstrations of thermoacoustic cooling systems showed that practical

thermoacoustic systefiIs are possible, and established the fundamentals of both

experimental and theoretical thermoacoustics (at low-pressure amplitudes). Current

research is looking towards improving both the efficiency and power density of these

thermoacoustic devices, while maintaining their inherent simpiiciry, to see if they can

be a viable alternative to other refrigeration technologies.

2.2 Fundamentals of thermoacoustic refrigeration
The central component of a thermoacoustic refrigerator is the stack or thermoacoustic

core. When the thermoacoustic core is placed within a standing wave a temperature

gradient develops along its length Ax and heat Q is fransported from the cold T. to

warm Tn end of the core, as shown schematically in Figure 2.3. This heat transport is

.26
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(a)

5o,5k <<x^ <<1

Figure 2.3 (a) Schematic diagram of a thermoacoustic refrigerator, zpith a magnifed aieu, of
a single channel, &) mean temperature, (c) pressure anduelocity distibutions along the
resonance tube.

due to thermoacoustic processes that result from the interaction of the standing wave

with the solid material of the core, and is discussed in detail in section 2.2.1,. The

main comPonents of a working thermoacoustic refrigerator are then outlined in

section 2.2.2, followed by a discussion of the power and efficiency of thermoacoustic

refrigerators, in section 2.2.3.

Before proceeding ffiy further, it is useful to note that thermoacoustic systems are

characterised by variety of length scales of varying magnitude. The largest of these

lengths is the wavelength 2. Most thermoacoustic refrigerators are designated by

how many wavelengths fit into the resonator. Common refrigerators are either a %

(such as TALSR) or a % (such as Hoflers) wavelength long. The wavelength and the

sound speed c determine the frequency f : c I ). of the acoustic oscillation, which is

essentially sinusoidal. For the t/z wavelength device shown in Figure 2.3(a) the

pressure and velocity distributions are as indicated by Figure 2.3(c).

(c)

Channelwalls

Thermoacoustic
core

Acoustic driwr

12
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The next largest length scale of importance is the amplitude of the displacement

oscillation r^ . This length is very much smaller than both the wavelength x 
^ 

111

and overall length of the system. It is typically smaller than the length of the core

x 
^ 

<Lx, but is comparable to the length of the heat exchangers.

The thermoacoustic effect within the core is characterised by the thermal penetration

depth dn, defined as

5*= (2.1)

where a=kf F, rs the thermal diffusivity of the fluid, k is the thermal

conductivi$, p the density and c, the specific heat of the fluid and ais the radian

frequency, a) = 2rf . Thts fluid layer develops along the surface of the core walls. Its

thickness, which is typically only a fraction of a millimetre is roughly the distance

that heat can diffuse through the fluid in one cycle. For this reason, the transverse

spacing within the thermoacoustic core is about the same size as the thermal

penetration depth. du is significantly smaller than the wavelength, a k << A .

Of similar magnitude to the thermal penetration depth is the viscous penetration

depth d", defined as

=J-od o (2.2)

where u: plp is kinematic viscosity of the gas, lt the dynamic viscosity, and ois the

Prandtl number given by o = ln p lk . The viscous penetration depth is the distance

over which momentum can diffuse in one cycle. It is within this layer that viscous

shear forces occur, which result in the dissipation of acoustic work. Consequently, it

is normal to try to reduce the thickness of this layer. For an ideal gas the Prandtl

number, which is a dimensionless measure of viscous to thermal effects, is of order L,

so 4 is of a similar magnifude as d* .

E_
tl "f*, 

-
2a
o)

6'=Ep=
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2.2.1 The basic thermoacoustic cycle

The essential mechanisms of thermoacoustic heat transport can be illustrated by

looking at a fluid element near the surface of a plate, as it oscillates through one

complete cycle. A schematic diagram of this process is shown in Figure 2.4, which

shows the simplified thermoacoustic cycle with a close up of a single plate within the

stack, at each step.

For conceptual simplicity, the motion of the acoustic oscillation will be assumed to

follow a square wave, with pressure and displacement in phase. Real

thermoacoustic systems operate sinusoidally, with a variety of phases between

motion and pressure. Viscosity will also be ignored, though this has a significant

harmful effect on the thermoacoustic efficiency. These simplifications result in the

thermoacoustic cycle becoming identical to the Brayton cycle, with fwo reversible

adiabats and two irreversible constant pressure heat transfers. It will further be

assumed that there is a temperature gradient dT,,f dx along the length of the plates

with the hot-end towards the pressure anti-node.

lnitalstate

Finalstate

.:- \. \ \
\

/t -tt
I r-"\./\/O_ O_-,

ffi . .. .. ..... _ "...__. ..,...... ... .. . .. "..., Tr_.TTlF
s'l

T 

-ut^ 

--
dx

. Step l: Adiabatic compression
II,/J

Step 2: Deposit Heat

Step 3: Adiabatic Expansion

Step 4: Adsorb Heat

Figure 2.4 The basic thernzoacoustic cycle.
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Unlike conventional refrigerators that use valves and pistons to complete the desired

thermodynamic cycle, no such mechanical components are required within

thermoacoustic refrigerators. Phasing in thermoacoustic systems comes from the

thermodynamic interaction between fluid and solid. Temperature oscillations within

the fluid result from compressions and expansions due to the oscillating pressure,

and from the local temperature within the solid.

The thermoacoustic cycle consists of four basic steps. From states 1 to 2 the fluid

element is adiabaticly compressed and displaced along the plate. The compression

causes the fluid element to increase in temperature so that it is hotter than that of the

local plate temperature. This results in heat being lost to the plate in step 2, so that

the fluid element cools slightly in going from states 2 to 3. From states 3 to 4 the fluid

element is adiabaticly expanded and displaced back to its originai position. Due to

the expansion and the fact heat was lost in step 2-3 the fluid temperature is now

cooler than that of the local plate temperature and so is warmed back to state 1, in

step 4. The net effect is that the fluid has moved heat along the plate, from a slightly

lower temperature to a slightly higher temperature, where it is temporally stored

before it is moved further along the plate by an adjacent fluid element, The fluid

absorbs work, as it is thermally compressing at high-pressure (step 2) and thermally

expanding at low-pressure (step 4).

There exists a critical temperature gradient for which no heat pumping occurs, being

given by

r7'r -(dT^\ 
q t

Y rcrit =l , I\ ax ,/rnt P^c pur
(2.3)

where p, and u1 are the acoustic pressure and velocity amplitudes respectively. At

the critical temperature gradient no heat is transferred in steps 2 and 4 because the

temperature changes due to the adiabatic compression and expansion in steps 1 and

3 respectively, exactly matches the temperature change in the solid that the fluid

element sees due to its motion along the solid. Therefore, for a thermoacoustic

15
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device to operate as a refrigerator the temperature gradient along the stack needs to

be smaller than this critical value, dT,, f dx 1 LT,rt .

For temperature gradients above the critical value LT 
"n, 

<dT 
^ f 

dx the

thermoacoustic device will operate as a thermoacoustic heat engine, producing

acoustic work. The thermoacoustic cycle, for this case is similar to that of the

thermoacoustic refrigerator shown in Figure 2.4, with the main exception that the

direction of the heat flows in steps 2 and 4 are reversed, so that the fluid elements

now carry heat along the plate from a higher to lower temperature. Heat now flows

into the fluid element in step 2, causing it to expand at high pressure, and is removecl

from it in step 4, causing it to contract at low pressure, and hence work is produced.

For both thermoacoustic refrigerators and engines it is imperfect thermal contact

between the fluid and the solid that establishes the correct phasing between the

displacement and temperature oscillation that enable the cycle to operate. For

perfect thermal contact befween the fluid and the solid, which is the case for fluid
very close to the surface of the plate, the fluid remains in complete equilibrium with

the solid. This means that at the end steps L and 3 the fluid is at the local solid

temperature so that no heat can be transferred in steps 2 and 4. Similarly, if there is

no thermal contact between fluid and solid, which is the case for fluid far from the

piate, no heat can again be transferred in steps 2 and 4. For real thermoacoustic

systems, this imperfecf thermal contact is achieved about a thermal penetration depth

away from the solid.

2.2.2 Main components of a thermoacousfic refrigerator

There are four main components required for an operational thermoacoustic

refrigerator. Illustrated in Figure 2.5 these are the thermoacoustic core, driver, heat

exchangers (one each side of the core), and resonator.

The central component of a thermoacoustic refrigerator, is the thermoacoustic core.

The core ultimately determines the maximum efficiency that can be obtained within

1,6
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these devices. The most efficient core is thought to be the pin aftay [23] followed by

the parallel plate stack. For consfruction purposes parallel plate stacks are typicaily

spirally wound around a small central rod with spacers placed between spiral layers.

They therefore actually consist of an afiay of rectangular channels having a large

aspect ratio and slight curvature. The optimum spacing for parallel plate stacks is

about 26n , although a variety of effects often modify this value. The stack material is

normally very thin, taking up around 10-20% of the cross sectional area of the stack.

It has to be rigid enough to support its own weight, have a heat capacity large

enough so that the temperafure oscillations are essential zero at the surface, but have

a thermal conductivity as low as possible, so that oniy a minimal amount of heat is

conducted back along the stack from the hot to cold heat exchanger.

The driver supplies acoustic work to the system. It is typically an electromagnetic

transdncer, but thermoacoustic engines have also been used. Early prototypes used

modified loud speakers that achieved efficiencies ranging from 30-60%. However,

linear motors designed specifically for efficient power conversion at a single

frequency can have much higher efficiencies 124,25). The characteristics of the driver

depend upon its placement within the standing wave. The preferred location is at

the pressure anti-node, requiring iarge forces and small displacements. This position

has the advantage that waste heat from the driver can be rejected directly through

the hot heat exchanger, and removed more efficiently. Alternatively, the driver has

Hot heat Ex

Cold heat

Resonator
Q,

Figure 2.5 The main components of a tlurmoacoustic refrigerator.
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been placed at the velocity anti-node, which requires low forces and large

displacements.

Normally two heat exchangers, thermally anchored to each end of the stack, are

required within a thermoacoustic refrigerator. One of the heat exchangers supplies

the desired cooling load to the cold stack end, while the other rejects the waste heat,

along with the absorbed acoustic work from the hot side. For most practical devices,

a secondary fluid is required to connect these heat exchangers to the cold and hot

resewoirs through two heat exchangers external to the refrigerator. Such a network

is shown schematically in Figure 2.6. For applications requiring small heat loads, fins

spanning the diameter of the resonator, stacked screens, or porous materials have

proved successful in injecting and removing heat from the core. However, for larger

heat loads, more elaborate designs are required, which typically require the

secondary fluid to pass directly through the resonator.

The fundamental role of the resonator is to ensure the desired resonant frequency,

while allowing the thermoacoustic core to be placed at the desired location within
the standing wave. Curent designs have evolved in attempts to reduce the amount

Cold heat Ex Hot heat Exchanger

Cold outer loop Hot outer looo

Cold Compartment

Figure 2.6 Heat exchanger nefwork for a thermoacoustic refigerator.
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of acoustic work dissipated by the resonator along with its overall size. Two popular

geometries, are the one stack, quarter wavelength device built by Hofler, and the two

stack, half wavelength design used by Garrett. In both designs, shown FiguLrc 2.2,

sections of the resonator are reduced in size. This has the main effect of reducing the

power dissipated by decreasing the surface area.

2.2.3 The efficiency and power of thermoacoustic refrigerators

The efficiency of refrigeration systems is expressed in terms of the coefficient of

performance (COP), defined as the ratio of desired cooling load, to required work

done. For a thermoacoustic refrigerator powered by a electromagnetic driver, the

required work is the electrical energy into the driver 8," , which is used to pump the

clesired heat load Q,",, from a low temperature at T., to a high temperature Tp,

where it is rejected as waste heat Q,,o,,u , so that

COP=
Desired cooling load

(2.4)

refrigeration system can achieve, is the Carnot

terms of the temperature limits the refrigerator

Required work E,n

(2.s)

The goal of all refrigeration systems is to get as close to Carnot as possible. How well

E,, and Q,o"o are converted throughout the system determines how close to the

Carnot efficiency the refrigerator gets. The typical losses and the effect they have on

the energy flow through a thermoacoustic refrigeration system are illustrated in

Figare27.

Electrical power is converted into acoustical energy Wo, via the driver. A portion of

the electrical energy is lost as heat Qo*", as a result of transduction losses in the

d
_Y load

The maximum efficiency that

efficiency, which is expressed

operates betweer;

T
COP,o-o, =;- - .

rtr-r,

a

in
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driver. Note that in most real systems Qa*,, is normally exkacted through the hot

(or cold) heat exchanger. Some heat Q"ono is also lost through the resonator walls due

to thermal conduction. So that for the overall system,

E^ *Q,-o =Qdr,,", *Qno*e*Q*na' (2,6)

If the electric-acoustic efficiency of the driver is taken to be given by ,1u,,, the amount

of acoustical energy delivered to the system is then

Wo, = 7rurE in (2 7)

Of the acoustical Power delivered to the system a portion ldr,, is dissipated in the

resonator and heat exchangers due to thermal and viscous effects. The remaining

useful acoustical energy W," is used to pump heat within the thermoacoustic core, so

that

Wo, =W0,, +Wtr. (2.8)

Figure 2.7 Energy flozu diagram through a thermoacoustic system.

Fil"in
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I
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The acoustical energy losses in the hot portion of the resonator and heat exchanger

Wou,, aPPear as an additional heat load on the hot heat exchanger. Similarly the

losses in the cold portionWoo,, show up as an add.itional cooling load on the cold

heat exchanger, the total dissipation can be written as,

W 0,, =W oo,t *W arr,, =fr rr r,h lW nr,n *W,rr,, lW t,,,, (2.e)

The upper limit of a thermoacoustic refrigerator is set by the efficiency of the

thermoacoustic core. The coefficient of performance of the core is defined in terms of

how much heat it can Pump Q. compared to the amount of acoustical energy it uses

wr, , i.e.

^^\D _Cooling load pumped by core Q"
" \rvork done on cote W,.

(2.10)

The linear thermoacoustic theory ailows the heat and work flows within the core to

be determined, enabling the cores COq. to be predicated. Calculations 126l tor

standing wave thermoacoustic refrigerators show that COP,. can be as much as 0.5

of Carnot' Transducer, resonator and heat exchanger losses reduce this value

further. For small to moderate heat load applications their efficiency compares well

with inexpensive commercial systems, especialty for a d.evice that operates with a
minimal of moving parts. However, they do not come close to the efficiencies that

can be achieved by large vapour compression units.

The sources of irreversibility within standing wave thermoacoustic devices can be

broken into five major categories 127], which are transducer loss, thermal loss,

viscous loss, conduction loss, and unknown losses.

1. For most thermoacoustic refrigerators an electromagnetic transd.ucer

generates the acoustic power delivered to the system. Transduction

Iosses occur within the driver, due to the conversion of electrical power

into acoustical work. For systems powered by thermoacoustic engines
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there is a similar loss associated with the conversion of heat directly

acoustic power.

2. Thermal losses result from the transfer of heat across a non-zero

temperature difference. This loss is unavoidable within the

thermoacoustic core, which relies on imperfect thermal contact between

the fluid and core solid to achieve the correct phasing between the

Pressure and temperature oscillations. Consequently, within the core this

irreversibility is often referred to as an "inherent" loss as it is essential for

operation. Thermal losses can also occur on other surfaces, such as the

resonator walls, and within the heat exchangers. This loss within the heat

exchangers can be a significant load on the system.

viscous losses are the result of work being dissipated due to viscous

shear forces within the viscous boundary layer. Due to the fine spacing of

the stack and heat exchangers, this can result in a significant reduction in

efficiency. Viscous losses also occur to a lesser degree on the resonator

walls. Changing the working fluid to give a lower prandtl number,

resulting in a thinner viscous boundary layer, in comparison to the

thermal layer, can reduce this loss. Using different core geometries can

also reduce viscous losses.

Thermal conduction can also reduce system performance. It is noticeable

mainly within the stack due to the larger temperature gradients occurring

within this region. Heat can either be conducted through the gas and

stack material from the hot to cold heat exchanger, or lost through the

resonator waII to the environment.

5. Systems operating at large drive ratios have suffered from other

additional losses, believed to be due to the occurrence of non-linear

effects.

into

J.

4.
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It is the inherent thermal loss within the core that limits thermoacoustic refrigerators

from operating efficiently at large capacities, as this creates a definite trade off

between power density and efficiency. There is currently a iack of understanding of

thermoacoustics when the drive ratio is large. Large drive ratios offer a convenient

way of achieving high power densities, but unfortunately systems that have been

operated with the DR near 0.L have experienced losses which cannot be explained

by the current linear theory. Of the auxiliary components the heat exchangers are an

important source of inefficiency, as the losses within the heat exchangers can be

significant. Yet they are the least understood of all components, for which no

accurate design methods curently exist.

The power of thermoacoustic devices is roughly proportional to p.cArDR' l2n,

where P * is the mean plessure, c is the speed of sound and A, is the cross sectional

area of the stack. Thus high, mean pressures, drive ratios, and sound speeds increase

the power density. The drive ratio, as mentioned above, is limited by inefficiencies

attributed to non-linear effects and a desire for an accurate prediction that can be

obtained for systems operating at low amplitudes. While high sound speeds are

often comprised with the desire for iow Prandtl numbers. Using mixtures of the

inert gases as the working fluid lowers the Prandtl number but also reduces the

sound speed. The mean pressure is limited by the strength of the resonator and

driver.

2.3 Recent developments in thermoacoustic engines and
refrigerators

The effect of the working fluids Prandtl number on system performance was one of

the first important developments in improving the efficiency of thermoacoustic

systems. Lower Prandtl numbers have been found to give higher efficiencies [19],

but at a cost to capacity. This is because smaller Prandtl numbers essentially reduce

the size of the viscous penetration depth thereby glving lower viscous losses.

However, in order to decrease the Prandtl number, the molecular weight of the
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working fluid increases, resulting in a lowering of the speed of sound and therefore a

reduction in the power density. The properties of the working fluid have been

examined further in [28] where the effect of the specific heats rat,o y was considered

in addition to the Prandtl number. It was found that the properties of the working

fluid need to be optimised for the particular thermoacoustic application.

A similar trade off between efficiency and capacity exists for many of the major

design variables of thermoacoustic systems, making accurate design methods vital,

Swift [29] gives a comprehensive review on the modelling of thermoacoustic

systems. Closed form solutions that can be used in the initial design stage are

outlined, and a numerical procedure for accurately predicting the performance of

systems operating at low drive ratios is given. This numerical scheme was

implemented in a software program called Design Environment for Low amplitude

ThermoAcoustic Engines (DELTAE) t30]. DELTAE was developed at the Los

Alamos National Laboratories (LANL). This simplifies the process of analysing

thermoacoustic systems considerably, allowing the user to essentially build a model

of a thermoacoustic system in DELTAE,by piecing together individual components,

such as ducts, transducers and thermoacoustic cores.

While programs like DELTAE have enabled designers to predict the performance of

a given thermoacoustic system, optimisation of these systems has so far been iimited.

Recently Wetzei and Herman [26) outlined an optimisation scheme that can be used

in the initial design stage, based on a normalisation of the closed form solutions

given by Swift. A five-step algorithm to obtain a global performance maximum, by

optimising each component in a thermoacoustic system separately is outlined.

Alternativeiy, Minner [31] has coupled an optimisation scheme to DELTAE based on

the simplex method, which attempts to maximise a cost function for the coefficient of

performance (COP). Though this method does not guarantee a global maximum will
be obtained, it is robust, and yields near optimal designs.
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Thermoacoustic area

Viscous area

Plate pin

Figure 2.8 Comparison of tlw thermoacoustic and aiscous areas in a parallel plate and pin
&rray core.

The primary analysis of thermoacoustic systems is based on examining the flow
within the thermoacoustic core. The original geometry for the core was a stack of

plates, and subsequently the component is usually referred to as the "stack", even

though a variety of other geometries are now used. Other geometries have arisen for

a number of reasons; economic considerations, easy of fabrication, and efficiency. A

general approach for determining the flow within the core has been developed by

Arnott et aI B2l, for cores consisting of an array of similar shaped pores having an

arbitrarily shaped cross section. This has enabled a wide variety of core geometries

to be analysed. Theoretically, the most efficient core geometry is a pin anay [23]
giving the best ratio of thermoacoustic to viscous effects. Consider Figure 2.8, which

comPares the area of fluid within the viscous and thermal boundary layers of a

parallel plate core and pin stack. The productive thermoacoustic effects occur within
the area characterised by the thermal boundary layer, while dissipative processes

occur predominantly within the area characterised by the viscous penetration depth.

For a convex surface, the ratio of "thermoacoustic atea" to "viscous area" is increas'ed

significantly resulting in higher efficiencies.

However, the fabrication of a pin array stack is exceptionally challenging, resulting

in the popularity of less efficient but easier to fabricate designs. A recent alternative
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is a reticulated vitreous carbon (RVC) stack. RVC is a rigid porous material which

has been shown [33] to have a performance only slightly less then the traditional

plastic roll or parallel plate stack in thermoacoustic refuigerators. It is low cost and

easy to machine making it a practical alternative to other core materials.

Estimating the acoustic losses and heat kansfer in the heat exchangers, and the

interaction between the heat exchanger and the core is a major uncertainty in the

design of a thermoacoustic system. With acoustic losses in the heat exchangers

measured to be as much as 25% of the produced acoustic power [34], ancl potential

problems of thermal bottlenecks due to large heat loads, the heat exchanger design

presents a major challenge to researchers. The main objective is to minimise the

viscous losses, while maximising the heat transfer. Unfortunately, these objectives

conflict, because heat exchangers with high heat transfer generally have higher flow
resistance. In order to obtain optimal performance, it is essential for the designer to

be able to choose the best trade-off between viscous loss and heat fransfer.

It is extremely difficult to analyse the heat exchanger process because of a variety of

effects, many of which are linked to the fact that the length of the exchanger is

typically very small. This means that the fluid flow within the heat exchangers is

never fully developed so that the theory normally used to predict acoustic losses in
laminar oscillatory flow is invalid. The limits imposed on the length of the

exchanger, discussed in the following paragraphs, also mean that to pump large heat

loads require designs that can be technical difficulty to fabricate and challenging to

design.

The initial approach l29l to designing the heat exchangers was based on a qualitative

description of the flow within fin-type heat exchangers. This d.rove the heat

exchanger towards designs having a spacing of two penetration depths and lengths

comparable to twice the displacement amplitude 2* o. This resulted from the

argument that only the volume of working fluid in contact withboth the core and the

heat exchanger contributes significantly to the heat transfer between the two.
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Figure 2.9 Comparison of dffirent heat exchanger lengths.

Referring to Figure 2.9, a heat exchanger with a length greater than 2ro has some

fluid that oscillates completely within the heat exchanger. This fluid plays no direct

role in the transfer of heat between the core and exchanger. IA/hile heat exchangers

with lengths smaller than 2r^ have some fluid that passes completely over the heat

exchanger. In its extreme position this fluid is unable to thermally "relax" and so

returns to its original position at the same temperature at which it began.

The thermal penetration depth modifies the effective length of the heat exchanger.

Fluid within this region makes good enough thermal contact with the heat exchanger

to exchange heat with it. This distance also determines the heat exchanger spacing.

Otly the working fluid close to the surface of the heat exchanger, within the thermai

penetration depth, is effective in the heat exchange process.

Recent arguments [35] propose more compact designs having much tighter spacings

and smaller lengttrs. The reasoning for this is that tighter spacings result in the gas

compressions being largely isothermal, so that thermal attenuafion is small, but with
little or no change to the viscous dissipation. The reasoning for smaller lengths is

based on an analysis of the thermal equilibrium of a fluid element, which was found

not to significantly change for lengths as much as a 1/ 4 to 1. / 8 of.Zx 
^ 

.
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These arguments do not give actual predictions for the amount of heat that an

exchanger can handle, ot the losses incurred. They are merely intuitive ideas on

what might be an efficient geometry. In order to estimate the heat transfer it is
necessary to determine the heat transfer coefficient.

A simple correlation has been suggested by both Garrett [36] and Minner [31] based

on conduction across a laminar thermal boundary layer. By combining Newton's

law of cooling with Fourier's law of conduction at the surface of the heat exchanger,

the heat transfer coefficient h,, which is assumed constant through the thermal

boundary, can be determined from the fransverse temperafure gradient at the heat

exchangers surface

^-ldt I

h,LT =-k -loA lut"urtu.u
(2.11)

where AT is the temperature difference between the surface temperafure of the heat

exchanger and mean fluid temperafure at the end of the core, k is the thermal

conductivity of the gas, T is the temperature of the fluid, and y is the direction

normal to the heat exchanger surface.

The transverse temperature gradient is estimated by dividing the temperature

difference between the fluid and heat exchanger by the thickness of the boundary

layer within the heat exchanger LA ,n . For fins spaced greater than d. , L! n, is given

by the thermal penetration depth, while for fin spacings smaller than do, the thermal

boundary layer occupies the entire gap, and so ta 
^, 

is given by half the heat

exchanger spacing, which gives

arl 
^r4 l"r,*r* 

*- 
LY u

(2.L2)

so that the heat transfer coefficient becomes

,kn --a3 _ 
-' La^'
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This estimate of the heat transfer coefficient tends to be conservative. It does not

consider the effects of turbulence, and assrunes conduction is the dominant heat

transfer mechanism, neglecting heat transfer by convection forced by the acoustic

oscillations.

For narrow heat exchanger spacing an improved estimate for the heat transfer

coefficient can be found by applying what has been termed the complete heat exchange

limit [37]. The complete heat exchanger iimit assumes perfect thermal contact

between the fluid and the solid comprising the heat exchanger or core. With this

assumption, any fluid entering the heat exchanger leaves at the same temperafure as

that of the heat exchanger solid. Similarly, the fluid that leaves the core is expected

to be at the temperature that would occur if no heat exchanger were present. This

complete heat exchange is expected to hold for very rurrow plate spacing. The

resulting heat transfer coefficient is given by

)
h, -lnn pntc 

DLI A (2.14)

where, A, is the cross sectional area open to the fluid, c o is the specific heat of the

fluid at constant pressure, p^ is the mean density and u^ is the velocity amplitude

at the interface between the core and the heat exchanger. This equation for the heat

transfer coefficient gives an estimate of the heat being transferred by convection, and

has been found to be accurate to within 20o/o for low to moderate velocity amplitudes

of the acoustic standing wave.

An empirical correlation of the heat fransfer coefficient for a cylinder in an acoustic

standing wave, has been presented by Mozurkewich [38]. His work was in response

to the use of wire screen and reticulated foam heat exchangers that can be modelled

as cylinders. Three regimes of heat transfer were identified, based on the ampiitude

of the acoustic velocity. At low velocity amplitudes the heat transfer is essentially

constant being equal to the natural convection value, while at large velocity

amplitudes the heat transfer tends towards a correlation similar to steady flow
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conditions, termed the time aaeraged steady flow equiaalent. The transition between the
two is the limiting steP, as it represents a possible bottleneck in the heat transfer.

These results were obtained for a single isolated cylinder placed within a standing
wave' They are therefore only an indication of what the heat transfer of wire screen
heat exchangers might be, which consist of an afiay of cylinders thermally attached
to the thermoacoustic core' It is beiieved that the inclusion of a thermoacoustic core
may remove the bottle necking problem exhibited in the middle region.

one of the problems in estimating the heat transfer coefficient is correctly
determining the dominant heat transfer mechanism. In order to rectify this sifuation
Wetzel and Herman [39] applied visualisation techniques to examine the flow at the
ends of the core' Their results showed that vortex shedding might be a significant
mechanism of heat transfer between the core and the heat exchanger.

Models for the heat exchangers have been presented by Garrett [36] and Minner [31].
The heat transfer is estimated by forming a thermal network, which takes account of
the temperature drop at each stage of the heat transfer process. Garrett found that
the hot heat exchanger is limited by the working fluid, a consequence of the iarger
heat load that needs to be extracted from the gas at this point. \Arhile it is limited on
the cold side by the properties of the secondary working fluid.

The basic thermoacoustic process has been reasonably well characterised in the linear
region' Consequently, interest is now turning towards understanding many of the
effects not accounted for by the linear theory. one area of great interest is the effect
large drive ratios have on the thermoacoustic process. This is because large drive
ratios are an easy way to increase the power density.

The temperature difference that is induced across a short stack of plates, known as a
thermoacoustic couple (TAC), as a result of acoustic oscillations, was examined in a
series of experiments by Atchley et al1401. The purpose of their work was to confirm
the accuracy of the linear theory at low drive ratios and examine the effect high drive
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ratios have on the developed temperature difference. A good comparison between

the linear theory and measurements was found for low drive ratios, below 0.004,

with the induced temperature difference showing a near sinusoidal dependence on

its position within the standing wave. As the drive ratio increased the agreement

between theory and measurement diminished with the temperature difference

progressing from the sinusoid to a saw tooth shape, with the maximum value

shifting towards the pressure anti-node. For high drive ratios it was found that two

distinct regions of behaviour exist. For drive ratios below about 0.0L1 there is a

linear decrease in the agreement between theory and experiment, with the induced

temperature difference still being smooth and regular. For drive ratios above about

0.011 the disagreement between theory and experiment no longer continues in a

linear fashion and irregularities occur in the temperature difference curve.

For all drive ratios the agreement between linear theory and measurement is best in

the vicinity of the velocity node, suggesting that some velocity dependant effect may

be responsible for the disagreement at high drive ratios. Turbulence is given as a

possible explanation, though for the TAC itself, the highest value for the Reynolds

number, based on the viscous penetration depth and the peak acoustic velocity is

Re =34. This is well below that given for the onset of boundary layer turbulence,

Re o 400, in oscillatory flows [41]. With the irregularities in the temperature

difference data occurring at a position halfway between the velocity node and anti-

node it has been suggested that the cause might be due to acoustic streaming, which

has its iargest value at this point. The streaming velocity is a steady connective flow

generated within the boundary layer.

Of the many non-linear effects possible, acoustic streaming has been considered one

of the more dominant. Olson and Swift [42] examined the effect acoustic skeaming

has on pulse tube refrigerators. They found that by tapering the pulse tube, there

was an optimum angle that would minimise streamin& and result in more cooling

power being produced.
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Olson and Swift [43] have also demonstrated the use of similitude to group and

analyse experimental data. Similitude does not include any of the assumptions

inherent to the linear problem, making it a convenient tool for correlating data within

the non-linear region. Similitude also allows for the construction of meaningful scale

models.

Numerical models are also being used to obtain a better understanding of both linear

and non-linear thermoacoustic effects. Cao et aI [M] presented a 2D numerical model

for calculating the energy flux density in a thermoacoustic couple, having no

longitudinal temperature gradient. The model, which compared well to analytical

results within the central portion of the couple, was used to examine the energy flux

density near the ends of the couple. The effect the Mach number, plate spacing and a

variety of fluid properties had on the energy flux density within this region was

examined. The tangential energy flux was found to increase sharply near the ends of

the TAC, being more pronounced for tighter plate spacings and smaller Prandtl

numbers. The results help to confirm the idea that the heat exchangers should be

shorter than twice the displacement ampiitude and closely spaced, as suggested by

Hofler [35].

A low Mach number numerical model for simulating the flow within a parallel plate

thermoacoustic core has been developed by Worlikar and Knio [a5]. The model uses

a vorticity based formulation of the governing equations, where the velocity field is

decomposed into irrotational and divergence free components. A variety of different

core configurations were.examined. In general it was found that the flow within the

core was dominated by the motion of vortices that result from the shedding of the

boundary layer at the ends of the core.

2.4 Stirling and Pulse-tube refrigeration
Thermoacoustic engines and refrigerators appear very similar in both operation and

design to Stirling and pulse tube devices, but they are fundamentally very different.

This section compares each of these technologies.
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The central component of a Stirling refrigerator is the regenerator, which is a porous

material aligned along the direction of fluid motion. A low frequency pulsating flow

is used to pump heat between two heat exchangers placed on either side of the

regenerator. Traditionally this flow is generated by two pistons that lie on opposite

sides of the regenerator, moving harmonically at the same frequency but out of

phase. The function of the regenerator is to enforce locally isothermal conditions on

the fluid; in contrast it is desirable for the thermoacoustic core to have an adiabatic

condition at the pore centre. The physical significance of this difference is that the

pore size of the regenerator is much smaller than that of the thermoacoustic core, in

order for the fluid to be in excellent thermal contact with the pore wall. In addition

the regenerator should be constructed from a material with a very high heat capacity.

Both thermoacoustic and Stirling systems use pressure osciliations to pump heat,

however they require different phasing between the pressure and displacement

oscillations. Thermoacoustic systems rely on standing wave phasing, while in
Stirling systems the phasing is similar to that of travelling waves.

Conceptually the Stirling cycle can be broken into four main steps, shown in Figure

2.10. In the first step the right piston isothermally compresses the fluid while

simultaneously rejecting heat through the hot heat exchanger. In step 2 both pistons

move in unison pushing the fluid through the regenerator, transferring heat to it and

causing the fluid to cool. The left piston then continues to the left isothermally

expanding the fluid while heat is added through the cold heat exchanger. Both

pistons then return to their original positions as the fluid is once again pushed

through the regenerator, absorbing the heat that was stored in there from step 2. The

desired phasing between the pressure and velocity in a Stirling device is normally

achieved by mechanical means.

In contrast, thermoacoustic refrigerators achieve the correct phasing between

Pressure and displacement through the irreversibie heat transfer occurring within the

thermoacoustic core. This has the advantage of making them mechanically simple,
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Initalstate

Finalstate + heat addition

Figure 2.10 Stirling refrigerntion cycle,

but adds an inherent loss to the system that is not present in Stirling devices, which
are based on a theoretically reversible cycle.

Within Stirling devices, it is desirable to push the fluid completely through the

regenerator. This requires large displacement amplifudes, and consequently a large

piston stroke. Within thermoacoustic devices the displacement amplitude is

typically many times smaller than the core length. Consequently, Stiriing devices

require sliding seals and tend to be relatively large and costly. In an attempt to make

Stirling devices more mechanicaily simple Ceperley 146,47)proposed that acoustical

techniques could be used to eliminate the need for pistons, because the phasing

between the pressure and velocity within the regenerator is essentially a travelling

acoustic wave. Recently a thermoacoustic engine based on travelling wave phasing

and a StirlingJike thermodynamic cycle has been developed [48]. By suppressing

streaming within this device it was found that the efficiency could be dramatically

\_

S tep 1: Isothermal compression

@o

S tep 4: Heat transfer from regenerator Step 2: Heat transfer lo regenerator

S tep 3: Isatherntal eupans ion
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increased over the devices originally described by Ceperley, and out perform current
standing wave devices.

Pulse tube refrigerators, which are in essence a combination of both stirling and
thermoacoustic systems, are another way of making Stirling devices mechanically
simple and less costly. The basic pulse tube refrigerator consists of a Iong naryow
fube, which is separated from a pressure source by a regenerator as shown in Figure
2'11'(a)' A central heat exchanger absorbs the desired cooling load, which is rejected
through two other heat exchangers; one at the end of the pulse tube, and one on the
hot side of the regenerator. The pulse tube, which has a diameter of only a few
thermal penetration depths, acts like a thermoacoustic core, pumping heat along its
walls from the cold to hot heat exchangers at respective ends of the fube, absorbing
work' The original purpose of the regenerator was primarily to isolate the cold end
of the pulse fube from the pressure source. However, the regenerator acts like a
Stirling cooler, which can also be used to pump appreciable amounts of heat. The
two cycles are not independent, without the pulse tube absorbing work there would
be no stirling type heat pumping within the regenerator.

Pulse tube Hot heat exchanger

(a) 
- Diar

ai,
Regenerator

Cold heat

exchanger Q;,

Pulse tube Or{ice valve

(b) r"g= ;),y

Regenerator

Figure 2,11 (a) A basic, and (b) oifice pulse refrigerator.
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A significant advance in pulse tube refrigeration cilme with ttre advent of the orifice
pulse tube refrigerator by Mkulin et at 1491. By adding a flow impedance and lurge
vo.lume to the end of the putrse tube, shswri in Figure 2,11(b)" the intensigr of the
eavetrIi,ng rar,ave can be increased sigaificantly causing more heat to be purnped by
theregererator, resultingin an inc,feased cooling capacify. Radebaugh [50] extended
this ide4 focusing on the potential heat pumping capability qf the regenerator he
tunred the orifice pulse tube r.efrigerator ints what is essentially a Stirting cooler, but
with the csld end piston replaced by a work absorber, having no sroving parts. In
prineiple this leads, to a loWer ef,f-icienclz than a tr.ue Stirting device, but with a

Significant increase in simplici$r. Recentl;r a therrr.roacoustic er1gine hao been trged to
drive 'an orifiee pulse refrigerator [51] crea ing a heat driven cooler with no moving
parts.
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Cha tet 3 Linear theffnoacoustic
theory

This chapter outlines the derivation of the linear thermoacoustic wave and energy

flux equations. These two equations are central to modelling the flow within the

thermoacoustic core. The procedure for deriving these equations was first outlined

by Rott [1a] in the analysis of thermally driven acoustic oscillations in tubes. Swift

[29] modified the approach to predict thermoacoustic heat transport between parallel

plates. The derivation to be outlined here is based on a generalised theory presented

by Arnott et al 1321. The results of the linear theory form the starting point for the

analysis of the non-linear effects examined in subsequent chapters.

The chapter begins by linearising the Navier-Stokes equations, to form the governing

equations for linear thermoacoustic flow. The axial momenfum and energy

equations are then solved to find the velocity and temperature profiles across the

core. The solutions for the axial velocity and temperature are then combined with

the continuity equation and averaged over the cross section to obtain the

thermoacoustic wave equation; a one-dimensional expression for the oscillating

pressure along the core. The time-averaged energy flux, correct to second-order, is

than derived from the total energy equatiory followed by an expression for the

acoustic work. The effect that finite therrnal conductivity has on the solution is then

considered. Approximate closed form solutions of the time averaged energy and

work fluxes, based on the boundary layer and short stack approximations are then

Sven, before presenting an accurate numerical method for solving the equations.
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3.1 Governing equations
The thermoacoustic core can be thought of as a porous medium that can be analysed

by considering the flow within a single pore, such as shown in Figure 3.1. The

reference frame is positioned at the centre of the pore, with the x co-ordinate aligned

along the pore in the direction of wave propagatiory with y and z, in the transverse

direction perpendicular to each other. The fluids motion and temperature within the

Pore are modelled using the continuity equation, the momentum equation and the

general equation of heat transfer, which are respectively [52]

(3,1)

(3.2)

(s.3)

where p is the density, v the velocify, p the pressure, T the temperature, and s the

enfropy of the fluid. The variables f and p are the second and dynamic viscosities

respectively, while (D is a dissipation function representing the rate at which viscous

forces do irreversible work on the fluid per unit volume, being given by

Figure 3.1 A single pore utithin tlu thermoacoustic core.
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(3.4)

where tt, Tt, and lti are the x, !, and z components of the velocity v. The equation of

state is needed to complete the governing set of equations. Assuming the fluid to be

an ideal gas then the state equation is

p =Rril (S,S)

where R, is the gas constant for the working fluid, the second viscosity f can be

taken to be zero and the entropy change of the fluid is given by,

ds =c,+-R,dp =r^d! -4!--P T -'8 p -P T pT'

With use of equation (3.6) the energy equation (3.3) becomes

*,(T+ v.Vr 
) 

= o .(kvr ).*+ v.vp + @

(3.6)

(3.7)

1.

The equations governing linear thermoacoustic flow can now be obtained from

equations (3.1), (3.2), (3.5) and (3.7) with use of the following assumptions:

That the transverse pressu.re gradient across the core can be neglected
l^ 

^ 
,^i.e. 0p l}y =dp l0z =0.

That the thermal conductivity of the core material is significantly

higher then the working fluid, so that the temperafure oscillations are

zero at the pore surface. The ternperature of the pore wall T, (x ) is

therefore a function only of r. Temperature oscillations within the

wall can be accounted for by solving an additional equation for the

heat transfer in the solid. The effect of the solids thermal conductivity

is discussed later.
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That the axial velocity gradients due to viscosity, and axial

temperature gradients due to thermal conduction are significantly

smaller than the transverse gradients, and can be neglected. This is a

consequence of the viscous and thermal penetration depths being

significantly smaller than the wavelength 6o,5k <)., so that the x

derivatives 010x, which are of order lf ), , are very much smaller than

the fransverse derivatives 010y, 0l0z of order l/d.

That the pore walls are rigid and non-porous.

That the fluid variables within the core can be approximated by the

following perturbation expansion, consisting of a mean value plus a

small fl uctuating quantity.

a
J.

4.

q

p(x,t) = p,, * MP r@,t) + Mz p r(x,t)+. . .

fx,y, z,t) = p,,(x) + Mp r(x, y, z,t) + M' ir r(x,y, z,t)+. . .

T (x, y, z,t) = T 
^(x) 

+ Mf ,(x, y, z,t) + M' f ,(x, y, z,t)+. . .

v(x ,y ,z ,t): M(Ar(x ,y ,z,t)fr + i ,r(x,y ,z ,t))

(3.8a)

(3.8b)

(3.8c)

(s.8d)

+ M2 (fi ,(x,y,z,t)ft + i,r(t,y,z,t))+. . .

where f ., represents the transverse velocity components ai and 11i , so

that i t=Lit(x,y ,z ,t)! n0 r(*,y ,z ,t)i, and where M is the Mach

number, given by M =ua/c=DRly. Variables with subscript m are

steady state mean values that would occur if there were no oscillating

pressure or velocity. It is assumed that there is no net mass flow

through the system so that the mean velocity component is zero, and

that the mean pressure p^ is a constant. The mean fluid temperature

T *(, ) is taken to be the same as the pore wall temperature and so is a

function of x only, while the mean density can be found from the state

equation p, = p^f Rr4, . The subscript'f indicates the first-order part

of a variable that accounts for the oscillation. Terms higher than first-

order are neglected by the linear theory. Applying the acoustic
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approxirnation, which a sunres single tequenc;r simple harmonic

oscillatiorls- the first-ordel oscillating components become,

p,(r,f)=ReJpr(x)t'*f

p1lx,y,z,t) = Re[r, (a y,u)d^ )

f, ,(x,y,z,,t) = ne[r, (",V,2)ew f
fr ,(x,y,,z,t)= Re[a, \x,y, z)e* !
i,r(x"y,2,1) = Re[v,, (x"y, z)e'd I

(3,9a)

@,ew:

(3.9c)

(3,9,d)

(3.9e)

where i=^h, In general the amplitudes of the qscillating quantities

i"". p'pl,,.. are cornplex,.

6. That the fluid properties are functiqne onl'y of x, so that they do'not

vary acrocs the pore and are independeni of tirne ie.

k =k^(x), p=p.(r) (this is consis:tent with the assumption thut T,"

varies only withr).

Applying the above assugtptions to equation (3.1), the r cofnponent of (3.2), (3.5),

and (3.7), and keeping o,n:ily ferms to fust"order Fulds

wer+fftp^v,.vor =o F.:x))

u. ,i63 rro- = i d?,
^ 2 rop'^ dx G'I'l)

r,*#vT, = +:"i*"t 6.12)'2rrp^cuadxl

e, =!Pr-?.T, G.IJ)P^ rm'

where v-=!o+9e *ra v1=! . az

6z W,T*E 
are respeetively the traRsv,rers-e gradient

and the Laplacian operators. Eq.uations (3.10)'(3,13) can now be used to deterutine

tlreunknownacous'tie va,riables p1,pt,T1ru1,drrd v,, inthepreser.rceof thermal

and viseow effects. Fortunately, this system shows a strong degeneracy that allows

4l
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its reduction to an ordinary differential equation in terms of just the acoustic

Pressure p r. Equation (3.11) and (3.12) can be solved "localIy" by considering them

as ordinary differential equations in u, arrd T, respectively, where the solution of

equation (3.11) is given in terms of the unknown quantity dp rldx and equation

(3.12) in terms of both dp tf dx and p, . The continuity equation can then be formed

into an expression f.or p, by using the state equation to eliminate the oscillating

density pr and inserting the solutions for the particle velocity u, and oscillating

temperature T, . It then only remains to integrate the resulting expression over the

cross section, taking note of the fact that v 
"r 

= 0 at both the pore wall and centre.

Note that forming the pressure equation involves integrati.g u variety of variables

over the cross section. It is therefore convenient to determine the spatial average of

many of the variables. Spatial averages will thus be denoted by ( ), so that for any

variable, g

ts)=f,J

where A

g dydz (3.1.4)

is the cross sectional area.

3.2 Velocity and temperature Oscillations
In this section expressions for u' and T, are determined from equation (3.11) and

(3.12). Solutions are wtitten in terms of generalised functions h and f, which depend

uPon the geometry of the pore, frequency and fluid properties. Expressions for h and,

f for avariety of core geometries are given in the final part of this section.

3.2.1 x-velocity component

For a no slip boundary condition i.e. a, :0 at the pore wall equation (3.11) has the

solutiory

,, = ' (1-h.,\4!L' 0p^' -' dx G'15)
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su$eet to the boundarSr condition ho =1. at the pore wa![. The function ft, depends

upon the geometry of the pore and expf,esses the variation of a.! aeross the boundary

lalrer. It is a function of the viscous penebation depth, and eoruequentlLly varies along

r due to the dependence of 6, on the viscosity and densitlr, which vary along the

pore due to the rnean teinBera,ture. For an ideal gas p* *Tl, while p* crT.l, so that

the penetration depthvaries aE

ChaptcrS

where le" satisfies the equation

;frz
h" +fvlh, =0

u,=^Wnr\
\ cop"

fu)=jl"tovaz=firt-r;*

Linear tlarmoacaustic tlaory

(3.16)

(s.18)

(3.x7)

The consequence of (3.14 is that the tangendal velocity component is no lolrger zera,

The spatial averaging of equatio-n (3.15)is

where f ils the spatial average of hu, ttrus f, =(hr). Cornbining equation (3.15) and

(3.18) gives

""=*ft4,

g.Z2 Oscttlattng ternperature

To determine the oecillating temperature the solutisn for the particle velocity,

esuation (3.19), is irrserted into (3.12) Sving

r.*i61 vT.: P'
, Z a L p^co

(s,1e)

i dT^ t-ho t.. t
*S 1-1\"tl'
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A comparison of equation (3.20) with (3.L1) shows that the left-hand side of each

equation has a similar form, and that they differ only by the right-hand side driving

terms. For an isothermal boundary condition i.e. T, = 0 at the wall, the boundary

conditions are also similar. Guided by the similarity between these equations, and

the solution for u, the resulting general form for T, follows

(3,21)

where G o and G b are dimensionless functions that account for the thermal

conductivity and viscosity. The first term on the right hand side of equation (3.21) is

a result of temperafure changes occurring from the compression and expansion of

the fluid, while the second term is a result of its temperature change due to its

displacement along the temperature gradient imposed along the core. Substitution

of the assumed solution (3.21) into equation (3.20) yields

r, =G ntv ,r)f;+Gu(u ,r);d_f)*A,l

G 
"(y ,r1*)vic "(v ,z) =1

r l-

G ,(y ,4 * }v?G ,(y ,') =L -h,

which have the boundary conditions G o = G, = 0 at the wall.

reduced to a similar form as (3.16) by substituting

G o =1-ho

into (3.22), to give

;x2
h,. +'"k v7h, =0."2

(3.22)

(s.2s)

Equation (3.22) can be

(s.24)

(3.2s)

The solution of equation (3.25) (or its twin (3.16), being essentially the same equation

but based on different penetration depths) is the only equation that needs to be

solved to find the first order acoustic variables and second order work and heat

M



Chapter 3 Linear therrnacoustic theory

flows. The functional form of h depends on the geome'try of the pore. A varietir of

solutions are given in next section.

G, can be expressed in terms of. h, and h, by combining (3.16) and (3.25) to show

Ga = 1 -'r-- 
*' 

.

L-O

Substituting the expressions for G" and G, back into (3.21) yields

r = (1 -')h. @-F,(1-t'*)*r',
which has the spatial average

( 4 ) = $ - f) #,.,(r- -fJ[ - #)* r,,

(3.26)

(3.27)

(s.28)

3.2.3 The Functions h and f
The functions h and f depend upon the particular geometry of the pore. The

similarity between equations (3.16) and (3.25) mean that /r, and ho have a similar

functional form, and differ only in that they depend on a different penekation depth.

A variety of thermoacoustic core geometries and their correspondng h and, f
functions are given in Table 3.1 with the / function plotted in Figure 3.2 where d

represents either 5u or 50. These functions describe how the viscosity and thermal

conductivify alter the magnifude and phase of the velocity and temperature near

solid boundaries.

The velocity of the fluid very close to the wall surface of the pore, well within the

viscous penetration depth, is essentially zero. \A/hile the fluid far from the surface of

the pore, outside the viscous penetration depth, experiences virtually no viscous

shear and consequently has a uniform velocity profile (is independent of y and z).

Fluid at a distance equivalent to the viscous penetration depth away from the pore

wall is still virtually at rest but has a significant phase shift.
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Table 3.1 Geometry functions h and f for dffirent thermoacoustic cores. The boundary
Iayer limit canbe applied to all geometries ztthen the transaerse dimensions of the pore are
significantly larger than tlu boundary layer thickness. The spacing is then gtaen by the
hydraulic radius r, (the ratio of fluid area to perimeter) zoith the reference frame haoing its
origin at the zttall. For all other geometries the oigin is at the centre of symmetry.

Geometry functions h and f
Boundary layer limit

v, --, -(t+il+i

, (1. - i)6r =-
,rT.

Parallelplates P9l, ro = a , coshf(r+i)gl
lX = ------+------------+

cosh[(1 + t )5]

._tanhf(t+i)3]r - 
Q+i)'E

Rectangular pores [32], ro = ab l@ +b)
h = L - # A^#; "tn(ff) 

sin(6)

where Y *n :, - #(m'b 
2 + nzar)

f ='r-64 T 1

- 
nn ^#oom'n'Y^,

Circular pores [7-4], r, -- a12

tr _ l,lu -l)tl
/ol(i - 1) r"J

r_ 2 /,1(,-1)#]
r - (i-l)'il;T[:te

Pin anay [23], r, = (ri - r,')fZr,

AAlTi

h=
Y,(t)l oQ) - l,(zo)Y,(z)

Y,k ) I ok, ) - /, (2,)yoQ,)

. (i -7)rWnefe I = -:---------!
5

| _ -22, Yr(rr)lr(r,)-lr(z)Yr(2,)
J _ 

zro_i
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0.75

0,15

f- 0.25

rQ.

Line,ar tlarmoacowsfic tlwary

Rectangular pores
Circular pores

!!wri___ Finauay

-r.rt 
N

r'rl/n4s6
Figure 3.2 Hot af f funatian* TIrc teetangular pores ruere plattedfor an arpect ratia af 1:5,
uahile tlu pin arrry lws t, f r, =5,

Similarly fluid well within the thennal penetratiorn depth is nearly isothermal. While

fluid w,ell outside the thermal penetration depth has essentially adiabatic

temperafute oscilla ions Tt = p ,f g*c u in phase with the pressure. At approximatetlf

a therrnal penekation depth away frorn the pore wall the magnitude of the

temperature oscillations are reduced and its phase shifted.

3.3 Thermoaeoustic wave equation
An eqlration for the presoure in the pore can now be f,ound from the continuity

equation (3.10) together with equations (3.1S) andp.z7)and the state equation (3.13).

Beginning with the state equation h=(p^/p^),pr-(p^/T^I[, which upon

sub.stitutio. n of equatio.n (3.27,Wor T, grves

pr = (1.+(y -t)hr)b i 2-( ' hk - olt'\dr'
c2 o(-f,)r, [-'- t-.. )tfu')

-0.5
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which has the spatial average

Line ar thermo acoustic tleory

(3.30)

The fluctuating density given by equation (3.30) is clearly dependent upon changes

in the Pressure and the velocity along the temperature gradient. \rVhen there is no

longitudinal temperature gradient i.e. dT^ f dx = 0 then the oscillations of density are

determined solely by the pressure. For this case, if fr, =0, indicating no thermal

contact between the fluid and the solid, then the oscillations of density are purely

adiabatic. Alternatively if f r = L, indicating perfect thermal contact, the

compressions are isothermal. For intermediate values of fr the oscillation is a

combination of adiabatic and isothermal compressions. When the temperature

gradient is non-zero the second term also needs to be considered. The main effect of

this term can be easily understood in the inviscid limit, which gives fo =0 and o= 0.

For this case perfect thermal contact i.". f r = L results in this term being zera so that

the density does not change due to the motion of the fluid.

To find the thermoacoustic wave equation, equation (3.30) is inserted into the

spatially averaged confinuity equation tat(n",)*dp,fu)la* =0, where use is made of

dp,,f dx=-(p^lT^)dT,,f dx, to yield

(0,) = (t * (r - l)f u) ? - r|-;t? - f'--q-)* p,>

ap = -tt + (y - r)r )f^ r,. {ffi**a,l (s.31)

which combined with equation (3.18) gives the pressure oscillations within a pore as,

(s.32)

coupled first-orderFor numerical calculations it is simpler to deal with the

differential equations (3.18) and (3.31).
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3.4 Energy flux equation
An expression for the time averaged energy flux density along a pore will now be

found from the total energy equation [52],

(3.s3)

where e and h are respectively the internal energy and enthalpy per unit mass, and E

*(i*' n F)= -o l*(*,' *r)-kvr -" ']

is the viscous stress tensor given by 1521,

(ar, aai ^ \
Lii = ltl:-+ 26,,?l*40,,?.' \ox, oxi ' oxr ) oxr

If the thermoacoustic core is assumed to be well insulated, so that there is no

fransverse heat flows, then the time average of expression (3.33) integrated over the

cross section is simpiy,

(s,s4)

(3.3s)

The term within the square brackets is

#l^,(*(+,'*n)-r,
I-lsT _\l? -("'x)" ) l= oa)c ^l)

where the over-bar denotes time averaging.

the time averaged energy flux density Fi

I rt \.rr 

-\
H=A,\*l;u *^f rft-F}f) (3.s5)

which is constant along the core due to dH fdx =0. The first term puaz f2 on the

right hand side of equation (3.36) is third order and can be neglected. The viscous

term (v'E), is negligible compared to the other terms in equation (3.36) based on a

magnitude analysis [29]. The conduction term k (df ldx) needs to be accounted for

in both the fluid and the solid but only the zero-order terms are significant.

Consequently, the time averaged energy flux density to second-order is given by,

H, = A, (o ^ii, *(o 
^il, 

*V," )n ^) -@,t 
^ 

+ A,k,)*
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which reduces to

Line ar thermo acou s tic theorv

. I ^ \ r ,tl I
H ,= Ar\n^nrhr)-lArk 

^ 
+A,k ,)T GJs)

because for a closed system the spatially averaged, second-order mass flux
| ' \ | , 

^ 
It

\fr40)=Jo\p^u'r+prtirpydz is zero. The enthalpy can be determined from

dh : c odT + (1- Fr )dp I p , which for an ideal gas, and to the current degree of

approximatiory becomes ft', = rrTr. Substitution of equation (3.19) f"or u, and (3.27)

for T, into (3.38) yields

n,=+-"[r,e{, dfu]l
.(ry5,*h . *1ffi - (e,r, ^ + A,k,r)*

# =+".1*P] = ?*[ @ )*.,,#)

where the time average of two first order quantities, such as fit urd 4 can be

calculated using ;,[, =;ne[u,Erf where - indicates conjugation.

The term -Fi can be written as a combination of the work W and heat Q fluxes,

H=W+Q. (3.40)

Computationally it is convenient to deal with the energy flux, but practically it is
more useful to know the acfual work and heat flows, which give estimates of the

required acoustic power'and capacity. Consequently, it is fypical to also calculate

W, which with use of equation (3.a0) can be used to determine Q . The time

averaged acoustic power absorbed or produced by the core can be estimated from

the difference in the average acoustic intensity across the core [53]

(j.3e)
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Substitution of equation (3.18) and (3.31) into equation (3.41) yields

# =+(, " ffii(,, )r' .'*h'#ia, 
:!,vn*l HXro, r 

)
(3.42)

The first term on the right hand side of (3.42) is the result of viscous dissipation on

the sound wave, while the second term, for small values of. dT 
^ f 

dx , is a thermal

damping term. Large values of dT,,,fdx can change the sign of awrfAx allowing

the thermoacoustic core to produce acoustic work.

3.5 The effect of finite thermal conductivity in the solid
For most thermoacoustic cores the heat capacity of the core material is sufficiently

higher than that of the fluid to enforce the simple boundary condition Tr = 0 at the

fluid-solid interface. However, when the heat capacity of the core material is

insufficient to maintain the fluid-solid interface isothermal, the temperature

oscillations within the solid need to be considered, This is typicalty the case for pin

aftay stacks where an arbitrarily small pin radius is desirable. The general approach

for deriving the thermoacoustic equations in the case of finite thermal conductivity

parallels the approach already given, when the thermal conductivity is taken to be

infinite. Except that equation (3.12) used to find the temperature oscillations within

the fluid is now solved subiect to the boundary conditions

r,(y)=r,,(l) and u+l --k,+l
%lr" %lt

which requires the temperature oscillations

determined. This can be done by solving the

solid. To first order this equation is

;x2
l'+*vT,r=0.z

(3.43)

T,t within the core material to be

heat conduction problem within the
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Where 6, = 
^[2k 

J opp , is the thermal penetration depth within the solid. The net

effect is the addition of one extra term, the heat capacity ratio €sr in the

thermoacoustic wave and energy flux equations,

(3.4s)

.|ffi{n.ffi]g_(o,u^ (s.46)

Values of a, for several core geometries are given in Table 3.2 and reflect the fact that

the pore wall may have insufficient heat capacity per unit area k,p,c, to impose an

isothermal boundary condition. For most materials k * p^c , <<k , p,c , so that

€, 117,

Table 3.2 Heat capacity ratio for dffirent core geometries.

+A,kr)*

Geometry Heat capacity ratio e"

Boundary layer
1 Fpf ,

lk a{,
os

tanh((l +i)I15,)

Parallel plate t.
tanh((1 +i)y olso) Fe-',

\kp{,tanh((1 +i)|15,)

Rectangular pores o-
ab (1. + i)f u

5 u (a +b )tanh((l + i)I I 6,) k ,P,c,

Circular pores €s _ ro1. + i)f r_M FP"t,
\k,rt,

Pin anay _(1-i)f o ri -r,' I o((1-i)r,15") @5k 2r, /,((1-i)r,16,)1k,ar,
6s
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3.6 Solution procedure
Equation (3.32) and (3.39) (or (3.45) and (3.46)) can be solved accurately by

numerically integrating them along the length of the pore. Alternativeiy,

approximate closed form solutions can be obtained by making a few further

assumptions, which give fairly accurate results quickly and simply for early

calculations, while highlighting the key features of the thermoacoustic heat transport.

3.6.1 Closed form solutions

Closed form solutions of the thermoacoustic equations can be obtained by applying

the following assumptions:

The "boundaryJayer" approximatiory which assumes that the plate

spacing rh is considerably greater than the thermal and viscous

penefration depths 6,,5k<<rh. This assumption is good for many

realistic situations.

The "Short-Stack" approximation. This assumes that the length of the

thermoacoustic core is much shorter than the wavelength of the

acoustic oscillation ax. <<),. This means that the pressure and velocity

can be taken to be independent of x within the core, being given by

their vaiue at the core centre. It also means that the standing wave is

unaffected by the core. With standing wave phasing between the

pressure and velocity, p, is real and (r.r,) is imaginary.

That the temperature spanned by the thermoacoustic core is small

enough that the thermophysical properties are independent of T 
^

(and hence x), and can therefore be approximated by there values at

the core centre. This implies that LT * <<7, .

With the above assumptions, the time averaged energy flux deruity, equation (3.39),

and work flux, equation (3,42), can be obtained in closed form,

1.

2.

3.
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61111^='5oA*Ar(t-l(+' 4', 
IzP- [(t +Jo)(t-fi +0.5$)

-t)r s' --c-&--l(,,,)l'J (3 48)

Linear tlwrmoncoustic theory

[t.t- 6. -1-&r)-{o, k 
^ 

+A,k )* (3.47)

(3.49)

(s.50)

Hz=
ArP r@r)€"

qGG+o)(r -g +os$)

where 1" =?, r =;l !! u,.avr*, = ^#*r,which are respectivery the prateTh YT"n, dx c4' p,cr(ur)

spacing factor based on the viscous penetration depth, the ratio of the actual to

critical temperafure gradients, and the value of the critical temperature gradient.

Equation P 47) and (3.a8) are useful for eariy computations. However, to get an

intuitive understanding of these equations it is useful to consider them in the inviscid

limit, whereby F^=0 so that 4 =0 and o=0, although this is not a good

assumption for most realistic situations. For this conditiory the energy and heat

fluxes are essentially equat i.e. Fi z*Qz, and equations (3.47) and (3.48) reduce to,

Q, =!uA, I r,fu ,)(r-r) -(Ar k - + A,k,)*

Lwr=Aln, 6 o at(Y -1) lp,l'(r -r)+ " rh /P^

The first term on the right of equation (3.a9) represents a possible source of

thermoacoustic heat pumping while the second term is just normal heat conduction

down the temperature gradient within the solid and fluid. With viscosity ignored

the (harmful) viscous damping term in equation (3.50) becomes zero, so that only the

thermal damping/driving term remains. These two results reveal clearlv the

following general characteristics of thermoacoustic systems.

1. When f = L, so that the temperature gradient is at the critical value,

the only energy flow is due to thermal conduction and LWr=g.

\A/hen f < L the device is operating as a refrigerator and the first term

of (3.a9) has a positive heat pumping effect with energy being

absorbed from the sound wave. when f >L the heat and work flows
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are reversed and acoustic energy starts to be produced. For this case

the device operates as a thermoacoustic heat engine as opposed to a
refrigerator.

That the heat flow is proportional to the cross sectional area of the core

Ar, while the work flow is proportional to the volume MAr. This

means that while the capacity can be increased, by increasing the stack

length (causing a reduction in the temperature gradient) there is an

accompanying increase in the absorbed acoustic power and thus a

reduction in the efficiency i.e. COP=QrltraLlAx. However, this

to obtain largeralso indicates that the cross sectional can be increased

heat loads with little effect on the efficiency.

That thermal conduction reduces the heat flow. However, for most

systems this is normally insignificant in comparison to other factors.

That due to the ratro 6rfr, it is desirable f.or ro to be of a similar

magnitude to du , so that most of the area of the thermoacoustic core is

effective in carrying heat.

That the heat flow is zero at either a velocity or pressure node due to

the product p r(a,). rrus also means that the heat flow is proportional

to the square of the pressure amplitude so that an increase in the

pressure amplitude will allow higher heat loads to be pumped.

As a final note, consider'equations P.4n and (3.48). In the presence of viscous and

thermal effects, the critical temperature gradient becomes less well defined, with f
being retained more out of convenience. There is no longer a definite cut off between

thermoacoustic refrigerator and engine. There is in fact a region between refrigerator

and engine where the device is in a useless state neither pumping heat nor producing

work.

6J.

4.

5.
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3.6.2 Numerical Solution

Generally, the process of accwately modelling a thermoacoustic system involves

matching the boundary conditions between the different sections within a

thermoacoustic device and then solving the appropriate fluid equations for the

particular region. Basically there are only three distinct regions to consider. The

flow within the thermoacoustic core, governed by the equations given in the

previous sections, which are normally solved numerically, using a Runga-Kutta

integration method. Flow within the main resonator sections and the heat

exchangers are modelled using standard acoustic techniques. Most of the

uncertainty at low drive ratios lies in the calculation of the flow within the heat

exchangers, due to the absence of an accurate model for this region.

To model the flow within the thermoacoustic core, the thermoacoustic wave equation

is normally split into two coupled first-order differential equations in the oscillatory

pressure p,Q), and the spatially averaged oscillatory velocity (r, (")). Coupled. to

these two equations is the energy-flux equatioru which is expressed as a first-order

differential equation for the mean temperature ?,(r). For the case of finite thermal

conductivity these equations are

dn,_? = _tDp^
ax

d@,) __ iat
dx Tp o,

Q")
-t -f,
(rn,-,,,)o.* fu,f" L dr^ fu)
( 1 * t,' n 

)' ' (1-o)(L+a, )7, dx 1.-f,

u-,f(rF)i
o_:.-ro| p,(i,)l 1- /r-ra ll
, L (1 + o)(1 + e, )(r -fl) ))dr^ _

dx
P^C,

2a(1. - o)

Note however, that due

equations split into

p,(x), and (2, (x))

real coupied

being complex this set

equations in the

Therefore, in order to

(3,5L)

(3.s2)

(s.s3)

of 3 coupled

5 variables,

integrate the

A

_k^ _;'_k,
T L^

5

to

5

R"[p,], I*[p,], nel(a,)], tm[(r.r,)], and r, .

It -f"l'
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Chapter 3 Line ar thermo acoustic theory

system of equations given by (3,51) to (3.53), five boundary conditions are required at

one end of the core. These boundary conditions are the mean temperafure, and the

real and imaginary part of the complex pressure and complex velocity.

The mean temperature at the starting end of the core is just the desired heat

exchanger temperature at that point. To find the complex pressure and velocity at

the entrance to the core involves first solving for the pressure and velocity in the

adjacent resonator and heat exchanger sections. Continuity of pressure and

volumetric velocity is used to match the pressure and velocity between different

sections. Once the boundary conditions are set at the starting end of the core, the

core equations can be solved and the complex amplitudes and temperature found at

the other end of the core. These values become the boundary conditions that are

used to solve the appropriate equations for the heat exchanger, then resonator, on the

other side of the core.

The matching of the pressure and volumetric velocity between regions is

sfraighfforward. However, obtaining the correct boundary conditions at the end of

the resonator, along- with the temperature and heat transfer rate at the free end of the

core, is not as easily achieved. In order to meet these boundary conditions requires

iteratively adjusting selected "upstream" variables. This can be achieved by using a

shooting method.

As an exampie, consider Figure 3.3. The calculation begins at the driver (position A),

which for this example corresponds to r = 0 . The pressure p a and volumetric

velocity U, at this point need to be specified together with an estima te of f.

Analytical expressions can then be used to determine the pressure and velocity just

outside the entrance to the hot heat exchanger (position B). Continuity of pressure

and volumetric velocity determine the pressure and velocity just inside the hot heat

exchanger. The wave equation for the flow through the hot heat exchanger is then

solved. Current approximations use the thermoacoustic wave equation but with

dT,, f dx:0 . Moving from the hot heat exchanger to the core (position C), continuity
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Chapter 3 Line ar thermoacous tic theory

Figure 3.3 Model of simple thermoacoustic system,

of pressure and volumetric velocity are once again applied in order to find the

Pressure and veiocity at the hot end of the core. The temperature T o at this point

also needs to be specified. In addition it is necessary to specify the enthalpy flow Fi,

through the core. This can be calculated from equation (3.40) where Qr=e,ou, is the

waste heat rejected through the hot heat exchanger and W, cartbe found from

*,=?o"[p,(a)] (3.54)

The thermoacoustic equations (expression (3.51.) to (3.53)) can now be solved to find

the pressure, velocity and temperature at position D. This needs to be done

numerically. The calculation then proceeds through the cold heat exchanger and

resonator in similar fashion as on the hot side, to obtain the pressure and velocity at

position F.

If the pressure and velocity at F do not match the impedance at this point, and the

prescribed temperature T, and heat load Q. do match at the cold end of the core

then incorrect values for variables likel, T h, U d dfld Q,o,r, were specified. To obtain

a correct solution requires iteratively adjusting these parameters until ail boundary

conditions are met. DELTAE [30] performs this calculatiory it is general enough to be

able to accurately model most thermoacoustic systems operating at low drive ratios,

and allows a great deal of flexibility in selecting the desired shooting variables.
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Cha ter 4 Non linear
lr

tnerrnoacoustrcs

For systems operating at low drive ratios the linear theory, outlined in the previous

chapter, has been shown [17] to give reasonable results. However, many practical

applications require thermoacoustic systems to operate at higher drive ratios, in

order to increase the power density. Higher power densities enable thermoacoustic

devices to pump larger heat loads, yet be small and compact. The consequence of

increasing the drive ratio is that non-linear effects occur, which reduce the accuracy

of the linear theory, and in most cases, cause the efficiency to decrease. A greater

understanding of non-linear thermoacoustic effects is definitely needed.

There are a variety of non-linear effects that can occur [54] of particular importance

are those that deal with the fluid and thermo-dynamics of the working fluicl.

Namely,

1..

2.

J.

4.

The harmonic content of the sound wave.

Turbulence.

Acoustic streaming,

Shock waves.

The first three of these effects will be briefly discussed in the remainder of this

chapter, rvhile for shock waves it is mentioned only that they have yet to be a feature

of any thermoacoustic system. Some other factors of the fluid and thermo-dynamics,

which are not completely accounted for by the linear theory, are joining conditions

between each component of a thermoacoustic system, and enfrance effects within the

core.
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4.1 The harmonic content
For a thermoacoustic heat engine consisting of a straight resonator tube, signfficant
amounts of the second harmonic of the pressure oscillations were found to be
generated at large drives, reducing the performance of the engine [3a]. As the higher
harmonics in a straight resonator fube are rdirect multiples of the fundamental
frequency, it has been suggested that by altering the shape of the resonator the
position of the second harmonic could be moved, minimising its effect. This was
confirmed, by placing inserts into the resonator so that the higher harmonics were no
longer directly related to the fundamental frequency, causing the amplitude of the
second harmonic to drop. By reducing the second harmonic, a higher first-order
Pressure amplitude was obtained, at a lower hot-end temperature and with less
heater power.

The mechanism by which the harmonic pressure term is generated is still relatively
unknown, but the use of similitude [43] has given some insight into the problem. By
plotting the second-order pressure amplitude against the square of the first-order
Pressure amplitude, it was found that the use of different working fluids had no real
effect on the production of the second-order component. since the properties of the
working fluid appear to be insignificant, this suggests that compressibility and
boundary layer effects play no role in generating the second harmonic (as y and o
are unimportant). The absence of boundary layer effects is further supported by the
fact that changing the mean pressure (which alters the width of the boundary layer)
also has no effect on the second harmonic pressure term.

An investigation of the thermal wave I55] found that near the edge of the
thermoacoustic core temperafure oscillations can be generated which contain higher
harmonics than just the fundamental frequency. It was found that in this region the
amplitude of the second harmonic of the temperature oscillations couid be of a

similar magnitude as the fundamental frequency.
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4.2 Turbulence
For oscillatory flows it has been found [56-59] that there are many regimes of

turbulence, making the problem of assessing the effect turbulence has on the flow

more difficult than in steady flow situations. A map of the turbulent regimes for

oscillatory flow is displayed in Figure 4.1., for flow in a smooth pipe, where the

Reynolds number is based on the pipe radius and peak acoustic velocity. In the

weakly turbulent region, the velocity profile is essentially the same as in the laminar

region, but with a small oscillation superimposed. In this region, the turbulence is

generated outside the boundary layer. Vfhile in the conditionally turbulent region

the velocity profile is smooth while it is rising, but abruptly changes to chaotic at its

peak value. In this region, the turbulence is generated within the boundary layer.

At present, it is only within the laminar region that thermoacoustics is understood in

any form of detail. However, turbulent effects in general, should be more significant

within the (large diameter) resonator sections, then within the tightly spaced

10'

10"

10'

100

1o'

R

ôu

1ot 10* 1ot
Reynolds number

Figure 4.1 Turbulent regimes of oscillatory flozu.

transition region

weakly
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Chapter 4 N on line ar thermo acous tics

thermoacoustic core, where the flow should remain, for the most part laminar.

However, in the region near the ends of the core and around the heat exchangers

where there is an abrupt discontinuify in cross-section, going from the resonator, to

the heat exchanger, to the core, turbulence can be expected.

In the latest version of DeltaE [30] turbulence within the resonator sections has been

accounted for by introducing a roughness parameter for the walls, It applies a

similar approach taken in [60] which assumes that the effect of turbulence can be

determined using the Moody friction factor applied at each instance of time during

the oscillating flow. It is believed to give good results for low frequency oscillations,

but only a rough estimate on the effect of turbulence in the resonators of standing

wave thermoacoustic devices.

4.3 Acoustic streaming
Acoustic streaming is the term given to the generation of a steady flow by oscillatory

phenomena [61] which is superimposed upon the first-order oscillating velocity. For

a thermoacoustic system acousfic streaming can cause convective loops to be formed,

which can influence the heat flow. There are a variety of ways streaming can effect

thermoacoustic systems [54] but the focus of this thesis is on streaming effects that

are driven by boundary layer effects at a surface. In this case acoustic streaming,

which is also referred to as the streaming velocity, is driven by the atLenuation of

acoustic energy within the boundary layers 1621. For a thermoacoustic core both

viscous and thermal dissipation are significant in generating the streaming velocity.

There are many mechanisms responsible for generating the streaming velocity. One

of these mechanisms can be understood by considering a small element of gas as it
oscillates within the thermal boundary layer 1421. Due to the thermal contact

between the fluid element and the wall, and the phasing between the pressure and

motion, the fluid element will have a different temperature through its forward and

backward motion. Since the viscosity is temperature dependent, the fluid will
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experience a different amount of viscous drag during each phase of its motion, and

hence will undergo a different displacement over its forward motion, than it will

during its backward motion. Therefore after a complete cycle, the element will not

return to its original position and will experience a small net drift. In this way, a

parcel of fluid will ratchet its way along the surface of the tube. For a closed system

the net mass flow must be zero, so there will be a matching fluid flow back along the

centre of the tube, forming a convective loop.

4.4 Goncluding remarks
While each of the above non-linear effects can become significant as the drive ratio

increases, this thesis focuses on acoustic streaming. This is partly due to the fact that,

while the source of the harmonic component is unknown, the amplitude of the

harmonic component can be easily reduced by simple changes in the resonator

geomeky. In addition, higher harmonics are probably only significant within a

thermoacoustic heat engine, as thermoacoustic refrigerators are driven by single

frequency oscillations. Turbulence can be expected to occur within all components of

a thermoacoustic device, but should be of greatest significance within the resonator

sections. In contrast, acoustic streaming should primarily effect the flow within the

core, as it is characterised by many of the same factors that characterise the

thermoacoustic heat transport. It is therefore reasonable to assume that it will have a

direct effect on the work and heat flows within this region.
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Chaqtet 5 Streamins velociwand

- 

v J

transverse steady smte
temPerature

Expressions for the streaming velocity and the transverse component of the steady

state temperature are derived within this chapter, for the flow between two parallel

plates. The strearning velocity and steady state temperafure refer to the second-order

time-averaged velocity and temperature respectively, which represent mean

components of the fluid flow generated by the oscillating (first-order) components of

the sound wave, within the boundary layers. In deriving these two terms no

reskictions have been imposed upon the plate separation, so the solutions are valid

for both a thin and wide boundarv laver.

The calculation of the streaming velocity, which includes the effect of an axial

temperature gradient i.e. dT,,f dx*O, has been outlined previously bv Rotf [63] and

Olsen and Swift [42]. Olsen and Swift extended the analysis of Rott to include the

effect of arbitrary phasing between the pressure and velocity, and variable cross

section. However, in both papers the solution was based on the boundary layer

approximation, which assumes that the transverse dimension is significantly larger

than the boundary layer thickness. With this assumptiory it is only necessary to

calculate the value of the streaming velocity at the edge of the bound ary layer, using

this value to specify a parabolic streaming velocity profile in the bulk of the fluid.

For a thermoacoustic core the transverse dimension is of a similar magnitude to the

boundary layer thickness, so the boundary layer assumption is not valid. Therefore,

in this chapter, an expression for the streaming velocity is derived without making

the boundary Tayer approximation.
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Chapter 5 Streaming velocity

The linear theory outlined in chapter 3 assumed that the steady state temperature is

known prior to the calculation of the acoustic variables and energy flow, and varies

only with axial position. This is a convenient method of calculating the

thermoacoustic response of a system, as it allows for the effect that the steady state

temperature gradient has on the first order variables to be readily incorporated into

the solution. This method is directly applicable to the analysis of thermoacoustic

heat engines, where a given temperafure gradient is applied across the core, in order

to produce an acoustic oscillation. For a thermoacoustic refrigerator, where an

acoustic oscillation is used to induce a temperature gradient, it is the interaction of

the acoustic fieid with the solid walls of the thermoacoustic core, which results in the

temperature gradient being produced. This induced temperature gradient is

formally a second-order quantity, but because of the thernral coupling between the

fluid and solid walls of the core, temperature gradients that are far more significant

can be generated.

In this chapter, an expression for the transverse part of the steady state temperature

is derived, by splitting the second-order time-averaged temperature into two

components. An axial comPonent, which is coupled to the temperature of the wall,

which, as with the linear solution is assumed to be known, and a transverse

comPonent that is found by solving the second-order time-averaged energy equation.

The remainder of this chapter is organised in the following way. First the governing

second-order time-averaged equations are given. An expression for the streaming

velocity is then developed, and used to find an expression for the second-order time-

averaged mass flux. The transverse component of the steady state temperature is

then derived, as well as an expression for the steady heat transfer between the fluid

and solid. Closed form solutions are then obtained, and discussed, in order to

outline some general features of these second-order streaming terms. Some

concluding remarks complete the chapter.
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5.1 The time-averaged second-order equations
The governing equations for thermoacoustic flow between two parallel plates, are the

two-dimensional form of the continuity equation, the r component of the momentum

equation and the energy equation [52]. These equations are respectively,

0p,6ptt .)pu:-: n
at- a* - ay -" (5'1)
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where, as with the linear problem, it has been assumed that,

r The transverse dimension is much smaller than the acoustic wavelength,

A o <<1'

Chapter 5 Streaming aelocity

The working fluid is an ideal gas.

The reference frame is positioned along the centreline, between the

plates, with the r co-ordinate in the direction of wave propagation and

thu y co-ordinate in the transverse direction.

In this case, however the oscillating components of the viscosity and the thermal

conductivity need to be accounted for. For an ideal gas, these properties can be

determined from the functi orrs 1t= p^F /T ^)' , 
k =k ^F /r ^)b 

, which have the first-

order solutions,

^ bp,";
,t 

--l&a - 
I iT!m

,^ bk^;
^ 

r --r r .,T
'm

(5.4)

(s s)

The streaming velocity and steady state temperature are obtained from equations

(5.2) and (5.3) by inserting in the perturbation expansion given by equations (3.8),

keeping only second-order terms, and time-averaging. Before proceeding with this
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operation it is useful to note that with the acoustic approximation applied to the first-

order terms, the second-order terms split into two components. A time-independent

term and a fluctuating term with a time dependence of 2a, which can be written

generally as,

g r(, ,V ,t)= E r,r(r,y )+Relg r,r(* ,yY''*l (s.6)

where the time-independent part has been given the subscript "2,0", while the time-

dependant part has been given the subscript "2,2". Im this way u2.0 represents the

streaming velocity and Tr,o represents the acoustically generated steady state

temperature. In addition, the term Tr,o will be split into two components,

Tr,o(* ,y)= LTr,o(x)+0r,0@ ,y) (s.7)

an axial term ATr,o("), which represents the temperature induced along the plates

due to the thermal coupling between the fluid and plate material, and a term

?r,o(x,y), which essentially represents the transverse variation of the steady state

temperature. It will be assumed that LTr,r(x) is known and can be combined with

the unperturbed temperature T,u, to give the mean temperature To,(x) within the

fluid (and solid) as,

T 
^(*)=T *t 

+ATr.o(x ). (s.8)

Note that from the standpoint of a thermoacoustic heat engine ATr.o(x) can be

thought of as the temperature difference that needs to be applied in order to cause

acoustic oscillations to be produced. In this way the perturbation expansion for the

temperature field (to second order and neglecting the harmonic term) becomes,

T (r, y,t) =T 
^ 

(x) + M Re[T, (*, y Y'^ ]* M' 0 r,o(*, y ) (5.e)

Equations (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) can now be expanded to second-order and time-

averaged. With use of expressions (5.4) and (5.5), the result is
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(s.12)

The right hand side of these equations are non-linear (but known) functions, fully

defined by the first-order terms given by the linear theory. In the following sections,

equations (5.11) and (5.12) are solved to find expressions for the streaming velocity

il,.0 and transverse steady state tempetahte 0r,o-

5.2 The streaming velocity
To determine an expression for the streaming velocify equation (5.11) needs to be

integrated twice with respect to y. Integrating once with respect to y yields

Chapter 5

op^ur,o nn fur,o 
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tur,o - a dP ,,0 * 1 16P.itu, 4, n1o"[E- o .i. -Lr, T, l*c, (, ) .

AV F,,dx Zp^r 0x '2l_p^ rrT^'AV) r\

u,,o(x,v ) = +ff ,' * e o,n@, y )+C,(x)

Streaming oelocity

(s.1.0)

(5.1.L)

(5.14)

(s.1-3)

The integration constant C, (r ) is chosen to make the velocity gradient Aur,o f dy zero

at the centre of the plates (y =0 ) due to symrnetry. Evaluation of equation (5.13) at

g=0 reveals that C,(r):0. Integrating equation (5.13) with respect toy gives,

where the functiofr e^n(x,y) has been used to represent the first-order combinations.

The term e,,,(x,y), referred to as the momentum driving functiorU is given by
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Chapter 5 Streaming oelocity

The first term on the right hand side of function (5.15) is the term typically associated

with acoustic streaming, while the last two terms arise primarily due to the Presence

of thermal effects. To evaluate equation (5.15) the first-order terms Ltt, z), and Tr are

substituted while taking account of the r dependence of the fluid properties p,n artd

F^, and, the spatially averaged velocity (r,). The mathematical details of this

operation can be found in appendix A. The result gives Q^n ds

e*^(*,y)=cp*(x)y' +e*(x,y) (5.16)

which consists of a parabolic part p.(x) that contributes to the velocity profile

extending over the channel cross section, and a term Q,,(x,y) which contains

exponential y dependencies with characteristic lengths of. 6, and du, so that is only

non-zero close to the surface of the plates. The term p *(x) will be shown to factor

out of the streaming velocity equation and so will not be considered further, while

e,(x,y) is given by,

q * (x, v) : r.h(*"."rr,( a, ) s' ( v ) I 
. h*l (', 

) l' s, ( v ) 
)

where the y dependant terms ate,

s, (y ) = (y -1)(1 -r.t(or. +(+ -ftr.h r *+#* S, r^r))

.?..#tr)(,+-;").('.{}r,)(r"-,r.*;i.r..;*lr.oo)

$, (y ) = 
*[* (a. .vfl!(+ #i.h r +#b s, nr))

+(,. k?.+).++(0. r w, .fj 1, ",,))

+E#d+ (1 + b,+ 
H(h. -3i' .*.(, *!! n'av)#)]

(s,17)

(5.1.8)

(5.1,9)
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The second integralron constant C, (" ) is chssen to make, the stte . ing velocity uu-

zero at the wafl (y=Vi. Evaluation of equation (5"14) at !=!,a reveals ilrat

^ r , 1 dqt
c r(*)=-*ffA3=g.n(yu), which upon substitufion back into equation (5.14)

arr-d, wift the use of equation (5.15) )nelds,

u r.n(o,, v )' =*W * e ^)fu ' - Y'nl' * p - (*' "v ) - p,fu 
n )' (s.,20)

It now becor,nes necessary to determihe an expJession for the pressure gradient

dp r,rfdx . Thic can be done by integrating the second-order time-averaged

continuity equation" equation (5.10), over the eross section, to yi,eld

ft(o ^fu ,, ) " *ne[(p, 
t, )]) = t (5.21)

and then integrating once witih respect to r to give

p 
^ @ r,,1 *to"[(oO,[ = o' . (s.22)

The tref,t hand side of equation F.q is the,second'order tinre and sBatially avrxaged

nuss flux density, which fbr a closed ryrotrrn is zero, therefore D, =O. &rbsti,tution of

equation (5.20) into equation (5.22) )uldt the following expression for the pressure

gradient,

+r:# * r * = #({r,l - r *tu i * *n-[(o, 
il, )])

where,

(fu*ffi'-F.['*fltrffi]

(s.2s)
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(s.2s)

(5.26)

With use of equation (5.23) in equation (5.20) the streaming velociry becomes,

tt,,o(x, y ) = e, - e. fu ).*(#- t 
)[1r* 

) - p * (v ) * +o{k,a )l)

which upon substitution of equations (5.17) and (5.2a) yields,

, \ t (1 ,
rt, o\x, y ) = zf;f .r(*""rr, 

(4 )y, (d.ftff10,,)l'% (y ))

where

/ \ '' ' '( ', , ,('-1)(/- -f \))x(v)- s. -$"(y, \.?( 4-t) rn \-s" (v o)*0-f,,1 r-r, -*drJ 
I | (s.27)I/2\vt 

/['ut \ ,))

^/ , r( | ,
v,(v)_$b_s,(v,)*i(#')[.$,)-9,.,,,_'*L*-ffi]J(5.28)

Expression (5.26) gives a solution for the streaming velocity distribution across the

entire plate separation including the boundary layer, in the presence of thermal

effects. It is valid for developed laminar flow having arbitrary phasing between the

first-order pressure and velocity.

For a wide plate separation (or effectively ryo =!/ol6t -+.o) the exponential terms in

functions (5.27) and (5.28) tend towards zero. For this case, the variation of the

streaming velocify across the boundary layer can be ignored, and the diskibution in

the bulk of the fluid determined by the value ur,o takes at the edge of the boundary

layer, designatedbyr,. Thevelocityu, acts asaslip velocityattheplatesurface,

causing fluid in the region outside the boundary layer (away foom the plate surface)

to be dragged along with it. This results in a parabolic streaming profile across the

plate separation, gven by

u,o(x,il=+(r#r)

7'1,

(5.2e)
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For this case, the geomctr]r of the core becomes ur'rimportant. To' calculate u,

equation (5.25) is taken to be close enough to the plate surface so that the parabotrie

part has its vahre at the surface (which implies V +V il, but far enough away frorn

the sutface eo that, p,+A. Ap.ply:ing these conditions yields,

u,(x)=urn(y * U o)=-p*(U'u)

whichresults in

u .@ ) = #n4p, @; ) 
n,.l* #fr.Wo,|f' 

u,,

where

(1+o)

63a)

(s.s1)

(5.32)

(5,33)
(r-J;lt-41

=i11*,t1i;;61'

!

G(r-tl/tt-u r)

9r, =-$, (V u;qu-*

5.3 The time-averaged mass flux
It is gener.ally more usefuI to know the second'order time-averaged mass flux as

opposed to the streaming velocity, as it is the mass flux which convects heat tfuough

the core. T,he seaond.order time-averaged mass flux is grven bp

rh r,o(x ,!)- p,^u2., *|n4pr41 . F:34)

&rbstifition of equation (5'26) for wro and expressions (3.13) and (3.15) for p, and

er. r,espectively yields, -

,i,,n\*,il= qfuf#o.tr, W,l* "{il). ftffR,\" *, @)

where
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As with the s,treami4g vel.ocity, an approxiniate expression for the nuss fl.ux can be

obtained for a thin boundarlr layer. the result being

CkapterS

^.(!,) = % +(1- r)[r*#}r -t I

m, (y ) =v,*ft mlr, -t#F -E,lr * 
] 

.

,irr,o(*,V\=f(t#-f

where

,ir 
"(r)= 

p^*" *|n"[a fu - y s)Ta+ *Yr(y -+ ! sito-t *)J

which results in

*, @)= #n*[r, (4 )(1 + $"* )]. #r*l(u' il' s,, .

W =#*l *,'oo .h*ffi lW o, ,"r')

+-{# T.t,*f*.,,',

Strearninguelocity

(5.36)

(5.37)

(s.38)

(5.3eJ

(5.4ol1

. (s.41)

5.4 The transverse steady state temperature

To determine an expression for the transvelse steady state temperature; equation

(5.12) neede to be integrated twice with reopect to 3r. Integrating once with respect to

y yields,

w,here use has been made of expressions (534) and (3.11). The irrtegration constant

Cr(r) is ehosen to make Q,?rrld7 zero at the cen:tre s-f the plates (y =0) due to

syrr-unetry. Evaluation sf the equation (5'41) at y =0 reveals that C"(r)=Q .
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Integraiing e,quation (5.41) once with respect to y yields,

o".o{*,il=#* I*,&vdv + P,(x, !) +c o(x )

Streamingvel'oei$

(5.42)

(5,4s)

(5.46)

wl,ere the function p,(x,V) has been used to expresses the first-order cornbinations.

The ternr g,(x ,y), neferred to as the thermal driving funetion, is gruen by,

pr(x,a)=;fun"1*frydvdv *lrp'*l-+V'f -t1,,l'. $.43)

Evaluation of function (5.43) follows the sarrre procedure as used to evaluate the

momerfrrrr driving franction. \{hereby the fust-crrder term,s,are substituted in and

the integration perforrrred" while aceounting for the axiil variation of the fluid

properties and spatially averaged velocity. The mathematical details of this

operation can be found in,appendix B. The end r,esult is

p, (x, y ) = ;ft71[ n, *o )a, l(u, 1' + Es (! \W
(5.u)

.h*ne[r" ( u ) p,V,tl* s o w ffi(ff ;l' t+',>t')

where q, (il ='i e *s(v ) *4 g, r, €,0 (a ) -'q n oI! ) *fi,n o 
",and 

whEre

,",r, = u*[ft['- .ffi 
^rr" 

*ffip 1u rnr)il;{'.n, r, I

c, (v ): -R{*tr' .f- nJ1,'- -# 
{'n 

ru -$- d* I o ro'\

. 
[t 

.ftn]['. -, +)]1.+n + rfe -,,F -#l' -')
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1.+ e,

(y -1)(1-o)

Stteaming aelocity

(5.47)

4''l,0,
o6u ) '

- #, r r. * ffi fr I u r o r\A". ry ̂
)

.ry(+ Iko, hil)l.e=ir {" r -, +

?. 
.#' r)["[r, +) #![a -, y))

. Zff y. dv -2Relt+;(+ ##.ffi +J, -,, )]l

/ \ 1, o2(1,+b),-r .1,-bL,olr, l+e,f,ffr, It
s o o(a ) = - ;- ffi h, h, + :- 

r:-1t+ ;;- ffih r 
I

. +({*d.ry!-#){"' I 

h' + E' -+ -(' -]l'' o')+)

.,i" -t.?r{{r (rn, -, + - #E rr. * ffi ff V r^r)}

.#{'.*.+(*'rk +*'"k)
ffill'- .## n ri. *ffi* l' r^,)]

(s.48)
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The factort E"(y), Eo(y), E,o(y ), *d Soobl) contain y dependant terms which die

away outside the boundary layer. Therefore, for a wide plate separation these terms

can be considered constant except within the thin boundary layer near the surface of

the plates. Flowevet, e ,(y ) *d Eo(V) also contain terms which are parabolic in y'

The coefficients f., md Ca, to these parabolic terms increase in magnitude as the

plate separation 4o increases. Therefore, this parabolic term dominates the solution

for wide plate separations. To determine an expression for ?r, it is also necessary to

determine the double integral of the second-order mass flux. This is given by,

[J,n,,,ayav=ffi(#^",,,@,|z"@]-#*W,)|,z,(v)) (s.51)

where z,(v)=ix"o(v)*# r",*# r"", rr(a)= rro(v)*# rrr*4 xrr, ild where

-o'
o'

x1 (5.s2)r2o)

+5h,

L
(s.s3)

o

t
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+

r p u\ai ='*.ffi fffifr#r,-[r -$ffitJp- n;

Strearningoelaa[ty

(5,s5)

(5.56)

(5,5V)

(5,58)

$.6q:
(5.61)

(5.64

(5.63)

The integration eon5tant Cn(r) is ehosen to make 0r, zeraat the *uIL y=Vo.
1

Evaluating (5.42) at y -U o grvs C n@)=-a-* il* ^,&ydylr=r"- 
r,(y o),so that' pna ax J'

expression (5.42) becorres

0',o(r' il = ft*(ll *'"dv dv - IJ *'av nv 
l, =, ")* 

r' -'' fu ')'

Iubstitution of equation (5,44) and (5'5f) Snields,

o 
^,(x,il= ffig(*,tole" l(u,)[ + w, (v )W

(s"se)

.h*Rulr. k )p, (4 )l + v a (a )ffi(kJ'K., il' 
)

v"(y)=€,-s^(y uI'

wr(y)=su -en (Yr)

v 
" 
(y ) = i (5 

" 
o + r o, - s 

" 
o(v ) - z 

" 
n(v il.(tr -, 

)(n., 
. r ^l.(fi -r)r *

v o (V ) =, € a o *,x a,n - Fo,o (J,) - r u u(y,,, - [#- 
t]s o, + r r rl . [S - t )t*
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Chapter 5 Streaming aelocity

Equation (5.59) gives an expression for the variation of the steady state temperature,

over the cross section for a parallel plate core in the presence of thermal effects. It is

valid for laminar flow and arbitrary phasing between the first-order pressure and

velocity.

An approximate expression f.or 0r, can be found if the plates are sPaced wide apart

(ry,-+*). The terms tyn and V/b can thenbe takento benegligible,i'e. Vo =0 and

Vu x0, so that the solution for the transverse temperature becomes,

0,,0(*, il = #[n"[ r, (a ) w,,*(v l. +*l(,,, )l' v o,*(u r)#* (s.64)

(5.65)

11r )

(r-o)(r +2o+2oz) 2oG(1+ob) , Jo(1 -o)'(r-izJ7)$-b)_.-------------;-=-- ' o(1,+ o)2 (1+ o)3 2(1+a)'

t( v, .'\[ry' 0-i)(r-t+oG) Tt,G\+i)(1 +ob)
zlvt - )l o(r -1) 't'+o

. rto( y' .)(s(r +Dryo r4i,r -2o ,,2+Ji-2o
T_r ___=_r rr 

-_----------=.-

a I y,i i\. y -'I "lo o

(t + i - z,ilF -b o'? ) _zJ o (o - i ry )e -u )\ _ l; ( y: _ r\( zJi + rt 

" 
g

- "(1.") 
- 't +o - f 4 lfr-" )l 4^

+
-
)

l]
V o,-(A

(s.66)
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Chapter 5 Streaming aelocity

5.5 Closed form results and discussion

To obtain accurate solutions f.or rhr.o and dr.o within the core based on equations

(5.35) and (5.59) requires solving for the pressure and velocity fields within the core.

As mentioned at the end of chapter 3, this requires matching the pressure and the

volumetric velocity between the various components of a thermoacoustic system,

then adjusting selected values to numerically solve for the pressure, the velocity *d
the temperature distributions throughout the whole thermoacoustic system.

In order to identify the main feafures of these terms it is convenient to introduce a

number of assumptions, which enable these equations to be reduced to a closed form.

The assumptions to be applied are not very restrictive and allow meaningful results

to be obtained.

To reduce the need to match the boundary conditions between the comPonents in a

thermoacoustic system, a single parallel plate channel, which is 7e wavelength long,

will be considered. This is displayed in Figure 5.1. The thermal conductivity of the

channel wall will be assumed to be large enough, to enJorce s, ->0.

The analysis will focus primarily on standing wave phasing between the oscillating

pressure and velocity distributions, which implies that the channel walls are not

tightly spaced. The plate spacing is therefore taken to be 4024. The first-order

transducer

L,=44

Figure 5,1. Schematic diagram of a single parallel plate channel.

dr-
dx
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Chaptn 5 Streaming aelocity

pressure and velocity can then be determined from the well-known plane wave

equation, for which the wave number is k =alc=2n11. Taking x'=xlL,=4xf ).,

withuseof theboundaryconditions pr=po and dprfdx =0 atx=0 (therigidend),

the required first-order solutions are,

p t = p^ cos(kx )= p 
^cos(ra' 

l2): p i

@ r) :-iu 
^ 

sin(k x) = -iu ̂ sin(ra' 12) =i (, ; )

where ue=pnlp^r. Note,forstandingwavephasingthepressureoscillation p, is

real whiie the velocity oscillation (u,) is imaginary. The effect that travelling waves

have on the solution of. ritr.o and 0r' will be examined in the last part of this section.

It will also be assumed that the temperature gradient can approximated by the

relation dT^fdx=VT.n,f where YT,n,=*pif p^rr("i) is the critical temperature

gradient. The operation mode is linked to the temperature gradient ratio f . For

f <1 the device operates as a thermoacoustic refrigerator while for f >1 it operates

as a thermoacoustic heat engine. While this is not a precise definition for the

temperafure gradient in the presence of viscous effects, it is consistent with the

assumption of wide plate spacings, and allows for simple realisable solutions.

The working fluid will be taken to be either air or a helium-xenon mixture. These

gases are representative of the typical working fluid used in thermoacoustic systems.

The relevant properties for each gas are listed in Table 5.1'

Table 5.L Eluid properties for Air, and a Helium-Xenon mixture.

(s.67)

(s.68)

Fluid

Air

75o/oHe.-Z\%Xe

0.71,

0.n7

1,.4

L.667

0.77

0.68
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Chapter 5 Streaming aeloci$

Note also, that for a parallel plate channel the required geometry functions are,

(s.6s)

(s,70)

where rlo=Uol|o, V':Ullo. The factor rlo is a measure of the size of the plate

spacing in comparison to the thermal boundary layer. For the boundary layer

approximatiory the transverse dimension of the core is assumed to be much larger

than the boundary iayer thickness, so that 4o)@ .

5.5.1 Second-order mass flow

Some general features regarding fur,o can be determined by looking at the

approximate solution given by equation (5.38), which after combining with equation

(5.40) and applying the given assumptions, becomes

r ,( - )l
,i,,,0(*,y)=-p^cM'l :, *(v :#t -ull;.44-r 

I lpr'2-1)sin(zrr'). (s.71.)

Ltu 8(1+o) (- zll+Jo) ))

Equation (5.71) shows that frr, is clearly dependant uPon the Mach number

squared, and hence DR 2. Therefore, the magnitude of rhr,o increases significantly as

the pressure amplitude (and thus drive ratio) increases. Its magnitude is also

dependent upon the characteristic impedance of the fluid p^c . This means that

lowering the Prandtl number can indirectly reduce frr,0, as this also reduces c.

The axial variation of rhr.o is seen to be,

frr* =-sin(m')' (5.72)

A comparison of rhr, wlththe first-order pressure and velocity distributions is given

in Figure 5.2. This figure shows, that the mass flux is zero at a velocity or pressure

cosrr[(1 +i)rlrlG)
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Chapter 5 Streaming aelocity
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Figure 5.2 The axial aariation of the mass flu& tlu fitst-order pressute pl

order z,elocit1 ("tr) .

node, and reaches its maximum value half way between these nodes. The term

witftin the square brackets gives an indication of how the fluid properties and

temperature gradient combine to effect rt r.o. Evaluating expression (5.71) for air,

and the 75 % helium- 25 o/o xer'ior. mixture gives,

fr ,,ol 
^,, 

- - p 
^ 

c M' lo.tozz + 0.2872x10-3 f ](s v' 
2 
- 1 

) 
sin(zor' )

fr ,,olrr r, _u x, = - p 
^c 

M'la nr o + +. 079 x 1 0 
-3 f l(z y'' - 1 

) 
sin( za' ) .

Of the two terms within the square bracket, the one involving f has a coefficient

significantly smaller than the other, constant term. This would indicate that the

temperature gradient plays a minor role in determining the streaming velocity. O.Iy

for very high temperature gradients, of a magnitude that occurs in thermoacoustic

heat engines, does the dependence on I become significant. Note that for the

75r/ohelium-25%xenon mixture the coefficient to f is one order of magnitude larger

than that for air, indicating that the effect of f should be more noticeable in fluids

with low Prandtl numbers. For low temperature gradients, the first term in the

square bracket dominates, and this term has a similar magnitude for both fluids.
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Chapter 5 Streaming aelocity

The solution for rhr.o gSven by equation (5.71), predicts a parabolic profile between

the plates. This solution applies to plates that are spaced very wide apart (relative to

the width of the boundary layers). To determine how tighter gap widths effect frr,,,

the solution given by equation (5.35) needs to be considered. For the given

assumptions this equation reduces to,

it r,r(x ,y)= -p^ca' 'rmlm ̂ l+(y -1)fm' sin(za') ." nltr (5.75)

Where the variation of it r.o over the cross section is given by the functiory

,ir rr(y )=
rmlm "l+(y -1)rm, (5.76)

+lt-f,l'

Unlike the solution given by equation (5.71), the temperature gradient, and the fluid

properties, are now coupled to the streaming profile. The term m r, is plotted in

Figure 5.3 for air and in Figure 5.4 for 75%helium-25%xenon. For each plot, three

different values of f are used; f =0 which corresponds to no temperature gtadient,

f =0.5 representative of a thermoacoustic refrigerator, and f :2 rePresentative of a

thermoacoustic heat engine. For each value of. f , r'itr, is plotted for a variety of

plate spacings. In all plots, the dotted line represents the solution given by the

boundary layer approximation, equation (5.71).

The overall shape of the rhr, cuwe is determined primarily by the conservation of

mass, which for a closed system requires the time and spatially averaged mass flux

(rnr,r) to be zero. This means that the streaming motion generated within the

boundary layer, characterised by its value at the boundary layers edge, is balanced

by fluid moving in the opposite directiory within the bulk of the fluid. This causes

the flow to circulate between the plates. For a close plate spacing (refer to the 4o=4

plots of Figure 5.3) the fluid near the centre of the plate flows in an opposite direction

to the fluid at the plate surface. This causes a circulation pattern of the type

illustrated in Figure 5.5(a) to be formed.
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Chapter 5 Strcaming aelocity

An interesting feature of these streaming motions, is the generation of. a double

boundary layer, which can be formed for a wide plate spacing (refer to the r7o)10

plots of Figure 5.3). Whereby, the fluid at the cenfre of the plates flow in the same

direction as fluid near the wall (within the first boundary layer) with a (second)

transition layer between these two regions, where the fluid flows in the opposite

direction. This results in a circulation pattern of the type illuslrated in Figure 5.5(b).

For air (Figure 5.3), the effect of increasing f has only a minor effect on rhz, , causing

the peak value very close to the wall to increase slightly. This confirms that the

temperature gradient has only a minor effect on the streaming velocity, especially for

fluids with higher Prandtl numbers. Or,ly for Figure 5.4(c), which corresponds to a

high temperature gradient and low Prandtl number is there a significant change in

the overall transverse profile of the mass flow.

For the 75%helium-25%xenon mixture (Figure 5.4) for zero (f=0) or modest

(f :0.5) temperature gradients a significantly higher peak value occurs at the edge

of the boundary later. Yet, away from the wall the solution is well approximated bv

the wide gap limit. For larger temperature gradients (f :2) there is a distinct "kink"

velocity node pressure node

axis of symmetry

plate

velociry node pressure node

axis ofsynrnetrY

Figure 5.5 lllustration of the mass flout patterns zuithin a parallel plate channel

(a)

(b)
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Chapter 5 Streaming uelocity

in the profile which occurs, for each value of 40, at about one thermal penetration

depth away from the wall. While it is difficult to determine the exact mechanism for

these effects. The fact that the kink occurs at around dn from the wall, and that large

temperature gradients have a more noticeable effect in fluids with low Prandti

numbers, would suggest that thermal processes are dominating close to the wall, and

rapidly die away outside the thermal boundary layer.

As ryo increases, the wide gap solution for rhr,o, $ven by equation (5.71) (which

predicts the streaming profile in the fluid outside the (first) boundary layer), gives an

increasingly better approximation of the solution predicted by equation (5.75). With

a relatively accurate solution being obtained when the plates are spaced more than

about 20 times the boundary layer thickness, i.e. 4r>20. However, most

thermoacoustic cores have transverse dimensions in the region eo <3, and for this

case solution (5.71), does not give an accurate prediction of equation (5.75). The most

significant difference between the solutions is that for tight spacings the wide gap

solution predicts ihat the flow near the surface of the wali is in the opposite direction

to the solution given by equation (5.75). This is primarily due to the fact that the

piates are not spaced wide enough apart to form the double boundary layer.

5.5.2 Transverse temperature

To begin with, consider solution (5.64) which exPresses 0r.,0 for a wide plate

separation, and which for the given assumptions becomes,

0 r,o(*, y ) =7, M', t'' ])' 
lLml r.,. ] 

+ rrr,*f ](t + cos( za' )) (s.77)

Clearly, the magnitude of 0r,o is dependent upon the Mach number squared and the

mean temperatureT *, while the axial variation of. 0r,o is given by the function,

0r^ =1'+cos(m').
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Chapter 5 Streum,ixgoelocity

("l\l"^

0'2 0.4 Jc, 0.6 0.8 l-

Figare 5.6 Axial variation af 0r,, eompareil to the first order pressure r,nd,uelocity,

A cotnparison of functi.on (5.7.E with ihe first-order ptessure and velocity

distributions is given Figure 5.6, and ehows that the peak value of 0^,0 occurs at the

pressure anti-node (the closed end) ar,rd is zeto attle pressure node.

The,sonution fot arb,itrary ehamel widths, given b5r equation (5.59), gves d2,s,

0r."(*,v)='^*" fi*{,w o*w r*k'-n)rnn[ w j]'+U -\w rr'
(s.7s)

+ F v, 
" 

+ ty, + (y. -r)r rm[ qz" ] + (y - l)w nr') cos(a')]

Whitst the axial variation for thi case differs slightly from the so-lution predicted by

(5.78)" a plot of eqr,ration (5.79) for [-=0.5 md % =X0, which is given in Figure 5.7

shows that ttre general Eend is maintained even for arbitary channel widthc.
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Chapter 5 Streaming uelocity '

The transverse variation of. 0r,o is plotted in Figure 5.8 for air and Figure 5.9 for

75%helium-25o/oxenon at x'= 0.5. Plots are given for three different values of f . In
all plots, the dashed line represents the wide gap solution given by equation(5.77),

The shape of the transverse profile is similar for both fluids, but once again the

75%helium-25%xenon mixture gives a higher peak value, as do larger temperature

gradients.

However, the most significant feature of the 0r,o proftle, is that the inclusion of a

temperature gradient causes the profile to increase significantly as the spacing factor

r7o increases. When there is no temperafure gradient present (the f =0 case), the

solution outside the boundary layer, tends towards a constant but small value as eo

increases. However when f *0,the profile increases significantly across the channel

width. This is important because it can result in a significant amount of heat being

convected by the streaming velocity.

helium-xenon

afor. a

irt\
T^M' 

z',,

x' 0.5

Figure 5.7 0r,o plottedfor t =0.5 ?o =10.
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Chapter 5 Streamingvelocity

5-e3 Travelling wave solution

For most cases, the relatisnship between the first order pressure and velocity i6 not a

strict s'tandhg wa\re. This is certainly true for pulse trrbe refrdgerators, and for

channels which have ver5l tight plate spacing. To gauge the effect that different

phaoe relationships between the pressure and velocity distributions, have on the

ma6s flsw and the transvelse steady, state ternperature, eqrratioru (5.35) and (5.64) are

revwitten in the form,

0.5

fr" o'2

ilt,tFiltr 0

-0"2

-0.4

0.4 
v, 

0.5

o.z a.4 y,0.6 o.ts 1,

Figure 5.10 The ffict af aariaUle phasing betwecn tlu ftrst-order ?resisure and aelaaity oy (a)

tlte mass flmo ,io^n, 6rrd (b) thc transverse Emryratune 0r,o. Fsr eackplot tlrc wo*ing fluid
is talrcn tobe air and | =0.5 anil eo=10

0.41

T*lP,
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,i,,.0(* ,y) Re[n, (y )]cos(/) +Imlm 
"(y )]sin(/) +(y -t)rmufu)

Streaming uelocity

(s.80)

(5.81,)

lp,lltu)ll"
ar,o(*,y)

2'1-f ,l'

- 
(r -1)' r (n"l w,,-0)] cos(/) + r rnlw 

",*(a)] 
sin( /) + r w, .-(y ))

2 \ L', t'q

where / is the phase angie by which (u,) leads P, i.e.fot Q:0 the velocity and

pressu.re are in phase, while tor Q:nfT the velocity leads the pressure by 90' (which

is the case for standing waves).

Equations (5.80) and (5.81) are plotted in Figure 5.10 for air with f :0.5 and 4o =10 .

The most significant feature that can be seen from these plots is that variable phasing

increases the peak value of both the mass flow and transverse temperafure.

5.6 Goncluding remarks

In this chapter, the streaming velocity and transverse steady state temperafure were

derived for a parallel plate thermoacoustic core having an arbitrary gap width.

The streaming velocity is a steady flow superimposed upon the acoustic oscillation.

It is driven by (first-order) oscillatory processes occurring within the boundary

layers. For a wide plate separation, a parabolic streaming profile results, which is

characterised by the value that the streaming velocity takes at the edge of the

boundary layer. This velocity can be thought of as a slip velocity occurring at the

surface of the plate.

Flow circulates within the channel due to the requirement that for a closed system,

mass must be conserved. For a wide plate separation a double boundary layer can

form which can result in two circulating loops, one of which is within the boundary

layer and the other outside the boundary layer within the bulk of the fluid. For a

tight piate spacing only a single loop forms as the plates are not spaced wide enough

apart to form the double boundary layer.
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' CIMptur Stream,ingveloci$

trt was found that the str€alning velocity is only weakly dependant upon the adal

temperature gladient along the clurrrrcl. this ie in contrast to the transverse steady

state tea:rpera'tufe, fol which the ocial temperatlrre gradient ean have a significant

effect.

When there is no axial tempe-rafure- gl.adie,nt, the fr'ansverse temperature is, f,or the

mo-st part, insignifieant. As $e axial temperature gradient increases,ss does the

magnitude' of the traruverse steady state temperature, tand more importantly it

nrean$ that as the plate spaeing incease,s, a significant transverse ternperature

g.radient c,art result The implication of'fhis is that a laig" heat flow can then be

convected within the channel due to tln circulating fluid motion created by the

streaming velocity, an eflect that is dealt \Mith in chapter 7.

,But firct, a twodirnen-sional finite difference model for a parallel plate chanr,rel is

presented,ih chapter 6, as am€ans o{ eo-nfirming theresilltc preoented in this ehapter.
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Chapter 6 -Finite dffirence model

Cha tet 6 Finite difference model

A finite difference model is developed within this chapter to study two-dimensional,

non-linear flow within the channel of a parallel plate thermoacoustic cote, which has

no heat exchangers attached to its ends. The model solves the conjugate fluid-solid

problem, enabling the acousticaily generated steady state temperafure gradient,

induced across the plates, to be predicted.

The numerical method which is presented is based, in part, on the ICE formulation

[64], which is used to solve for the unsteady fluid field. This method reduces the

problern to the solution of one equation for the advanced pressure, from which all

other variables, at the next time step, can be determined. The advantage of this

method lies in the fact that the pressure distribution within a thermoacoustic system

can be assumed one-dimensional. This reduces the pressure difference equation to a

tri-diagonal matrix that can be solved directly using the Thomas algorithm. The

temperature field within the solid is solved independently of the fluid field, but is

linked to the fluids temperature by applying continuity of temperature and heat flow

at the fluid/solid interface. The solids temperature is found from the solution of the

two-dimensional heat conduction equatiory using an explicit difference scheme.

The chapter proceeds by Sving a description of the problem being modelled,

together with the (non-dimensional) governing partial differential equations to be

solved. The finite difference scheme is then introduced and the governing equations

reduced to difference form. Boundary conditions are then given prior to outlining

the solution procedure, and a discussion on the stability of the numerical

approximations. Results of the numerical model are then compared to theoretical

predictions and published experimental data.
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Chapter 6 F inite difference mo del

6.1 Problem formulation
The problem being modelled is illustrated in Figure 6.L, and centres on the flow

within the vicinity a single channel placed within a resonant tube, having a length L .

The cenfre of the channel is positioned at x" within the resonator, and has a length

L,, while the plates are taken to have a thickness of 21, and to be spaced Zyo apafi.

The computational domain consists of a two-dimensional slice through the charurel,

which includes half the fluid and solid regions/ as shown in Figure 6.1(b). The

boundary conditions along edges (a)-(b) and (c)-(h) can be obtained by symmetry,

while far from the thermoacoustic core it is assumed that the flow can be

approximated by an ideal acoustic standing wave.

'\\
\ '\..

\
cgmputational domain '.. ,n,-L----- -----+"',

(a)

I
I
I
I

I
I

ib) i("L-------

t

0)"----------ri ----------a(c)

Figure 5.1, Schematic diagram of (a) a thermoacoustic core zuithin a resonator zuith (b) a

magnifedview of tle computational domain.
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Chapter 6 Finite dffirence model

The fluid flow within the computational domain is found by solving the two-

dimensional form of the continuity, momentum and energ'y equations, given by

expressions (3.1), (3.2) and, (3.7) in chapter three. \Alhile the temperature within the

solid T, is found from the solution of the heat conduction equation,

ar. ( a'r. a'z);="'l#.#) ru.tt

where a, is the thermai di-ffusivity of the solid. These equations are reduced to a

non-dimensional form in the next section, and the appropriate simplifications

outlined.

6.1.1 Non-dimensionalgoverningequations

The working fluid will be restricted to that of an ideal gas, which in its initial state

(i.e. in the absence of an acoustic field) has a mean pressure given by p,,,

temperature T,,f and density pnI=p^lRrT,"t, The non-dimensional acoustic

variabies can then be defined as,

t,=ft , x, --+, ,v,:L,
i-" uo'

p' - P,tl' -!- -7t' ----3-,7' =J-,' p^'-" u^' laoltlto Tnf '

P'-- P , P' =-F-, k'=J- ,
P*l lJof KnI

where uA is the peak acoustic velocity and / is the frequency of the acoustic

oscillation, and where i indicates a non-dimensional variable. Applying the

normalisation given by (6.2) to equations (3,1), (3.2) and, (3.7), while assuming that

Vtlf' <<1, and that the pressure fluctuations are a function only of axial position

and time i.e. p'(x',t'), yields

(6.2)

#.,(#.W)=,,#
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dp't4'

dt'

w
at'

o,L* o,rrd o,or' *o,4)r 0f ' -\. 0x' Ay' )

--rErk,o'T!^.Ll(Y*Irtr,?' *ylv{2ort,a,y_.\ 
(6'6)

-tvt 'v Ay,, ' T [af '"'" 0x, - Ay'Ay, )

The dirnensionlese nunnbers introdrrced into equations (6,3) to (6.6) are, the Mach

nunrber Mand the spacing parameter f , which are defined as,

p,g=tle -D'R' , 6=L,co! Y lo

Finite diffirence rnsful

. 4ry.W)- -## * *,€ ut ffi * o,ffi

.*W.W)=*t'*Ir#.#)
(6.4)

(6.s)

(6.7)

while the coefficients r, and r, have been added to help control stability problems

arising from any artificial diffusion that may occrrr as a result of the numerical

approxilpations. In some cases r, anCl/ or Ez fll"a\I not be needed.

br addition to the set of equations, (6.3) to (6.6), an equation of state for the fiuid, is

nee'ded. This is givenby,

P'= P'T ' , (6.8)

Furthenrnore, expressions for the normalised viscosity p' and thermal conductiviqr

k' are aloo required. For an ideal Ea p' and fr' vary entiretry with temperafure arid

can be ottained from the functions F: lt*(r1r*\,b , k=tc*(tlr*)u, which in terino of

ncnmalised variables ale"

pt=Trt, kt-ytb (6.e)

Simtlarly equation (6.1) for the ternp€rature wjthin the solid, can be normalised, to

sre
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#=*,(h#.+#)

Finite difference model

(6.10)

where d,=.tTaJo. The normalised equations (6.3) to (6.5) and (6.10) will

approximated in the following section using finite differences, in order to model

flow within the channel.

6.2 Difference equations
To form the difference equations the computational domain is sub divided into a

uniform mesh of rectangular cells having dimensions of. Lx' and Ay'. There is a total

of N cells in the r direction, Iabelled with the index i, and M cells in the y direction,

labelled with the index 7, as shown in Figure 6.2. The differential equations may be

approximated by finite difference expressions reiative to each cell, which are solved

over a finite time interval Lt'. The solution progresses through a series of time steps,

using the results at the end of each cycle as the initial conditions for the calculation of

be

the

Figure 6.2 Computational grid.
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Clmptu 6 Finite diffietmce, tnodsl

the solution at the next time step. rf1€ time level at which the equations are
evaluated is f '= nLt' , where z is the total number of time steps.

The solid consists of fV, by lrkcells, with No c.ells either side of the plate, and Mycells
in the fluid region above the plate sgrtace, so that N=N, +2N" amd M=Mt tM,.
The cell dimensions are determined by fie flutd region above the pla.te surfuce, so
that A1t'=VMr and Ax'= Ll/N", The cell dimensions of the solid are made to fit the

fluid reglon by enforcing the eomditior-r,

IM,
-=+lo ilfr'

A fregment of the mesh is illustrated in Figure 6.3 indicating the position of the field
variables relative to a trPieal cell. Subscripts I and I r"tk tlre centre of each cell,
while quantities detined at the cell edges are labelled with indices i xthorT t Vz, As
indieafed in Figure 6.3 the velocities are stored at the eell boundaries, and a:Il other
variable"s' are'stored at the cell centre. Superseripts indicate the time flevel at which
the quantities are ewaluated.. Exartples oJ this nstation are, giv€n in TabJe 6.1.

(6.71)

Ay''

?t'

..-1t,J+i

w! F', p'n T', l{,k')r o

'-;'j (i,i)

0'

14'

:.x
'*1'J

,Irt,l-i

Ax'
Figtne 6"3 l-ocatiwt of fluiitonriables relatfue to aunit aIL
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Table 6,1

Finite dffirence model

Notation for finite dffirence mesh

Difference variable

rl

T,T,

u.1
' 2tJ

v!. ,rJ-

Description of notation

Temperafure at centre of cell 1,7 at time level r.
Temperature at centre of cell ry at time level n+1 (the next
time step).

Axial velocity at the centre of the right boundary of cell i7 at
time level n.

Tangential velocity at the middle of the bottom boundary of
cell i,iat time level n.

With the use of these definitions, the governing differential equations can be put into
difference form and solved. The procedure for doing this is as follows. In the
continuity equation, the convective flux is expressed as a function of the unknown
advanced-time densities and velocities. In a similar fashion, the momentum
equation is expressed as a function of the known advanced-time pressure. These
equations are combined to eliminate the undetermined velocities, which with use of
the energy equation to eliminate the temperafure, yields an expression in terms of
just the unknown Pressures' Upon the soh.ltion of this equation the densities,
velocities' and temperafures within the fluid, at the new time step, can be calculatecl.
The tempetature field within the solid is then found using the updated temperature
field within the fluid, to specify the temperature at the solid boundaries.

The continuify equation, given by equation (6.3), first needs to be reformed into an
expression for the unsteady Pressure, by combining it with the equation of state,
given by equation (6.8), and averaging the result over the cross section. This results
in,

The difference expression of equation (6.12) is
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Chapter 6 Finite dffirence model

(6.1.3)

(6.14)

(6.1s)

(6.L6)

The factor Q, is a weighting constant that varies between 0.0 and 1.0. It is used to

alter the level of time centring of the mass diffusion term. For Q,=0 the method is

purely explicit, while f.or Q,=1.0 the method is purely implicit. Intermediate values

give a mix between the two, allowing for the potentially more accurate time centred

version (for Qr=0.5 the term is exactly time centred, which results in the removal of

certain truncation error terms.), while helping to improve stability.

In the finite difference approximation of the axial momentum and energy equations,

it is convenient to separate out the terms that contain no advanced time factors and

group them in a single term, grven by Rit and Qi, in the momentum and energy

equations. The pressure within the momentum equation will be weighted between

explicit and implicit forms, in a similar fashion as the mass diffusion term in the

continuity equation, using the factor Q, wlich lies in the range }silz<L The

difference expressions for equations (6.4) and (6.6) are then

Qib;*, - o! \ = (#F:;" - qi| . #t, p,li., - z(p, 
) I * k,)l_, )

#(r,(b' "' lii - b' "' )iil) 
* ( t - o, )((c' "')i* - b' "' lin))

(p' u' )ii, : (p' u' )i +t - # V,@iii' - p; "" 
) 
* (t - Q )(p ii, - pi)) * Rld,

\,.1*, = \i; -#(ni,.' _ n,,,)+ Q;,

where

Riun = oo|' # p',ir(uilr., - 2uii, * riir -,). #("iiar - zu: 1 * uiir)

- #",;r(o',i, ;uil,;, - p',!,oii,) - u 
ff(fn' "' 

v' )i4.iq - (p' o' u' )i+r+)
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Q i,,= o{' { -(u t V,ii,i * - fr ,r ;+{,f! ) 
+ o (r -rt4 pi:r p iJ -,-r.l;-, ) )

- WW - e .V i&, i 
p, i,i -r l.; ) 

+ (t +e, fu : \,F,, ;-r, g, 
))

-##ff -,,,F ;;**(Lii*, -r,;r )+(r+r,p;; +,F,,,i-r,1i-)) 
(6'1v)

-##'\,,(Pi;^:e!:')

Theteurrs e, and ,, fuequation (6.lnhave,tlrevaluee,

and ensure tltat an upw d diftelence approximation is used for the convection
terms. The difference equatfon for the tangential ve.Iocity given by equation (b.S), is

(p'u'll!h=(p'r'Ii*t-#[ro"'or),]a".]-(F*,r,)h,+r)

-ff"ru@;.,"i|+-pii,iJ+l'+ffir|,u(r;;;+ -z,il**'li+). G.ls)

.ffi -a(o,r+,* -.:,e, - u &*-,,il, ))

By substituting equationa (6.14) and (6.15) into 8.1"3), an e{pression in terms of just
the advanced paecsur€ eanbe dete-rmine-d,

ffi.nlt "- -'i(p#' + F{3)=tr .

where

(6,20)

[t 0<u, ft o<v,t'=t-t 
u'.0 *d "'=t-, y,<o

G; ='l$i . r(m * ffi*'Yr., - z(pY;. (/ };" )

- r,(2 pi'' - p!i, - pl:!,) - ro((F 
",yu+ - 

(l 
",1' tr- r ((qi-* - (n);+ 

)

andwhere ,r=dr{r#, rz=ilr|-t)#, /g=DR #, 7+=0{s.

(5,ta1

(621)
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Equation (6.20) is the central equation for the solution of the

enables the unknown pressures to be calculated, from which all
(at the next time step) can be determined.

Finite dffirence model

With the fluid field calculated, the solution turns

field within the solid, which is found by solving

expression for this equation is,

towards finding

equation (6.10).

fluid domain, as it
other fluid variables

the temperature

The difference

1""*t =(1-2ry- 2 r,) q',: * r, (1,,^ _, * q,,.: _,) * n (r:, :,., * r; :,) (6.22)

where, ,,="dj \and r. =4g:. r y; ay" . t M'2'

In most of the above equations, some quantities are required at locations other than
the location at which they are stored. In most cases, these can be obtained by the
appropriate averages of nearby values. For example,

P,-+,,:Uf!' (6.23)

However, for the cell centred convection fluxes in equations (6.16) and (6.19) the ZIp

form has been used e.g. (t,,,)'+ui_1,1ui*tr,1. The advantage of ZIp [6a] is that it

removes one of the low-order truncation error terms. However, when it is not
centred in time it needs a compensating diffusion term.

6.3 Boundaryconditions
The boundary conditions required to solve this problem are displayed in Figure 6.4.

The thermoacoustic core is assumed to have a negligible effect on the standing wave,
so that if the left and right boundaries are far enough away from the plate edges, an

ideal plane wave solution can be assumed along these boundaries. Therefore for
boundaries (a) to (h) and (b) to (c) the appropriate conditions are,
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(a)
T' =!' =o'=goyq

Fluid

I

I

I
I

I

I
I
I
I A'll
I vt

'-=?, '-O
tAI
I

iu'=u".sin(Zfi'\
I

aT' au,-;-=-:- =u'=uoy dy

Figure 6.4 Schematic diagram of the computational domain with thc bound.ary conditions
applied.

u' = sin(Z ta* ) sin(2ar' ) I
or, =u,=o I 

on (a)-(h)
dx' )

u' = sin(2 ra; ) sin(2ar' ) I
or' =r,,=o I 

on (b)-(c).
Ax' )

(6.24)

(6.2s)

A non-standing wave phase relationship between the pressure and velocity can be

studied by a simple modification to the axial boundary velocity, given in equations
(6.24) and (6.25), as was done :r:rt4J].

The solution for boundaries (a)-(b) and (h)-(c) are determined by symmetry,

#=#=u,=0, on (a)-(b), (h)-(e), and (d)-(c)w' dy'
AT'

#=0, on (g)-(d).

\A/hile at the fluid/solid interface the velocities are simply

(6.26)

(6,27)

u'=u'=0
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a'=0,.l
o,=0 | 

on (d)-@, (f)-(e) arrd,, (f)-(g) $.zat

and the temperature can be calculated from the continuity of the heat flow at the
plate surfacg

#=?o' u!',,, 
atong (r)-(r)ay' k" fu"

#=9 u' ry+, do:lg (r)-(d) aud,,(r)-1s)0x' k, fu' t

lAlhich Srv*,

,,,-, - 
T,',I' + a rki li|.rTi,il;Lu' 

l+arki.ff]*,

,,-, -4,]" 
+qki-jr;#'

ot l+ark'fi

,.., - 
TJ *j' * u,k iJl*^ rTillr*r,-D' t+a,kj{l!*,;

(6.29)

(6.30)

(6'el1

(5.32)

(6.33)

where &r-k offlc" . Expressisns (6,31) to (6.33) express the advanced temperature at

the fluid/solid interface' which with equation @.q constitute the b.oundary
csnditions used to solve equation {6,n)tor the tenrperature field within the solid.

6.4 Solution procedure
The solution method used ts,solve the finite difference equations, outlined in the
prerrious section is renativelSr straighfforward and is higruighted in the flow diagram
displayed inFlgure 5.5, and descriled below.

F'inst, the numerical grid and inifial conditions f,or the sol'tion
variables need to be specifiedt.

The beginning of cygls terms for the fluid domain R, e,and G can ttren

be cal,culated from equafions (6.16), (6.1q" and (62_1) respecfiveXy:

'1,.
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Set operating
conditons and

domain geometry

Set initial
conditons

Calculate beginning of cycle

Solve for 1D pressure field
using thomas algorithm

Update temperafu re, density,
and velocityfields

Use the cunent
solution as the

initial conditions,
for the solntion at

the next time step. Solve for temperature within
solid

C a lculate tempe ratures
along the fluid/solid interface,

Tut Trr,and Tar

Adlance to
nexttime step

Chapter 6

stop calculation - when the mean
temperture field levels ofi.

Figure 6,5 Flozo diagram of solution process.

Finite dffirence msdel
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3.

4.

Finite dffirence model

Equation (6.20), is then solved using the Thomas algorithm for the
pressure field at the next time step.

with the pressure field at the next time step found, equations (6.14)

and (6.15) can be solved, to give the axial mass flux and fluid
temperature at the next time step. The density can then be determined
using

o,.n*r - Pln*t- 
,' "r r:.i"'

and the tangential mass flux from equation (6.19).

(6.34)

5. Expression (6.22) for the temperature field within the solid is then
solved using the updated temperature field within the fluid, to
determine the boundary temperafu res.

The boundary temperatures at the fluid/solid interface are then
calculated using equations (6.31) to (6.33).

The procedure returns to step 2, using the now current values for the
fluid field, as the initial conditions for the solution at the next time
step. The calculation stops when there is no longer any change in the
mean temperature field,

6.5 Numerical stability conditions
The nurnerical model that has been outlined in this chapter can exhibit unstable
solutions because of the finite difference approximations used to modei the
governing equations. In order to obtain stable solutions restrictions must be imposed
upon the cell spacing ax' and ay' , the time step Af ,, the weighting factors Q, and,

d, md the diffusion coefficients r, and r..

The conditions imposed upon these parameters are difficult to specify precisely, due
to the non-linear nature of the equations. Therefore, in order to highlight conditions

6.

7.
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Chapter 6 Finite dffirence model

for stability a simplified one-dimensional example has been examined and is
presented in appendix C. With the aid of this example, stability conditions for the
model presented in this chapter can be inferred.

The first condition that can be specified is that mass cannot move through more than
one cell in one time step, because the difference equations assume fluxes only
between adjacent cells' Therefore, f.or a specified grid the time step must be chosen
to satisfy,

(6.3s)

where the minimum is with respect to every cell in the mesh. Typically, Af , is
chosen to be about one quarter the minimum cell transient time.

Additional stability criteria can be determined by forming a modifed. partial
differential equation from the finite-difference equations (the modified equation
represents the actual partial differential equation solved by the numerical solufion)
as shown in appendix C. Terms appearing in the modified equation which are not in
the original partial differential equation represent a type of truncation error.
Inspection of these error terms can be used to deduce stability conditions.

If the weighting factors Q, and d, ile less than 0.5 the artificial cliffusion coefficient

inlroduced into the solution by these terms becomes negative, which can result in a
numerical instabilify. Consequently these terms should be chosen to be.

ar,<min{ M'
lMuk"

Ly' I
' Nro '^ 

-^- 

I'

|='"'' (5.36)

As values of h and Q, greater than 0.5 result in a positive diffusion term, these

parameters nlay be used to eliminate stability problems resulting from other terms.

Howevet, for most cases the stabilising diffusion coefficients r, and rz ,oerequired.

In which case Q, and Q, can be set to 0.5 in order to improve the accuracy of the

numerical method, by reducing part of the truncation error.
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For stability the stabilising diffusion coefficients r, and, r,

r,>M g:(4:\
' 4 \0x').,-,

',, |m 
2 p' u']*at' . ry(#) *_*,,

In addition the time step needs to be chosen to satisfy,

ai' < minJ Lx'? 
'Pn*Lx 

'' ' nY '' Pk I
| 4r,, ' 4r, ' 4otr{21t^^J'

Finite difference model

need to be,

(6.37)

(6.38)

This condition effectively means that momentum must not diffuse more than one cell
in one time step.

\A/hile it is desirable to force the truncation error in the modified equation to be
positive (in order to yield stable solutions) the larger this terms becomes the less
accurate the solution is. A gauge on the accuracy of the finite-difference scheme can
be determined from the modified equation by noting the lowest order powers of the
increments Af ' and Ax' ' Thus, the scheme presented here is, at best second order
accurate in space and first order accurate in time.

The stability conditions for the solid require

rv'r*{ 6' 6,39)

\A/hich will normally be satisfied if the stability conditions for the fluid have been
met.

6.6 Results and discussion
The finite difference model developed in the proceeding sections is now set up to
mimic the experimental results for two different channel configurations. TAC #3 in
[40] and the 19 plate stack in t1l. These experimental results provide a means of
validating the numerical model developed within this chapter, which in turn can be
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L, (mm)

Y o (mm)

I (mm)

p ,, (hPa)

7,4 (K)

f (Hz)

TAC #3

6.85

0.76

0.095

1r4

298

696

19 Plate stack

102

047

0.0625

190

220

394

Chapter 6 Finite dffirence model .

Table 6.2 Configuration data for each channel

compared against the solutions for the skeaming velocify and transverse steady state
temperature derived in chapter 5, and for analysing general features of the flow
within the channel.

The main configuration data and operating conditions for each of the channeis are
summarised in Table 6.2. TAC #3 consists of a set of parallel plates that are 6.g5mm
Iong and spaced 1.52 mm apart (so that A o=0.76mm). The plates are constructed

from a laminate of stainless steel and fibreglass, which have a combined thickness of
0'1905 mm (so that / =0.095mm) and effective thermal conductivity of 8.76W/mK.
The 19 plate stack consists of a set of parallel plates that are 102 mm long and spaced
0'94 mm apart (so that A o=0.47 mm). The plates are constructed from G10 fibreglass

plates that are 0.1.25 mm thick (so that I =0.0625mm).

The relevant domain parameters for which the numerical model is run for each

channel, are surunarised in Table 6.3. The runs labelled T1 to T12 refer to
computations made using TAC #3, while the runs labelled W1 to W4 refer to
computations made using the 19 plate stack. For runs T1 to T7 the drive ratio is held
fixed at 0.02, while the position of TAC #3 within the acoustic field is varied. For

runs T8 toT1.2 the drive ratio is varied while the core is held fixed at x,-{, which is

essentially where the maximum temperature difference induced across the core
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Chapter 6

Table 6.3 Parameters for runs

F inite difference mo del

Run DR Lixi

T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

T7

T8

T9

T10

T11

T12

W1

w2

W3

w4

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.015

0.01

0.005

0.0025

0.02'19

0.0312

0.0438

0.0619

0.3547

0.3547

0,3547

0.3547

0.3547

0.3547

0.3547

0.3547

4.3547

0.3547

0.3547

0.3547

0.4547

0.4s47

0.4547

0.4547

1

2tr
3

4E
1

5
4tr
Jt;
7
4;
2

n

5n
7

Fclf

7

7
JE

7
JE

0.0754

0.0754

0.0754

0.0754

4.69x10-3

4.69x']..0-3

4.69x10-3

4.69x10-3

4.69 x 10-3

4.69 x10-3

4.69 xL0-3

4.69xL0-3

4.69x'1.0-3

4.69 x 10-3

4.69x10-3

4.69x10-3

0.0461.

0.046't

0.0467

0.0451

occurs. A similar calculation is performed for runs WL to W4, in that the drive ratio
is varied while the location of the stack is held fixed. For each of the TAC #3 runs the
working fluid was taken to be helium having a mean pressure p o, =11,4kpa, and

temperature 7,", =298K, and with an operating frequency f =G96Hz. Helium was

also taken as the working fluid for the x.9 plate stack, but with a mean pressure
p 

^ =190kPa, and temperaturs T,,f --220 (the approximate cold end. temperature),

and with an operating frequency of 394ltsr2.
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Chapter 6 Finite dffirence model

The calculation for each operating point proceeds until the mean temperature
difference across the plates reaches a constant value. The mean temperafure is found
by taking the time average of the temperature field over one or multiple cycles.

A comparison of the temperature difference induced across TAC #3 predicted using
the nurnerical model, with the experimental results given in [a0] is displayed in
Figure 6.6. The comparison also includes theoretical predictions, based on the linear
theory outlined in chapter 3, by modifying equation (3.39) (for the energy flow
within a channel), into an expression for the temperafure difference induced across
the core' This is done by assuming that the acoustically generated energy flow
exactly matches the heat flow due to thermal conduction within the fluid and solid,
and by applying the short stack and boundary layer approximations, to yield

,!, u at + JG - 6)(p ; I o n)(u ; )LT,, =-T r",
(6.40)

The results given in Figure 6.6 show that the numerical computations agree very well
with the experimental measurements. They correctly predict the dependence of the
incluced temperafure difference with positiory and clearly show the drop off in the
magnitude of the temperature difference, as the drive ratio increases. The linear
theory, on the other hand, only yields an accurate prediction at low drives ratios,
over predicting the solution significantly as the drive ratios increases. The greatest
discrepancy between the linear theory solution and the experimental (and
computational) results occurs in the regiory roughly half way between the velocity
node and anti-node, which is where acoustic streaming is greatest. In chapter g a
theoretical soiution that includes the effect of acoustic streaming is developed, to
predict the temperature difference induced across a thermoacoustic couple (TAC).
This solution is found to compare well to the experimental results shown in Figure
6.6.
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Chapter 6 . Finite dffirence model

In Figure 6.7 the mean temperature distribution along a channel of the 19 plate stack,

predicted using the numerical model and the linear theory, is compared to
experimental measurements obtained from [1]. Results are given for runs W1 and
W4 which corresPond to the lowest and highest drive ratios used in the experiments

presented in t1l Again, the numerical computations compare well to the
experirnental measurements.

For both drive ratios, the solution exhibits a similar deviation from the straightJine
linear solution. At the hot end, the temperature gradient is steeper than that of the
linear solution, causing the temperature distribution to drop away more quickly. In
the cenkal region of the channel, the temperature gradient is similar to that of the
linear solutiory but flattens out near the cold end of the channel. For the higher drive
ratio, the temperature gradient near the hot end is slightly steeper than for the lower
drive ratio, which results in the temperature distribution dipping further away from
the linear solution in the central region.

The numerical solution of the 19 plate stack is ideal for comparison with the solutions
of the second-order time-averaged mass flow and transverse steady state
temperature that were derived in chapter 5. This is because the length of the L9 plate
stack is long enough for the fluid within the central region of the stack to be

considered fully developed. Whereas the length of TAC #3 is really too short for the
flow to develop completely (even so, there is still a good qualitative agreement
between the solutions, for this case).

Based on the normalisation presented in this sectiory the analytical solutions for the
mass flow and transverse temperature, given by equations (5.35) and (5.59) become,

* ;, :2#! = ffi[o{* " rv tftvt]. ##t(, ; )l' *, (il) (6.41)
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Chapter 6 Finite dffirence model

';,, 
=9*P =T#(, "ul(, r )l' + v u (Dg$

.h#o4,. utft'ti,.me#) K, )t)'un"
These solutions are comPared to the numerical computations at the centre of the 19

plate stack in Figure 5.8, for runs WL to W4. In order to calculate the solutions given
by equations (5.41) and (6.42) knowledge of the first-order pressure and velocity
fields are required as well as the induced temperafure gradient along the channel.

These quantities were found from the numerical solutioru which vielded

p;=2Jn',,e
0

ll

(":)=zlJ
00

-iz'tt'dt,

u|e-''*'dt'dy'

for the pressure and velocity amplitudes, where pf and u,, are

velocity given by the numerical solution at the channel cenfre.

gradient is found using,

dT; _AT;dx L,

(6.43)

(6.44)

that pressure and

The temperature

(6.4s)

where ATj is the numerical mean temperafure difference across the channel. This

ensures that any difference between the variation of the numerical and theoretical
solutions across the channel, is an indication on the accuracy of the theoretical
calculations.

The excellent agreement displayed in Figure 6.8 between the theoretical equations

derived in chapter 5 with the numerical solution which was the subject of this
chapter, gives confidence in the accuracy of both methods. The most significant
difference occurs between the mass flow curves in the region near the channel

surface, where the theoretical solution predicts a slightly higher peak value.
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Chapter 7 Effect of the streaming in single channels

Cha tet 7 Effect of srreaming on
the energy flu:< dens ity.
Single channels

The effect of streaming on the energy flux density within a single channel is

examined in this chapter. For this case, the streaming induced fluid motion can
convect heat directly from one end of the channel to the other. However, because the
sfreaming motion consists of circulating loops, such as shown in Figure 7.1 occurring
in the pulse tube of a pulse tube refrigerator, a large transverse temperature gradient
is required across the channel for a significant heat flow to occur. Otherwise a

similar amount of heat will be transported in both directions, effectively causing the
net heat lransport to be zero. In chapter 5, the transverse temperature was seen to be
large, only when the channel width was large , and. only in the presence of an axial
temperature gradient. Consequently, these factors are also required for the energy
tlux density induced by streaming to become significant.

These conditions are precisely what occur within the pulse tube of a pulse tube

Hot hear exchanger

Cold heat exchanger

dT,
dx

Figure 7.1 Streaming motion zoithin the pulse tube of a pulse tube refrigeratar.

1,1,9



Chapter 7 Effect of the streaming in single channels

refrigerator, which has a diameter much larger than the width of the boundary
layers, and a significant temperafure gradient along its length. In contrast, the
individual channels within a thermoacoustic core are closely spaced, and so the
transverse temperature gradient across each channel is essentially constant. This
means that heat transport within the individual channels of the core, of the type
discussed within this chapter, can be expected to be insignificant. However the
streaming induced mass flux is capable of convecting heat whenever there is a
transverse temperafure distribution across the channel. In most practical
appiications there is a transverse temperature gradient through the heat exchangers,

which can be much more significant than the second-order transverse temperature.

Consequently this chapter concentrates on the streaming induce energy flux
occurring within the pulse tube of pulse tube refiigerators. The effect that streaming
may have on the energ"y flux within a thermoacoustic core will be considered

separately in the next chapter.

7.1 The energy flux density
Due to the acoustic approximation, which assumes that the first-order fluid variables
vary harmonically in time, the lowest non-zero contribution to the time-averaged
energy flux is second-order. Therefore in principle, the calculation of the energy flux
density formally requires all variables (which affects this term), to be expanded to
second-order.

However, in the second-order expansion of the time averaged energy flux, all terms
arising from second-order acoustic variables factor out and the solution can be

consfructed solely from first-order terms (refer to section 3.4). This means that to
account for the effect of streaming within a single channel, the energy flux needs to

be expanded to fourth-order. This is a formidable task if all fourth-order terms

needed to be considered. Forfunately this is not the case, because the heat convected

by streaming, only becomes significant when the channel width is large, and for this
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Chapter 7 Effect of the streaming in single ehannels

case the energy convected by streaming dominates all other fourth-order terms. This
is because the magnifude of the transverse temperafure 0r,o is proportional to

fuold)t in the presence of an axial temperature gradient. Therefore while 0r.o

maybe a second order quantity (based on the Mach number) for a large enough plate
separation it can be of a similar magnitude as the mean or zero-order terms.

Consequently the underlying assumption in deriving an expression for the energy
flux density resulting from streaming, in a single channel (having a temperature
gradient along its length), is that the width of the channel is significantly larger than
the width of the boundary layers, yo>>do,61,. With this assumption, a large

transverse temperature gradient is developed across the channel, which enables a

significant amount of heat to be convected by the streaming mass flux.
Consequently, in expanding the time averaged energy flux density,

il = A, (;W) 4 
^) 

(rerer to equation (3.36)) (7.1)

to fourth-order, it will be taken that the magnifude of the transverse temperafu re 0r,o

is such that all fourth-order terms arising from it dominate the solution, and all other
fourth-order terms can be considered insignificant in contrast. This means that the

terms (v'x), and pu.a t can be assumed to be small in comparison to the term plth ,
and may therefore be neglected. In addition, only the lowest-order contribution of
the heat conduction term dTldx is taken to be significant. Hence the fourth-order

expansion of equation (7.1) based on the perturbation expansion given by equation
(3.8) is,

H n = As(;it.@irinn- W,n)-(a,t 
^ 

+ eJ,,)&-
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Chapter 7 Effect of the streaming in single channels

Note that the time average of terms to first-order e.g. 4 , o,

----=_prfi.th, I are zero. Taking into account the fact that the second

third-order e.g. t rfk,

and fourth-order time

and spatially averaged mass fluxes, which are respectively (nr,r)=(eir*ffi\,

- 

j - - ^- 
--;-p.iluh, , brrtrhv and p^firh, by virtue of the fact that they do not depend upon the

term 0r,o and can therefore be assumed to be insignificant. Equat ion (7.2) reduces to,

Hn:Hr+H, (7.s)

,twhere Hr= As\o^ilrh-,)-(ert* + A,k,)ar^1ax is the second-order contribution to the
l,

energy flux density, which was considered by the linear theory in chapter 3, and

H, = A 
s (W;iiM.iiT) = A r (n,,or,.o) *?(r,,, R"lh,4 J) (7.4)

is the energy flux due to streaming. The enthalpy can be determined from the
relation dh =c pdT +(1- Fr )dp lp, which has first and second-order solutions given

respectively by fi^=coi, and fir=cotr-f,rirl(p,,f,,). To the current degree of

approximation the time average of the second-order enthalpy is hz,o=coLz,o.

Similarly, the second-order density, which is br=p^(prlp^_frlT^_brfrlb_f^)),

becomes pz,o=-p^0r.olT.. The energy flux Fi, then reduces to,

H , =A,c o([*,,, -fto"V,al)a,.,) (7.s)

The solutions for the second-order terms rhr,,o and, dr.o derived in chapter 5, and the

first-order terms T, and (lrr) derived in chapter 3 can now be introduced into

equation (7.5) and an exPression for the energy flow resulting from streaming
determined. Since equation (7.5) has been derived assuming that the plates are
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(7,7)

opaced wide apart, solutior:rs (5,38) and (b,64) lor rii",u and Lr,n ean be used, and

equafioru€.fery artd(3.27\ {or Tn and (nr) reducedappropriately. The end resultis,

u' = ffi{#-ttt n fr, [r + s,, )]n*[r, (4 )s, J

-#"q, {a )lne[n, (4 )(rn,_ )]

*n"[r, (a)[n,, r, *ft s,-(w o ))]##(,, )l' ? 6)

+ s,$, * fi(#*)' w,l' lo,, )f ]
where

! r ^ \l f .

', 
=+(, 

" 
."(# - r) = + {* [r, 

* r r, * ast y@- - r1,, *, 1 4)

*gJE( ̂  -3o+2. , J;(7*d)- z<r-a)(i +/F)')r7\u[** 
- 

t+-jao -- g;FJ

( ^ +(G-q,)Q+"b) 
_^ ^ ( t, iJilr-D))ll-zo[z+ 1#---*n?,[;*#ilJ

,, =+(,, wtP{ -')) : #{ *+n0 * .#)
.z(t-.G)$-b) ,,^(r, .r(r _uy( _. 4 nl ?.8)

- n;6ffi*sa'l ; *ffit ". ffiA))]
Eqtration (716) grves an exPression fur the effeet, that streaming has on the energ:5r

flow within a Wide channetr, r,uhich has a temperature gradlent alcrrg its length and
arbitrary phasing between the pressure and velocity.
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7.2 General features of the streaming induced energy flux
The main features of the streaming induced energy flux H, will be determined by

first considering the idealised standing wave solution e.g. p t = po cos(k;r ),

(ur)=-iu^ sin(kr), and using dT,, f dx =tcdp,,f (o^r, (r; )) to approximate the

temperature gradient. Equation (7.6) isthen,

H, = - A 
r 
p,,rt Mn T T 

rrlsin(2kr)(1 
+ cos(2kx))

,.[,4n",.]rm[s,t.[,*[*,, -r, *fi1+s,s,,,,r]r-rr] Q s)

to temperafure gradient

. This means that H. is

The energy flux density can then be seen to be proportional

ratio f , which in itself is proportional to p..--L- dT 
^

atT *(f -1,) dx

directly dependant upon the temperature gradient, the characteristic impedance

P^c , the cube of the speed of sound c , the Mach number to the fourth power M n,

and is inversely proportional to the mean temperafure 7,, and the frequency ar.

The axial variation of. H, is plotted in Figure 7.2 for a plate separation factor of

4o=40 and ryo =$Q ' The maximum value is seen to occur at around kx :0.5, with
the lower Prandtl number fluid, the 75%helium-25%xenon mixture, resulting in a

larger peak value. The energy flux H, is zero at both a velocity and pressure nodes,

which is a direct result of the mass flux being zero at both these locations (refer to
Figure 5'2). The location of its peak value however, has been shifted away form the
peak vaiue for the mass flux (which occurs halfway between the velocify and

Pressure nodes), towards the velocity node, due to fact the maximum value for the
transverse temperature occurs at the velocity node (refer to Figure 5.6). Note that the
direction the energy flow is direct towards the cold end. Therefore, the heat
convected by sfreaming results in an additional load on the system and consequently

a reduction in the overall heat load that a pulse tube refrigerator can pump.
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Figure 7.2 Axial aariation of tlrc energy flux due to streaming, for T = 0.5 .

This last point is emphasised in Figure 7.3, which compares the variation of H, with

4o at kx =0.5, to the second-order energy flux Fi, which for a standing wave and

neglecting thermai conduction has the solutiory

Hr= ArP^ctM'sn(2kx)
(t - o)Imlf o + f , - f , f r)-I^lf r - of ,lr

(7,10)4(1,-c.?)F.- f"l

This graph shows that the useful heat flow resulting from Fi 
' 

which causes heat to
be pumped from the cold to hot-end of the channel, is in the opposite direction to the

heat flow resulting from streaming Fi, . It is also evid.ent from this plot that when

the plates are spaced close together H, is the dominant energy flow, and that H,
only becomes significant when the plates are spaced wide apart. This is of course

linked to the fact that the transverse temperature profile increases, as the plate

spacing becomes larger. In conkast H, decreases as the plates get wider apart,

because this energy flow occurs within the boundary layers. For a large enough
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0.@ H"@M =A,nI ,.'

0.02 H"@M =0"05.-
J

---',.---',--
H

Af^tW

ru 2Q 4o 30 ,40 I

Figure 7.3 Enngy tluxes as afune&on of tt*plate separation r7o, fw r=0,5.

plate sepaxation even relatively $mall values of the lglach :nunnber can result fur

appreciable araounts of heat beir g eonvected due to H, . This means that in puloe
tubes, ,which have both a larg.e Mach firlnber and ehanrlel separation, the heat load
resulting frorn streaming caR have a significant hannful effect.on the derr.ice.

hr tno'et pulse tubes, the phasing between the pressrue and velocity is not that of a
standing wave. To consider the effect that arbitrar.lz phase between the press.ure and
velocity has on li" , equation ft6) is rewf,ittelr in the form,

H 
" 

= A ul1,f K" )l#3r {ne[r + s 
", ]n{s, 1 

+ rnrf s,_ 
] 
rm[s, ]

- (r - t)(n"[ (w 
",-]l- 

zs; s u.", r 
2 

) 
+ 2f (rm[s 

" - ]s, * (r- 1) rrnls, j e,,, 
) 
sin( /)

+ (n*[r + s,,, [nn[s, 1 
+ rm[ s,* ]Rds, j - 0, - r)lm[( rr.._ )])"*f rOl (7,11)

+ zr(ne[t + $,,, ]S, + (y - I{ne[s, ]$ ,* - (,r o," )))eos(l)

+(n-e[l + $ o,- ]Re[so ] - r*[ s.,* ]rnngs, 1 - k - r ) R"[(rn.,, )]).o'(z d]
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where / iethephaseanglebywhich (ur) leade pr.

fol Figure 7.4 eqrration (7'.11) is plotted for- a variegr of phases fsr both air and
0.7.5%helium-0.25%xenor,r, and fOr I=0.5. These plots show that ttre phase between
the pressure and vdocity can be used to al,ter the rnagnitude of the streaiming
induced heat flow. hr general, for a positive phase angle (wfuch r,neans the velocitlr
leade the presswe), standing wave phasingresults in the lowest value for Fi, . While
ne'sative Phase angles' (which Dleans the preesure leads the velocig) can be uEed to
r,educe themagnitude of H, even fu,rther thenthatfor efanding waves.
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Chapter 8 The effect of streaming on thermoacoustic cores

chapter I The effect of streaming
on thermoacoustic cores

This chapter looks into the possible effect that streaming can have on the work ancl
energy flows within a thermoacoustic core. In the first part of this chapter, the
second-order work flux is examined and an additional streaming driven term
identified. While the second part of the chapter, looks at how mass streaming may
effect the energy flux density through the core.

In determining how acoustic streaming may effect the energy flux density, it would
be convenient to apply the results of the previous chapter, to the individual channels
of the core' Flowever, as was indicating in chapter 7 this requires the channel width
to be large fot a significant heat flow to occur. Since the widths of the individual
channels within the core are very narrow, it can be expected that the effect of
streaming on the energy flux density within individual channels, is insignificant.
Consequently, if streaming is to have an effect within the core it will have to be
through some other mechanism.

A possibility that has been suggested is toroidal streaming [54] where reference was
made to fwo instances where toroidal flows have been observed, and considered to
be a problem. It is also worth mentioning that throughout much of the
thermoacoustic literafure there are m€u:ry references to the detrimental effect of
streaming on the performance of thermoacoustic systems operating at high drive
ratios' An attempt is therefore macie here, to determine the effect streaming may
have on the energy flux densi},by assuming there is a toroidal or circulating flow
around the core, which is driven by the streaming velocity.
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Chapter I The ffict of streaming on thermoncoustic cores

Toroidal motions occur when a path exists for a net mass flow to circulate [65-6n,
and can be a result of a number of mechanisms. For a thermoacoustic core, toroidal
flow is considered possible because the channels within the core form a path for the
flow to circulate, as shown in Figure 8.L. If this flow results, then heat will be
convected along or through the core, reducing the performance of the device. The
approach used here to calculate the toroidal flow within the core is outlined in
section 8.2, first for a thermoacoustic couple, and then for the core itself.

As a means of validating the equations derived in sections B.l. and g.2, the results of
these sections are combined with the linear theory, as a form of correction to it. As
such the resulting model can be best described as an extended or improved version
of the linear one. A comparison of this model to some experimental data, and to
predictions made by the linear model, are given for fwo case studies in the final part
of this chapter.

8.1 The work flux
Even at Iow amplitudes the linear theory has been seen [34,6g] to yield a poor
prediction for the acoustic power produced or absorbed by a thermoacoustic device.

Currently the time-averaged work flux (or alternatively the acoustic power) is found
solely from first order quantities, even though the lowest non-zero contribution to

Figtre 8,1. Toroidal floztt around a thermoacoustic core,

thermoacoustic core
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the work flux it is of second-order. In the case of the energy flux density, for which

the lowest non-zero component is also second-order, it has been clearly shown

[15,29] that it can be constructed solely from first-order terms. However, the same

can not be said for the work flux, which has simply been taken to be the difference in

the acoustic intensities at each end of the core.

Consequently in this section, a detailed derivation for the second-order acoustic

work is outlined, and an additional second-order term arising from acoustic

streaming identified. The addition of this extra term can be seen to be significant

even at low ampiitudes.

To determine how streaming effects the work flux within a thermoacoustic core, use

is made of the thermodynamic relation

which expresses the amount of the work dw done by * element of fluid, having an

initial volume V :dxdydz , as it expands to V +dV . The power per unit volume as it

expands is then given by

dztr =pdv =-"/Oo

-.: dztt p Dp
LL, =-: --- 

.dxdydzdt p Dt

Dp 0p 0p 0p 0p
-:_ =---:_ +Y, Y O - : + U: + ADt At At 0x Al

has to be applied, so that

(8.7)

(8.2s

(8.3)

This expression gives the power in Lagrangian co-ordinates i.e. in the reference

frame of the moving fluid. To evaluate the power in Eulerian co-ordinates i.e. in the

reference frame of the control volume, the total derivative relation

o,=-L(fu*u@*our)plaf 0x aV)
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Introducing the continuity equation Apl At + 1pu ldx + )po I Ay =O into equation (8.4)

yields,

(8.s)

The acoustic power dW produced or absorbed in a length dx of. the thermoacoustic

core can now be found by taking the time average of equation (8.5) and integrating

over the cross section. This yields

. ( a" a"')
T.Lt =Pl'[6t AV )

dW d(tt)

-= 
A-0-

dx 6' dx
(8.6)

&s ?=0 at the channel wall and at the centre of the channel, due to symmetry. Note

that since the pressure is taken to be independent of the transverse dimensions i.e. it

varies only as a function r, it can be taken outside of the integral. To second order

equation (8.6) becomes,

#--A,[i."[',#].,^ry)
The first term in eqrration (8.7) gives the power produced by

oscillations. Using the first order spatially averaged

(8 7)

the first order pressure

continuity equation

a(p^(",Dldx:-ico(p,) to u*ptess the velocity gradient this term becomes, for an

ideal gas

*.[o, +]= - tR.[,p, 
(i)] . t*".[p, (4)] (8.8)

Thus, the power produced / absorbed by the first order pressure oscillations results

from the first order temperature oscillations, which occur due to the heat transfer

between the fluid and the solid. As well as the mechanical work done by the first

order pressure and velocily oscillations, due to the presence of the temperature

gradient.
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The second terryt on the right hand side of.equation (8.7) grves Sre powtrr absorbed by

acoustic streaning- Art expression for t}'re streaming velocity gradient d(,or,o)f a* 
"^n

be found frorn the second-order continuity equatior; givenby equation (5,27),which
yields

#=-*"{@]-i;*tu,"t (8.s)

Substitu$ng expression (8.9} into equation,(S.7), and appl;ring the condition rhat the

Nr:Audxz

u-D(fr -fr

(8.1,0)

(1+o)(1+e, )

net mrass f.low tluough the system is zero- so that (A,r) = -#*q< prq)lresults in.

#.h*u,n)-Xryl
Making upe of the first order state equation for an tdeal gas pt= p*(p ,/p , -T,, lT^) ,

imd using dB,^/fu='(p,lT.)dT^ldtc td express the axial dependenee of the mean

density" gfues

# = -+o,i,o, )*.#F,tr,)* #P] 6.1L)

Tlre first older solutisns 8loen can now be substituted in and an expressiron for the
aeoustic work obtained. The nesult:is,

dW^ CbA" ( t, tt2 y-1 , ,,T =?{.o,' l(u, )l'., 
"" 

* ff6 I' eo,

(8.72)
. h*Ru'lp, {a )a, f* w .tr##J' l{,, )1" r,, 

)
where

""=rrh+
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ow,lu" = Arrrdr *?W(r-l)

(8.14)

(8ls)

(8.16)

Before proceeding on to toroidal streaming in the next sectiory equation (g.12) which
exPresses the power produced or absorbed within the core, will be briefly discussed,
by reducing it down to its simplest possible form. This will be done by applying the
assumptions outtrined in section 3.6.1 to reduce the work flux currently used by the
linear theory down to equation (3.50), which is re-written here for easy reference,

(8.1_7)

where [=A, f ro is a measure of the perimeter of the channel. This allows the main

features of the complete second-order time-averaged work flux derived in this
section to be easily compared to this early result. For the assumptions listed in
section 3.6.L equation (8.12) reduces to,
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(8.L8)

The main difference between solutions (8.17) and (S.18) are the conditions for which

Power production/absorption occurs. In equation (8.1n the operation mode is

related in a simple fashion to f ; if I- >1 acoustic power is produced, while if f < t

acoustic power is absorbed. This is not the case for expression (8.18). Even for this
simple result, where viscosity has been ignored, the conditions for power production

are not as straightforward. First, it is interesting to note that the l(rr)l' term is

always productive in the inviscid limit. This suggests that power will be produced at
a pressure node' However power productiory is also linked to the specific heats ratio

1 the spacing parameter 6, as well as the temperature gradient ratio f , due to the

pressure term Ip rl' in equation (8.18). For the typical working fluids used in

thermoacoustic systems f>1, indicating that the (7-1) in term will be positive.

However, due to the factor (l-€) in equation (9.1g), when f,>1 (indicating the

channei separation is smailer than thermal boundary layer), the pressure term
becomes purely dissipative regardless of the magnitude of the axial temperature
gladient along the core. In fact increasing the temperature gradient when f >1 will
have a negative effect on the power production, causing more energy to be

dissipated. For the pressure term to be productive it requires both 6 <1. , and for the

temperature gradient to be large enough so that (1-Uy)0,-€)(1+f)f >1 .

A consequence of this is that for thermoacoustic engines run at conditions near

where €=1, Power may not be produced even when a large temperature gradient is

applied. It is also possibly that the engine may even experience an unstable

behaviour. If conditions are right 6 may be just small enough for acoustic

oscillations to start to be produced, but as the temperafure gradient increases € may

increase just enough for the power production, and therefore the acouslic

oscillations, to stop.

Lw, = Lxtr d r T(W(+n - s)0+ r)r - 1) + p 
^l(u,,1, )
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8.2 Toroidal streaming
To begin the investigation into the effects of toroidal streaming, a thermoacoustic

couple will be considered first. This allows the problem to be reduced to a simple
form, which can be readily compared to experimental data, and enables the general

procedure for calculating the effect of toroidal streaming, to be outlined in a

straightforward manner. The effect of toroidal streaming on the thermoacoustic core

will follow the section dealing with the TAC.

8.2.1 Solution for a thermoacoustic couple
The toroidal flow that is considered to exist around the thermoacoustic couple, is

shown in Figure 8.2. The process of determining how the flow effects the TAC will
be to first find an exPression for the magnitude of the toroidal motiory which in turn
can be used to calculate the heat carried by the flow. This expression wiil be

combined with the iinear solution, and manipulated into an expression for the
temperafure difference induced across the TAC, for comparison to experimental

data.

In seeking a solution for the TAC it will be assumed that,

are given by the standing wave solutions, p t = p^ cos(kr )

that,

the pressure and velocity

and (ur) = -i sin(kr), and

i
I

l^ i'@'")'
| '..----
+ .A-----L

x;^,

Figure 8.2 Geometry for a thermoacoustic couple.
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the temperature difference across the TAC is small enough that the

fluid properties are independent of. T * and can be approximated by

the values at the TAC centre. This implies LT^ << T^.

the dimensions of the TAC are small enough that it does not impede

the standing wave, in any way. This is taken to mean that any

blockage of the sound wave by the TAC can be neglected, and that the

pressure and velocity can be taken as independent of x within the

TAC, and given by their value at the TAC centre. This last condition

requires the length of the TAC to be much shorter than the wavelength

of the sound wave Lx << ). .

the TAC spacing is large enough 6o,dy cyo that the boundaryJayer

solutions can be applied, and that the transverse dimension of the core

is significantly smaller than the dimensions of the resonator,

A o 1<R,ro.

4. the thermal conductivity of the plate is essentially infinite, so that

e.:0.

5. the region outside the TAC has no temperature gradient along its

length (in particuiar, the region above the TAC).

A solution for the toroidal flow around the TAC will be determined by treating the

flow as two streams. A forward skeam (fur,,), through the TAC, and a backward

stream (*4o) , through the resonator, which can be calculated independently.

For a general case, the second-order time and spatially averaged mass flow within

each stream, which is given by (,irr,o)=p^(ur,o)+)n"l(orn,)] becomes, with the aid

J.

of equation (5.20),
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where

,, =(s,)-$"(yo f"*#n).tr-t

T'tw efect of streanrlng on tlwr.ttwafiusfrc aores

4' ('nr u,, )'= #W * p 
^ 

a;(@, | - p* u,) -{ r, * **.[4ofi)])
which c.an dso be written in the fof;rrL

6i (,k,,n) = #W.ffi(*".fr,(rr; )nr,, l+ ##qr, il' *- )

(8.1"e.)

,"wv-

G.2a)

"1 - ro'(1+o)(1+e,) (821)

@,a)

(8.23)

(8,24)

(8.2s)

(r-\V,r

m* :( su ) - $, (vo, -#*[, - +(&{i;;+ g +u)!#l

_ , ,-[ -.$+e"f,lfr)(fr-7")]
--rir-qr--mlt-o---1'"- (1+o)(1+e,) l

Within the fhernoacoustic cqqp.te equatio=n (8.20) reduces to"

ft{*^.),

where

The sol.ution $rtthiri the resonator is

61 , , ,, 2 dP,' d?. Pr(oi);}\tu,'),=-*T.ffi."|o"
urhere,

= -#+* #(ry*E ^. 
. #*t, ; )' .. h. 

)

b)

-
EF

"l4u_
o)(i+.1

]5
41+

| nfl,t 1ffi*hoc=;lE*-5+
tr"- J "l
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**l*,=#fff"#

The second-order Pressure gradient can be eliminated from equations (8.23) and

(8.26), by integrating equation (8.23) for the mass flow within the TAC from r, to

;r*, and then integrating equation (8.26) for the mass flow within the resonator, back

along the resonator from xo to xr, and adding the results together. This yields

\*,o) , f'o sz;.. , @,:l , f 
,6?.d*=] 7,n *zpr(";) .-. I

,t J,,o;Ax+- rf JrR. zvtJ,,u;T*,lro.d*

*-L l,r 
p*6: dr^ hi\, -- r .,-. . 1 sxt 

"2pr(r;)-- | s-.' 
(8'28)

2yt t,, diT^ dx \ ' ' 1 frttal76qa** 
2rt J,-d;- c, m*l**d'

With use of assumptions (1) and (2) to perform the integration and applying the

condition that A, (*r,o),=A,(frr,0), in order for mass to be conserved, where A,

and A, are resPectively the cross-sectional fluid areas within the TAC and resonator

section surrounding the TAC, yields

(tu,,,), : $ r' (, i)(*,,1, 
^. 

- m,l o*) - k+ (, ;)' * nl, o. (8.2e)

sign of (*r,o),

in the clockwise

The heat carried by the toroidal flow through the TAC can be determined from the

equation,

H,:crA,(fur,u) ,(7, -T^) fa.sol

where 7o is the hot end of the TAC and T. is the mean temperature of the fluid

within the TAC.

The effect of streaming on tlurmoacoustic cores

(8.27)

where LT*=T.-7^ and it has been taken that ytlri..t, The

indicates the direction of the flow. For a positive value the flow is
direction, while for a negative value it is anti-clockwise.
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For the given assumptions the linear (or second-order) energy flow, which was

derived in chapter 3 is,

6,(t+J o +o)

+G 1t+ o;(r +.6)(t - t, + o.s g 
)

Therefore the combined energy flow through the TAC is,

Hrr=Hr+H,
( nr )'T

= A,[ o,p,(u)-orru*tu;\' +c,(*r,o),(To- r*)l-(o,0, + A,k,)or^' (s'32)
.( r, r\ ,/ . A) dX \-Ll -p\..-z,trlt\-h 

I dX

For a thermoacoustic couple expression (8.32) can be further manipulated into an

equation for the temperature difference induced across the TAC, by assuming that

the TAC is thermally isolated from its surrounds, so that Hr, =0. This equates to the

acoustically induced energy flow matching the heat flow due to conduction and for
this case, the heat flow resulting from the toroidal motion. Expression (g.32) can then

be integrated along the TAC to obtain an expression for the induced temperature

difference AT,.

In doing so, it is assumed that To can be estimated by noting that the hot end of the

TAC is always towards the pressure anti-node. This means AT, is positive when the

ieft end of the TAC is closest to the pressure anti-node and negative when the right
end is nearer the pressure anti-node. This equates to

+*(';)')-ro,k^+A,k)ft

'r -'T , LT^
rh-t^- 

2

T -'r LT^
rh-t^- 

2

H,-- A,(o,r,(ri)-o,

where
f.or nn <kx <('1,+2n)n fZ

for (L +2n)nf2<kx <(1.+n)n
n =4,1.,2,...

(8.s1)

(8.33)
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The resulting prediction for the ternperature difference across the TAC is then,

nr-=jrp"-

where

e a= Axalpr&;)

€ r = p^c 
" 
(";\( bfu; )-ar ffir, )*o ^ 

**0,'! a) 
far nnskx <(r+Zn)a|Z, where n =,0,x,2,...

& r= p-c, ('t'[?@i )+ar W o, 
).0 ^ 

*f,0,
fat ('1"+2,rc)nlZ<kx <$+n)rc, where n =0,1n2,...

€ z= F*c p ffifu:I' far nn<ktr <(1 +zn)nf z 
I

Q r=-p*c, 6u.i 1' ro, g,+zn) nlz<kr <(1+ ")lwhere 

n =0''72'"'

(8,34)

(8,35)

(8.36)

(8,3v)

A comparis.on o{ equation (8.34) with the experimental results gillen in [40J, and to a
prediction of the temperature di,fference found from just the linear solution, ie made

in Figure 8.3. These plots show that the solrrtion that includes toroidal strearrring

derived above yields an irnproved p.rediction of the induced ternperature difference,

sver the linear solutio& and is in exceilent agreement with the enperirnental results,

The fact that this result is in such a good agreernent with th.e experimental data

suggestsn at ]east for this situatior,q ttrat a to,roidal flow exists, and that it has a
detrimental effect on the induced tempeiature difference, as the drive ratio increases.
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Chapter 8 Tlte ffict of streaming on thermoacoustic cores

8.2.2 Solution for a thermoacoustic core
The effect of toroidal streaming on the thermoacoustic core, is now considered. For
simplicity, the heat exchangers will be ignored. A diagram of the problem being

investigated is shown in Figure 8.4. It will be assumed that the hot-end of the core is
always on the left. The general procedure follows a similar line to that given for the
TAC, whereby the mass flow in each direction is integrated along the core, and the
results combined, in order to eliminate the pressure gradient. The main distinction
from that of the TAC solution, is that for the TAC geometry determined the areas for
each of the mass streams, In this case the areas for each stream are in themselves

unknown and need to be found. These areas will be found by matching the mass

flow at the hot-end of the core, to the mass flow in the adiacent resonator section.

Another important factor for determining toroidal streaming within a

thermoacoustic core is the direction of the flow in comparison to the temperature
gradient. For mass stream A, which flows from left to right, the fluid is flowing from
hot to cold or down the temperature gradient. Therefore, for this stream the
temperature gradient that the fluid encounters is effective|y -dT 

^ ld*. This means

that the mass flow for stream A, which can be obtained by integrating equation (g.20)

AB
sfreamrB

Thermoacoustic core

Plate Spacing = Yo

Figure 8.4 Diagram of toroidal streaming around a thermoacoustic core.

| ,r, !l
,^
\7
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from the hot to cold-end is in effect,

(ri,,,o) 
^J^u:a. 

=-#Q,.ol. - n,,ol,,)

*--1- y'.p^63,-R.lp.(7.\m,^bx-'l' y p^63. 'l' dT^u.. tt2... (8'38)
- 

zyp 
^ 
l^F-f"f L. r \ r/ .-r zarrll_y,1rqifl\ur)l m,rdx

On the other hand, the fluid in stream B is moving from cold to hot, or up the

temperature gradient. In this case, the temperature gradient is therefore dT.fdx,
and the equation for the mass flow, found by integrating equation (8.20) from the

cold to hot-end is in fact,

(ri,,,u) 
ul,' 

ala* =-#0,.olo - v ,,,1,)

, 1 (P,6:-2*^J,W p,(i,)m *P. .*!: #+ffK,)l' m*d x $ 3e)
ReI

The net result of this, is that upon combining equations (8.38) and (g.39) the

temperature gradient term remains, yielding the following expression for the mass

flow,

(*,,01 ^ a' 
ffiIffirt*lu,ll' m,uAx (8.40)

where it has been taken that, A^ (frr,0) 
^:au(mr,o), 

*hete A^ and A, are the cross

sectional areas of the core open to the fluid for each stream/ so that A, =Ao+Au is

the total cross-sectional area of the core open to the fluid. Consequently, toroidal
streaming around a thermoacoustic core only occurs when there is a non-zero

temperature gradient.

In order to find the mass flow from equation (8.40), it is necessary to determine

values for the areas A^ and A, . This will be done by matching the mass flow at the

hot end of the core, to the flow in the adjacent resonator section, as shown

schematically in Figure 8.5. The characteristics of the flow within the adjacent section

'1,M
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A*, fu r"ol:

A*,^ (naur;o

Ftesqnabr

Figare 8.5 lrSass flowsbettpeen tlu reasnntar wtd thermoau,us,ti,e ewc.

therefore play a role in the torOidat streaming within the core. For
sinapilicit-:y it wifl be assumed the core is in a slraight resonator section far enough
ravraf from the resonator ends,:so that the mass flow within this region can be found
from equation (5,20), whietr for large dfrnreter is,

*,^ = u ^E# * *,\,' - u,) * 
#*u[r, (r, )(r + s,., )] . (8.4L)

For a circular resonator seefioru the maos flowe into amd out of the core may then be
g1venbln;

Au, {fr ,rtruo =,f,' ft't zRdA =za[i nn 
^oar

(8.42)

=A^@ rr) 
^

A *,u (fr ,,0) u n =zrr f rm r*d,

=(R' -r,'rt(- o. (R' - rjL+H,,
=Au(r*r,rl"

+v-,l"uJ.#*.lr,0i; X1. n,- )L 
J

+P"lo, 
).#-gr,(u-,,)(r+s,1, ) 

g.4B)
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Combi,ng equatio4s (8.4q and (8-.4$ so as to eliminate the pressure gradient yields,

(8.M)

Substitution of eqrratiorn (s.40) fur the rrurss flow ttuough dre core, and rearran$ng.

yietds

,*-+[-+ e, +!ft-cn)A: -a

ldhene it tr,as been taken that

(R'-r.\'=&'-= A'
\ I t n ;;n'andwhere

. = 4, g o"[P 
'ttr')(i 

* q'* )1, ,1, 
arlao

*t-Er .

t|he areas may tlrenbe givenas,

At:qqf As

A, =(1- r1q@u

where qr, is the areaftacdongiven by

R?:A* - 
AE

fi nfiR

(8.4s)

7,' -A *4 --L , and' lE nFBR'

1

er =7-i(., -Jr-rcE)
so that the.nass flow tfuoqgh the core- given by equation (8.40), becsmes

(,n,n) 
^ 

= -f# ffi fffi +fflv,tf rn *d N,

(8,46)

(8.47)

(8.48)

(8.4e)

(8.50)
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Chapter I The ffict of streaming on thermoacoustic cores

The effect of this flow on the energy flux density can be found by noting that for
stream A the fluid enters at the hot end and as such carries some hot fluid with it.
while stream B enters at the cold end, which means

-r" ))
(8.s1)

This result can be combined with the second-order energ"y flux densify, calculated in
chapter 3 to account for the effect toroidai streaming can have on a thermoacoustic

system. This is done in the section.

8.3 Gomparison to experiment
The expression for the second-order work flux, equation (8.12), and the energy flow
resulting from toroidal streaming, equation (8.51), are combined with the iinear

thermoacoustic model, derived in chapter 3, and compared. to experimental data in
this section. A comparison will be made for two case sfudies; a thermoacoustic

refrigerator, and a thermoacoustic heat engine. For the most part, the general

solution procedure for the linear thermoacoustic model remairu unchanged.

Consequently, the model given in this chapter can be thought as an extension to the

linear model.

The chapter Proceeds by outlining the extensions that will be made to the linear

model before applying it to the case studies. Note that predictions of the metal

temperatures within the heat changers are based on the model presented in I31].

The linear theory gives the total acoustic power produced or absorbed by the core as

the difference in the acoustic interuities, at the ends of the core. This power flow will
be taken here to be the useful work produced or absorbed by the core, so that

dw, _A|o"[ar'(a)-f
dx 2 ld* l
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BXr subtracting eEration (8.52) away from the second-order work-flux, glven by

equation (S.12), an exlx€ssion for the anrount of energy lost in the core can be

determined,

w=# -# = +[{",, -, W,+. lt., )r'

*[** -' (8.s3)

. h#ne{ p, (d, )a,J* w -WH.=,1(",}l'o, I
By integrating equation (8.52) along the cole (in conjunction with equations (9.S1),

(3.52) and (3.53)) dr," can be found. In order to integrate equation (8.52) W,oo at the

hot'end of the core is first estimated and then sub-sequent\r modified in or.der to

foree its value to zera at the cotrd-end. For a theimoacoustic engine, W,or" at the ho,t

elrd is then taken to appear as an additional load on the hot heat exchanger, while f,or

a thertnoacor'tstic refrigeratorit show,e up as an addi,tional Ioad on the driver.

Toroidal streaming can be accounted for by corr,rbining equation (3.46) wnth (8"S1)

and rearranging th" result into an expression for the temperature gradient. This

trrield+

dlT, 
=&-dx 8z

were

(8.54)

(8.5s)s,=ft-? i-fr,t*)[r- fr-r,
(1+o{1+', )(t-fr )
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P^c, , [-8z=r;n+ttmlf +

L
(1+o)(1+e,)

(8.s6)

- Lxc , ry 
^t 

(fi r,0) 
^ 

-k ,, -f,"n ,

In forming equation (8.54) ,, nu, been assumed that the cold end temperature can be

approximated from the relation T,=To***, where Ar is the tength of the core,
dx

and where H, is the total energ'y flow along the core, being given by Hr, =Hr+ H,.

In order to solve equation (8.54) the mass flux (mr,o)n along the core, which is given

by equation (8.50) needs to be known at the beginning of the calculation. However

the solution of equation (8.50) requires that the velocity and axial temperature along

the core be known (of course these functions are only found after the thermoacoustic

equations have been integrated along the core). Therefore, the soiution proceeds by

initialll' guessing what the mass flux might be, to enable the thermoacoustic

equations to be integrated. Then equation (8.50) can be solved to determine what the

mass flux should be, and compared to the guessed value. If there is a significant

difference between the two values thery the guessed value for the mass flux is
modified and the thermoacoustic equations re-integrated. This continues until the

guessed and calculated mass flux match.

8.3.1 Gase study: Thermoacoustic refrigerator

A diagram of the thermoacoustic refrigerator analysed in this section is shown in
Figure 8.6. Full details of this device can be found in [68]. This refrigerator was

labelled the Frankenfridge, due to it being constructed from the parts of fwo other

thermoacoustic refrigerators, the space thermoacoustic refrigerator (STAR) [69] and

the shipboard electronics thermoacoustic cooler (SETAC) t7Ol.

Essentially, it consists of. five main sections (inherent to all thermoacoustics

refrigerators of this type), a hot resonator section, a hot heat exchanger, the

Vr -F")Q* ",f, lf r)
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Chapter 8 The effect of streaming on thermoacoustic cores

thermoacoustic core, a cold heat exchanger and a cold resonator section. However

the hot and cold resonator sections are comprised of various diameter sections. The

overall dimensions and geometry for this device are given in Table 8.i.. Note that the

thermoacoustic core consists of a spiral wound stack, made out of Mylar, having a

thickness of 0.1524mm. While the pores within the stack are really rectangular

channels (having a slight curvature), it can be adequately modelled as a series of

parallel plate channels.

In Figure 8.7 experimental measurements taken on this device, are compared to

results given from the linear thermoacoustic model, calculated using DeltaE [30], and

the extended linear thermoacoustic model outlined in this section. For both

theoretical models, the frequency, the velocity amplitude at the driver, the waste heat

B€Eows

Pushs Cone

-.- 

Copper Exhan$ Hertstr*

Erhru$ llaat Erchangd

STAf,| Raroncror Sr&t

Figure 8.6 Diagram of the Frankenfridge thcrmoacoustic refrigerator.
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Chapter I

Table 8.1 Frankenfridge dimensions.

The effect of streaming on ilrcrmoacoustic cores

Section Area x 103m2 Length (mm) BR 7o (mm)

bellows

insulating ring

interface

hot heat exchanger flange

hot heat exchanger

thermoacoustic core

Cold heat exchanger

Cold reducer

Cold duct

Horn

Bulb

2.048

2.909

1. 195

1.140

1.140

1.1 t0

1.140

1.140 (start)
0.3835 (end)

0.3835

0.3835 (start)
0.7432 (end)

68.3

r 8.90

3.02

t2.70

26.24

6.35

78.50

2.54

9.22

140.00

69.22

volume:
1.031x10-3 m3

u.)

0.773

0.5

0.254

0.191

0.254

out of the hot heat exchanger, and the fluid temperature within the hot resonator

section were iteratively adjusted, to force the inverse of the impedance to zero at the

cold-end terminatiort and to fix the cold and hot heat exchanger temperatures to

their experimental values. A summary of the selected design variables are listed in
Table 8.2.

Adjusted variables Experimental values
Ll
Uo @tdriver)

Q-ort"

7, (working fluid)
,;, I

vv urrlo

P^

pe @tdriver)

T, (heat exchanger)

7] (heat exchanger)
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Table 8.2 Summary of design aariables for Frankenfridge

?u fteat exchanger)

?] (heat exchanger)

Re[u,/p,]1r,, =o

Im[u,/p,]lo,rb =o
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Chapter 8 The effect of streaming on thermoacoustic coru

The results shown in Figure 8.7 reveal that the extended linear model does gives a

more accurate prediction over just the linear model.

The corrections made to the heat load curve are a result of the inclusion of the

toroidal flow. This is not surprising, as the fluid motion caused by toroidal

streaming results in heat being convected along the core, and consequently results in

an extra heat load on the system, and a reduction in the amount of cooling power

that the refrigerator is cable of pumping. While the corection to the acoustic power

curve is a direct result of the modifications made to the second-order work flux along

the core.

8.3.2 Case study: Thermoacoustic heat engine

A diagram of the thermoacoustic heat engine analysed in this section is shown

schematically in Figure 6.7. A complete description of this heat engine is given in the

paper [34]. Basically it consists of a straight resonator tube having a total length of

4.2m and inside diameter of 127mm, with thermoacoustic core and heat exchangers

placed at one end. The thermoacoustic core was constructed from a honeycomb

material, which can be accurately modelled by considering it to be a circular pore.

Hot heot
exch onger

lnsulotion \
i\

Electricol
power leocis

Stock Cooling woter pipe

Cold heot exchonger edle volvesr Ton
'./

// ,/-\,///\AY{i \':,/ \4 l\/\.-9-//
:

i
I
n

lJe

Tdtrct
rH

Figtre 8.8 Schematic diagram of heat engine.

I

T:tf'n
IH
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Chapter 8 The effect of streaming on thermoacoustic cores

The device can be considered to consist of five sections. A hot resonator section to

the left of the hot heat exchanger, having a length of 279 mm. A hot heat exchanger

having a length of 60mm, a gap width of 0.97mm and an open area that is i9.i% of

the resonator cross section. Followed by a thermoacoustic core 279 mm long, with a

channel radius of 0.5mm, a plate thickness of O.Lmm and an open area 81% of the

resonator cross section. A cold heat exchanger having a length of 51mm, a gap width

of 0.405mm and on oPen area 49o/o of the resonator cross section, and finally a cold

resonator section taking up the remaining 3.651m of the total resonator length. These

dimensions are sununarised in Table 8.3.

In Figure 8.9 experimental measurements taken on this device, are compared to

results given from the linear thermoacoustic model, calculated using DeltaE, and the

extended linear thermoacoustic model. Both theoretical models iteratively adjust the

frequency, hot heat exchanger temperature, and pressure amplitude at the start of

the hot resonator section, in order to force the inverse of the impedance to zero at the

end of the cold resonator section and to fix the cold heat exchanger temperature to

303K (which was the temperature of the cooling water supply used in the

experiments), for a given amount of heat supplied to the hot heat exchanger. A

sununary of the selected design variables are listed in Table 8.4.

Tnble 8.3 Heat engine dimensions. Consists of a resonator haaing a total length of 4,32m
and insider dianrcter af 127mm, brolccn into fiae sections,

Section Length (m) BR /o (mm)

Hot resonator

Hot heat exchanger

thermoacoustic core

Cold heat exchanger

Cold resonator

0.279

0.06

0.279

0.051

3.651

0.393

0.81

0.49

0.485

0.5

0.405

1,54
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Table 8.4 Summary of design aariables far the heat engine

?, (heat exchanger)

ne[u,/p,]l., ta*d=o
rmf u, /p,ll - 0u ', , , tlcold end.

wr*1. = o

Chapter I

Adjusted variables

J

pe (atdriver)

T, (heat exchanger)

rtr I

' v lossl,,

The ffict of streaming on thermoacoustic cores

Experimental values

P^

[ @eat exchanger)

First, most of the improvement made in the predictions given by the extended linear

model shown in Figure 8.9, primarily result from the extension of the second-order

work flux as opposed to the inclusion of the toroidal streaming term.

The extended linear model can be seen to be in excellent agreement with the

experimental results given for the pressure amplitude (measured at the end of the

cold resonator), for a heat load up to about 4000 W. After this poin! the solution

begins to deviate from the experiment data, although the extended linear model still

gives a better prediction than that made by just the linear solution. The deviation at

higher heat loads is more than likely due to the occurrence of additional non-linear

effects. There is however, still a relatively large discrepancy in the temperature

difference curve. This is believed to be mainly due to difficulties in modelling the

heat exchanger temperatures.
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Cha tetg ConchHions and
recornmendations

This thesis investigated some of the effects that streaming can have on

thermoacoustic systems.

First, an exPression for the streaming velocity within a channel was developed for

both thin and wide boundary layers. The result included the effect of a temperature

gradient along the length of the channel, and arbitrary phasing between the first-

order Pressure and velocity. The streaming velocity is a second-order quantity, and

as such is dependent upon the square of the drive ratio. Consequently, it increases

significantly as the pressure amplitude increases. It was found to reach its peak

value half way between the pressure and velocity nodes.

The streaming velocity was used to determine an expression for the mass flux within

the channel. It was found that the mass flux (and therefore, streaming velocity) was

only weakly dependent upon the axial temperature gradient along the channel, but

that the effect of the temperature gradient was more pronounced in fluids with lower

Prandtl numbers.

For a closed system, the conservation of mass requires that the flow circulate within

the charurel. It was seen that for a wide channel separation a double boundary layer

forms, which results in two circulating loops, one within the boundary layer and one

outside the boundary layer within the bulk of the fluid. For this case, the mass flux

can be approximated by a parabolic distribution, characterised by the value the

streaming velocity takes at the edge of the boundary layer. This velocity can be

thought of as a slip velocity occurring at the plate surface. For a tight charurel

spacing (which is the case for the thermoacoustic core), only a single loop results as
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Chapter 9 Conclusions and re commendations

the plates are not spaced wide enough apart for the double boundary layer to form.
In this case, the approximate parabolic solution cannot be applied and the full
equation needs to be considered.

An expression for the steady-state transverse temperature within wide and narrow
channels was also developed. As with the skeaming velocity the transverse steady-
state temperature is also a second-order quantity and therefore dependant upon the
square of the drive ratio. However, its peak value occurs at the pressure anti-node,

and its magnitude i.s strongly dependent upon the axial temperature gradient, in
conjunction with the width of the channel separation.

When there is no axial temperature gradient, the transverse steady state temperafure
tends towards a constant but small value outside the boundary layer when the width
of the channel increases. However, when an axial temperature gradient is present,

the magnitude of the transverse steady state temperafure increases significantly as

the channel spacing increases, and as a consequence a significant transverse

temperature difference can result. The implication of this is that a significant amount
of heat can be convected from one end if the channel to the other, due to the
circulating fluid motion created by the streaming velocity.

A numerical finite difference solution was developed to model non-linear flow
within a single two-dimensional channel. The model solved for the temperature field
within both the fluid and the solid, and therefore enabled the steady state

temperafure gradient induced along the charrnel to be predicted. The model was
found to be in excellent agreement with experimental data, correctly predicting the

steady temperature distribution along the length of the channel, and the drop off in
the magnitude of the induced temperature difference, as the drive ratio increases.

The numerical model was also compared against the analytical expressions

developed for the second-order time-averaged mass flow and transverse steady state

temperafure. The results of this comparison were found to be in excellent agreement,

thereby helping to confirming the accuracy of the analytical solutions.
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Chapter 9 Conclusions and re commen dations

An expression for the energy flux density within a single channel, which included

the effect of streaming, was derived. In order to incorporate strea*i.g into the

energy flux density, the energy flux density needed to be expanded to fourth order.

However, many of the fourth order terms were dropped based on the assumption

that the transverse steady state temperafure was large. This has been shown to occur

only when there was an axial temperature gradient along the channel, and the width

of the channel is large. Under these conditions, the streaming induced mass flux and

transverse steady state temperature combine to yield a fourth term that can be of a

similar magnitude as the second-order terms. For a large enough plate separation,

even relatively small values of the Mach number can result in appreciable amounts

of heat being convected by the streaming driven mass flux.

For the case when the plates are spaced close together, the transverse temperature

gradient is essentially constant. This means that equal amounts of heat are being

convected in both directions by the streaming motion and consequently the net heat

flow for this case, is essentially zero,

For standing wave phasing the direction of the energy flow induced by streaming in
the channel is always towards the cold end. Consequently, this heat flow can have a

defrimental effect on refrigeration devices, especially in the pulse tube of a pulse tube

refrigerator, for which atrl the ingredients are present for this heat flow to be large

(namely a significant temperature gradient along the length of the tube, and a

diameter significantly larger than that of the boundary layers). For non-standing

waves/ but for the case where the velocity leads the pressure, the magnitude of the

energy flow induced by streaming increases. F{owever, when the pressure leads the

velocity the streaming induced energy flow can be reduced.

An expression for the second-order work flux within a thermoacoustic core was

outlined, which identified an additional second-order term due to acoustic

streaming, which is not considered in the current approximation for the work flux. A

key factor arising from the addition of this term is the dependence of power
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Chapter 9 Conclusions and re tummendations

production upon the channel separation, as well as the temperature gradient.

\A/hereby if the channel becomes too tight acoustic oscillations will not be produced

even for very large temperafure gradients.

It was found that because the channels within a thermoacoustic core are very narrow,

the effect of streaming on the energy flux density within individual channels is small,

due to the transverse temperafure being essentially constant. To account for the

effect of streaming on the energy flux density within the core, it was proposed that
the streaming velocity forced a toroidal flow to circulate around the core. The

possibility of a toroidal motion exists because the channels within the core form a

path for the flow to circulate. This toroidal motion can cause heat to be convected

between the heat exchangers.

The investigation into toroidal streaming began by considering a thermoacoustic

couple. This allowed the problem to be reduced into a simple form, for easy

comparison to experimental data. An expression for the temperature difference

induced across the thermoacoustic couple was developed, which was found to be in
excellent agreement with the experimental results. The fact that the toroidal flow
solution was in such a good agreement with the experimental data suggests that

toroidal flows can be a factor.

An expression for the toroidal flow within a thermoacoustic core was also developed.

This expression along with the equation for the second-order work flux were formed

into an extended linear model, which was compared to experimental results, for both

the thermoacoustic heat engine and thermoacoustic refrigerator. This model was

found to be in better agreement with the experimental data than the linear solution.

An area that needs to be considered further is a comprehensive analysis on the effect

of streaming within the thermoacoustic core. The results given in chapter 5 would be

useful for such an analysis, and an excellent starting point. The problem mainly

deals with the way wtr-ich streaming effects the energy flux density within the core.

Clearly, due to the channels within the core being very tight, the energy convected
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within individual ehannels b1r streanring is very smatrl. Therefo-re, anothei

mehanisrn must be responeible, if streaaiing is to have any noticeable effect within
the core. Tfte approach taken h,ere r,nhich as$,tmes a toroidatr flow, aplrears to be a

possible candidate, and has a certain appeal to it" but a more rigorous analysis is

neded to determine exactly how it is forn-red (if at all) and under what conditioru.

For thisn an eNperimental'study on the effects of streaming w.ithin the core would be,

invaluable.

The solution for tLre energy flux density within a single channel, gl\ren in chapter [,
could be easillr modified into a nrodel to predict the effect streaming has on the

energ'y f,Iow, radftin the pulse hrbe of a pulse tube refrige-rator,
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AppendixA The momenrum driving
f.Iunctlon

The solution of the momentum driving function for a parallel plate channel, its

spatial average and the value it takes at the channel wall are outlined in this

appendix. The momentum driving function (defined in chapter 5) is given by,

(A.1)

In order to evaluate equation (A.1) the first order axial velocity u, and oscillating

temperature T, are required

a ^. = + I P#dy dy .I""L? [r,,idy -* Ir, +^r)

1-h.., ,ur=1j\ttr)
' Ju

,' =[, #)#.;*g('.*," -fffin r)

In additiory the tangential velocity o, is also needed.

d(",1 -_:e_(r* T-1 f ,\o. * f o ,f, 7 dT^ (u,l
dx W ^\ 

'I..+€,'* )' ' (1-o)(f +e,)T^ dx '1,-f,

To determine an expression for the tangential velocity the first order continuity

equatiory iapr+)p^urf 6x +p^ Aa rldy =0 is integrated over the boundary layer

subject to the boundary.condition that u,=0 at the channel wail (y=y). Using

pt=(p^lp^)pr-(p^17,,)7, to express the first order density, and with use of

equations (A.2) and (A.3), and where the r dependence of (ur) is given by,

(A.2)

(A.s)

L62
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AppailItr A

the tangential velocifl becornes

Momentam drioing fw"nttion

' (A':s)

o, = # u,,(+I.#,rle -0, yv -J[' . fflur], )

.#o- *HW Irrn, ##'JI' - h,Yv

- ! r.ro - G - o)(t +b r+C+h l r, - h,yy - I Wrl)
In evaluating u, the r dependence of the mean deneity and viscosity also need. to be

accounted for, which vary accordihg to dp^fdx =-(p, /t^)dr*/dx and

f o = (t -'l #*ffl * t) n, I drl nd f r= (1 - r+tanrr[(l + i ) r, J .lqo . 'Zeo r

where rla=V1l6n and y'=V/Vr. The faetor r1n is a measure of the sise of the pthte

spacing in comparison to the thermal boundary la.yer. For the boundary layer

approximation" the transv,erse dimension of the core is assu':rred to be much larger

than,the boundary layer thiekneso,:so that ?o Ja.

dp^fdx=(bp^lf *)Af^/ax. Consequently the viscotrs penetration depth varies

according to

d5" 
=(r*h\6" 

1 dr^
dx \ ' 27^ dr,

so that

aho 
-d6o % (uradf" =d6,-df-']Ax dx 06o t dr dx d6, )

Note thatfor a parallel platechannetr"

, _.ort[(r*i)aoy'lG],, costr{(r+i)Tou,f
tn,,=q anli tt+" cosh[(1.+i)rtrl,Jo] " cosh[(l +i)qo] '

(4.5)

(A.7)
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4.1 Momentum driving function solution
To determine an expression for the momenfum driving functiory the first order

terms, given by equations (A.2), (A.3) and (A.5) are substituted into expression (A.1),

while accounting for the x dependence of (ur), o^ and p^ as was done in deriving

ltt. The result is then integrated with the repeated aid of equation (9.1,6), equation

(3.25) and integration by parts, after which the momentum driving function becomes

e^n=p*(x)y' +p,(x,y).

The first term on the right hand side of equation (A.8), q*(x) is given by

a - @ = d _ r.r(#^r^lr, 
(o )(, - r, . #, r)l

(4.8)

#*t(,, )t' *f 
' 

- + e#A+ g + u)|#)]l
(A.e)

This term, which is parabolic in y, factors out in the derivation of the streaming

velocity, due to the requirement that the spatially averaged mass flux througt-r the

system be zero. Consequently, it will not be considered further. It is the second term

Q,"(x,y), which is significant close to the channel wall, but tends towards zero

outside of the boundary layer, which is of considerable interest, as it plays a major

factor in determining the streaming velocity. It is given by,

p,(x,y) = 

itr(#^""fr,(a, ) s 
" 
(v)l . ;* l( (4.1.0),,)l's,(v))

where the y dependence has been expressed by the terms,

$ 
"(v)=(v- 

1lr1 - f .l(m. +(+-#[,' -b)i,hk- (1 + @* Irr.JJl

.(r..{}tr)(r*-u).['.r+rr)(n.-rr"*!8.n..iff In.',or)*11)
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s, (y ) ='*[* (a" .vff(+ #i.n r *ff+ I, rrr))
-1:l-((t+4lo ah, *5" aF" 14,,.. , io-l aE, , )

z [t 2 )'' u;.; E l:ot'.ffi;Jh"aY ) a'"t

+e#d+ (1 + b'+ 
k)(h' - 3i" .*.(' *!j'" oa)#)]

Figure A.1 shows the variation of S,(y) and $o(y) over the cross section of a parallel

plate channel for helium (with e, -+0 ). Note that g,, is significant only within the

region close to the surface of the channel wall, and becomes zero awav from the

surface for a wide plate spacing i.e. as 4o )a .

4.2 Spatial average of the term rp.

The spatial average of g * (designate d by (p ,) ) is given by,

@)=ffi(#^"r^(4){s,\.#*l(,,,)l'(n,)) ,13)

where

$ ") 
=+ - zQ' + f .)7. . #o?.* - nf .)r r

*U-t)(t- f,)ffu" *2+(3+o)obh _r+go+zara , ) 
(A'1'4)

' L+t, [[""'-11.;f-1"--rfr*; ,r,

( n, ) =,"'f ffie#a+ Q + u)!*). *{#8

' AppendixA Momentum drivin g function

+(t_zo+(1_34q+-;:m(F*s'*zo,qL_1z_('_db)E)}]
(4.1s)

Theterms ($,) and (Sr) areplottedinFigure A.2for helium(with e,-+0). The

plots show that as 4o)6, both (S") and (Sr) tend towards zero. This is consistent

with $,(y) *d Sr(y) being non-zero only near the channel walls.
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Figure A.2 sprtialwerageilterrns (s,) nna (sr) plowdftrletium.

A.3: The value of p, at the ehannef wall
The value of tp . at the wall (designate d by E .(y , ) ) is grven by,

w.(u,)=ryrfi(#qr,{a)s"'fu ,,)l-#^#(,,)1"s,{v,))

(4.1v)
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The ter:ns 9,(yn) and $o(yr) *" plotted in Figure A.B for hetium (with a,-+0).

Both $,(yu) and $,r(y,o) haveanom-zerocontributionas . o+6. F{o_wever $o(yo,)

is only significant when there is a large temperature gladient. For a wide plate

separation, the tesm p,(y J is instrurnental in de.terr,niniqg the streaudng velocity.

lmaginary part

sr(y')

L23e5
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Figeue A,3 Terms $,(yu) and. $r(y.r| plot*dfu'heHwn"
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Appendix B Thcrm al dittin g function

4t-endtx B The thermal driving
function

The solution of the thermal driving function and the value it takes at the channel wall
are outlined in this appendix. The thermal driving function (defined in chapter 5) is,

,,=ho.l*ltffidydy+!r,o,rrl-+F,f -ffp,f @1)

The evaluation of the thermal driving function follows the same procedure as was

used to calculate the rnomentum driving function in appendix A. The first order
solutions given by equations (A.2), (A.3), and (A.5) are substiruted in and the result

integrated, while taking account of the r dependence of the fluid properties and (u,).

The resulting solution is,

, \ 1, ( ,, '0 ln.l's,(x,v)=-----, . p ls"fu)c^l("r)l' *so@#L
2p,,c ol1 ,,, \ 't 'u'u ' /p ,

where E, (y ) =, r.,,,73 r:' rr' :r' rt,', r"J' ; .:':;131]:'''' 
l

q 
^(v )= o"f ,+ (, r .#n rt. * ffi ff I, rorJ];{, *F.r,.)

Eotu)=-o"f #l?.#!r)(rr-&(znrr.-(1-d*lr,nr))
.? .#'r)(' r -' T\].+n -'t r[r' -"|' -#l' -' 

J

(8.2)

(B.s)

(8.4)
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€,0(a )=7-f,

7+ e,

Thermal fu iain g function
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',,:ftQ".#t-)
6 o, = -,'f,tmf- t+"+ (1 +b r+ k))

nwntd driaingfunetion

(8.7)

(8.8)

Figure B,1. plots the v.ruiatisn ut g"(y) *d Er(y) sver tfie cross section of a parallet

plate channel for heliurn (with ao -+0 ), w[,rile the variation of .gr[,V) and g* (y) is
grven in FigureB.2.
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Appmdix B Thermal drhing function

The factors €"(y ) and Eofu) contain y dependent terms which die away outside the

boundary layer. Therefore for a wide plate separation these terms can be considered

to be independent of y, except in the thin boundary layer near the surface of the

channel.

This is not the case for q,(y) and 6, (y ), which in addition to containing terms that

die away outside the boundary layer (represented by the factors q,o(V ) and Eoofu))

also contain a term which is parabolic iny, and can have a significant contribution to

the variation of E,(y) au':td €a (y ). fhe coefficient to this parabolic term, given by the

factors 5'", and fay increase in magnifude as the plate separation increases, as a

result this parabolic term dominates the solution for wide plate separations. Note

also that the terms q,(y) and ea(y) are only of consequence, when there is a non-

zero temperature gradient, i.e. for dT. f dx *0 .

8.1 The value of the thermal driving function at the wall
The value of tp, atthewall (designatedby e,(yr)) i,

rp,(y )=
2p^c r,lt-f,l' (, "(v )o ^l(,, )i' + E a (v,)#

. 

^, ^-]-*n 
e[ r, @,) E, tv d. ft(*)' te,)f q of v, ) J 

@ e)

where E"(y o)=iE,o(yo)*f., , €o(A o)=eoo(y )*Eo' dnd where,

E"(yo)=-o+#""1*+P] (8.10)

E o (v ) = - ll - r.l' 
[' 

- d#ffi )

.o{# 
{'-n T#('.#rr)*',rrffi(r.#, t )}] 

(8 11)
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4ryendix C One- dimensional
stabfiuyexample

Appendix C outlines the stability conditions for a one-dimensional numerical model

based on the finite difference method outlined in chapter 6. It should be noted that

the stabiliry conditions for the two-dimensional case, given in chapter 6, are more

stringent than given by the conditions outlined in this appendix, but are far too

difficult to specify precisely. It is for this reason that the conditions for stability have

been illustrated with the aid of this simptified example, and carefully extended to the

two dimensional case.

The one-dimensional equations to be examined are,

oP' , ^, 
oP'u' - 6'P'

--Frvr 

=;a 

-

at,"- ox, 'tax'z

)p'u' , , Op'Ll'' 1, Ap ' O2Ll'

-Ttvr

At' Ox' yIvI 6xr ' "2 Arr2 '

with the pressure and density linked by the adiabatic equation of state

0p' =?0p' .

The last term of equations (C.1) and (C.2) i.e. the terms with coefficients r, and, r,

have been added to help control stability problems arising from any artificial

diffusion resulting from the numerical approximations. In some cases, one or both of

these terms may not be needed.

For the finite difference approximations given in chapter 6 equations (C.1) and (C.2)

become,

(c,1)

(c.2)

(c.3)
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pin *' = p',n - r #( 0,(b' u')ii - b' r' ) li1' ) 
* 1r - 0 )(b' u' )i ., - (p' u' )l* ))

*',ffi(pii, -zpi" + pii,)

(p' u')iii = (p' u' li,+ - #fflo,t Ji,.' - p : ^ 
*') * (r - /, X p !i, - p i ^ ))

W*Jiil@i'i,'ii,i-P'i"ui!)*',#("ii,,-toJl!*';1;
(c.s)

(c.4)

(c.5)

(c.7)

It has been demonstrated 171,,721that the stability and accuracy of finite-difference

approximations to partial differential equations can be studied by forming what is

referred to as the modified partial differential equation. The modified equation

represents the actual partial differential equation solved by the finite-difference

solution. It is formed by first expanding each term in the difference equation by a

Taylor series expansion about the cell node and then manipulating the resulting

equation to eliminate time derivatives higher than first order, by diffusion terms that

represent a form of truncation error introduced by the finite-difference

approximation.

The modified equations for (C.4) and (C.5) are,

ffi . ur Y =((0, -|)t . M 2u' z) a,t, * +(,,o'' - +)#*,)#
\p'u',^"Op'Ll'' , 1 0P'

-iLrL

At' 0x' yM 0x'
/11\Mu'

=l p,Lt,l O,-;l* r,-':-
\\zlL

3 Lt,Mo,u, * Lx'2 OFt").)4
' 4 0x'))0x''

Of coarse the truncation error terms appearing in the modified equations contain

infinitely nuny terms, Or,ly the lowest order terms, which help determine the

stability criteria have been retained.

For stability the coefficients to the diffusion terms, Azp'fAx'z in the modified

continuity equation, equation (C.5), and A\t'fAx'z in the modified momentum
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Appaillix C Otu- dimensional stability example

equation, equation (C.7) rreed ts be positive. lnspection of these equations yields the

following stability conditions.

11
or'i.'u'a ir'i
r.>Mt(4:\I 4 \dr'1"n. (c.s)

ln addition the grid spacing and time oteB must be:choson so that the fluid moves

less than one eell pen cycle. This condition gives

Av'Muk*.; (C.10) 
,

As a final note the order of aoeuractrr of a finite-difference scheme can be deteru,rined

form the rnodified equation by noting the lowest order pow€rs of the increments Af '

and ,Ax' . Thus, the scherne presented here is at beet second order acc-utate in space

and firet order accurate in time.
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